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RESUMEN  

El objetivo principal de esta tesis doctoral es el desarrollo de un biosensor 

compatible con una producción a gran escala, basado en tecnología plasmónica. 

Dicho sensor se presenta como una solución alternativa para su implantación como 

técnica de diagnóstico y/o seguimiento de pacientes diagnosticados de 

enfermedades de alto impacto, social y económico, como es el cáncer, las 

enfermedades inflamatorias autoinmunes o cualquier otra patología cuyos 

biomarcadores sean bien conocidos. Se propone la utilización del biosensor 

plasmónico para la detección de biomarcadores, como por ejemplo células 

tumorales o proteínas, presentes en fluidos humanos de una manera rápida, con 

alta sensibilidad y libre de marcadores. El biosensor está formado por chips 

compuestos de matrices de nanoagujeros sobre una superficie de oro, en los cuales 

se produce el efecto de emisión óptica extraordinaria cuando la luz incide sobre la 

superficie de metal nanoestructurado.  

La geometría más adecuada de la nanoestructura a fabricar en la capa de metal 

(chip) para obtener una alta sensibilidad, ha sido analizada mediante simulaciones 

computacionales con el fin de obtener las mejores prestaciones. Dicha geometría 

debe de ser compatible con el método de fabricación usado en esta investigación, 

un método escalable y de bajo coste: Nanoimpresión térmica (thermal NIL de su 

nombre en inglés). Además, se ha realizado el estudio numérico del 

comportamiento electromagnético del chip desarrollado cuando un objeto 

biológico, del tipo de las células, se encuentra posicionado sobre su superficie. Esta 

simulación numérica ha permitido determinar la capacidad del biosensor para la 

detección y monitorización de células individuales contenidas en una solución 

búfer. También ha servido para establecer los requisitos que debe cumplir el 

montaje óptico experimental para lograr con éxito el objetivo perseguido.  

Se ha realizado a su vez un estudio en profundidad del proceso de fabricación 

thermal NIL para poder optimizar y tener un mejor control del proceso de 

fabricación de los chips. Posteriormente, se procedió a la optimización de la 

fabricación y caracterización de los chips para conseguir un proceso de fabricación 

robusto.  

Para llevar a cabo las medidas experimentales, concretamente para la detección, 

monitorización y contaje de células tumorales, se ha diseñado y desarrollado un 
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novedoso montaje óptico. Además, esta configuración óptica permite una 

caracterización, control de calidad, automática de los chips mediante el escaneo de 

toda la superficie sensora (superficie nanoestructurada) y posterior análisis de 

datos. La posibilidad de caracterizar nano-motivos de una manera sencilla, junto 

con la tecnología de fabricación escalable elegida, podrá permitir superar la brecha 

actual entre el laboratorio y la industria para sensores basados en la tecnología 

plasmónica.  

Por último, se presentan y discuten los resultados experimentales obtenidos, 

demostrando las capacidades como biosensor del sistema diseñado, en 

concordancia con los cálculos numéricos previamente realizados. La detección de 

biomarcadores se ha realizado en muestras líquidas. En este trabajo se presentan 

tres casos de estudio mostrando así el potencial del biosensor plasmónico 

desarrollado: la monitorización a tiempo real de la adsorción de la proteína BSA, 

la detección de la proteína TNF-α mediante un inmunoensayo libre de marcadores 

y la detección de objetos en la escala micro como son las células HT-29, una línea 

celular de cáncer de colon. 

El trabajo de esta tesis ha sido desarrollado en estrecha colaboración con un grupo 

interdisciplinario de investigadores de la Universidad de Cantabria, el Hospital 

Universitario Marqués de Valdecilla y de una pequeña empresa, CELLBIOCAN.  

Este trabajo allana el camino para la futura construcción de un prototipo de 

biosensor del tipo lab-on-a-chip. Esto puede significar un beneficio considerable 

para la medicina basada, por ejemplo, en biopsias líquidas para una detección 

temprana de posible metástasis y el seguimiento y monitorización de pacientes con 

cáncer durante y después del tratamiento. 

El trabajo de esta tesis podría también contribuir a la monitorización clínica de 

pacientes que sufren procesos inflamatorios, como son las enfermedades 

inflamatorias autoinmunes, o cáncer y en particular, para el seguimiento de 

pacientes tratados con fármacos biológicos, los cuales actúan bloqueando la 

actividad de la proteína TNF-α. Así este trabajo contribuye a facilitar el camino 

hacia una atención médica basada en medicina personalizada, lo cual reduce 

notablemente los costes, al evitarse terapias ineficaces, mejorando 

significativamente el rendimiento de los tratamientos y el pronóstico de 

enfermedades. 
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ABSTRACT 

The main goal of this doctoral thesis is the development of scalable biosensors 

based on plasmonic technology as alternative solutions for its implementation in 

diagnosis or therapy monitoring of relevant diseases, such as cancer, autoimmune 

inflammatory diseases or any other pathology with well-known biomarkers. The 

use of nanoplasmonic biosensors for a rapid, sensitive and label-free detection of 

biomarkers present in human fluids, such as tumor cells or proteins, is proposed. 

The biosensor consists of sensing chips made of periodic nanoholes arrays on a 

gold surface where the extraordinary optical transmission is present when light 

interacts with the nanostructured metal surface. 

The nanostructured geometry to be fabricated in the metal film (sensing chip) for 

high sensitivity in biosensing, was analyzed by computational simulations in order 

to get optimal performance. This geometry had to be compatible with the scalable 

and low-cost manufacturing method used in this research: thermal Nanoimprint 

Lithography (NIL). Also, for micron-sized biological objects like cells, the 

electromagnetic behavior of the sensing chip when one of these dielectric objects is 

located on it, was numerically studied. This numerical simulation allowed to 

determine the capacity of the biosensor for detection and monitoring of single cells 

in buffer solution. It also set the optical setup requirements to reach this goal.  

An in-depth study of the thermal NIL process was carried out for a better control 

and an optimization of the sensing chip fabrication process. Next, the experimental 

procedure for chip fabrication and chip characterization were optimized to get a 

robust manufacturing process. 

A novel and suitable optical setup was developed to carry out the experimental 

measurements of the system as biosensor, especially for the detection, monitoring 

and counting of tumor cells. In addition, this optical configuration allows an 

automatic sensing chips characterization, quality control, by a fast scanning of the 

chips and a further data processing. The possibility of characterizing nanofeatures 

in a simple way together with the industrial scalable fabrication technology 

selected would bridge the gap between lab and industry for nanoplasmonic 

sensors.  
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Last, experimental measurements data are presented and discussed, showing the 

biosensing capabilities of the designed system, accordingly with the numerical 

calculations previously done. Biomarkers detection were performed in fluid 

samples. Three cases of study showing the potential of the developed plasmonic 

biosensor are presented in this work: the real-time monitoring of BSA protein 

adsorption, the detection of the protein TNF-α by means of a label-free 

immunoassay and the detection of micro-sized objects such as HT-29 cells, a 

human colon cancer cell line. 

This thesis work has been developed in an interdisciplinary group in close 

collaboration with other researchers from the Universidad de Cantabria, Hospital 

Universitario Marqués de Valdecilla, and a SME, CELLBIOCAN.  

This work paves the way for the further construction of a biosensor prototype as a 

lab-on-chip sensor. It could represent an important benefit for the medicine based 

on liquid biopsies, for instance, for an early detection of possible cancer metastasis 

and monitoring patients during treatment or after treatment. The work in this 

thesis could also contribute to the clinical monitoring of patients suffering from an 

inflammatory process such as autoimmune inflammatory diseases or cancer and 

particularly, to the follow-up of patients taking biological drugs acting as TNF-α 

activity blockers. This work contributes to smooth the path towards medical 

attention based on personalized medicine, which reduce significantly the cost by 

avoiding non-effective therapies while the prognosis and treatment of a certain 

ailment is largely improved. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

It is evident that light plays a very crucial role in our life. That’s the reason light has 

been studied throughout centuries. Thanks to this effort, there is an important 

wealth of knowledge and its consequent application in the development of optical 

devices, many of which are used in our daily life, such as fiber optics, cameras, 

displays, projectors, scanners, compact disc, optical storage and so on. Particularly, 

in the automotive sector they are playing a significant role in driving assistance 

such as, rain sensor, proximity sensors, traffic sign assist, Parking Assistant, Lane 

Keeping Assistant, or Emergency Brake Assistant among others.  

This work is about a new area of physical optics, plasmonics and its application to 

biomedicine. Plasmonics studies the interaction between electromagnetic (EM) 

field and the electronic plasma in a metal. This interaction is driven by the electric 

component of the electromagnetic field, giving rise to collective oscillations of this 

plasma. In general, light travels in a three-dimensional space and it is not easy to 

confine. For metallic materials, light can travel not only in the conventional way 

but also, under certain conditions, it can be confined, traveling along their surface. 

This is a very particular property. Actually, that “surface light” is more complex 

(electromagnetically speaking) as it consists not only of an EM field, but it also 

involves the oscillations of the electronic plasma of the metal. The existence of 

these type of surface waves or “Surface Plamons” (SPs), was first predicted in 1957 

by Rufus Ritchie [1]. Depending on how they are excited, two different kind of SPs 

can be found: Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs), when electromagnetic radiation 

illuminates a flat surface separating two media, one dielectric and the other 

metallic, and Localized Surface Plasmons (LSPs) when they are excited on sub-

wavelength sized metallic nanoparticles (NPs). In the following decades, SPs were 

extensively studied by many scientists. 

Although nanotechnology and nanoscience and are quite modern, dates from the 

1970s, the use of light effects on nanoparticles have a surprisingly long history; The 

first known examples of using noble metal NPs, often composed of gold, silver, 

copper, and aluminum, date back to Roman times, the 4th century A.D., where 

exquisite colorations were achieved in stained glasses. Metal NPs are able to color 

glass in an extraordinary way. A well-known example is the Lycurgus Cup (Figure 
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1.1), nowadays located in the British Museum. However, it was not until the end of 

the 19th century that an interest in understanding the interactions between light 

and metals truly began [2]. The work performed by Michael Faraday and John 

Tyndall, focused on exploring the color of metallic colloidal suspensions was the 

key for explaining for instance, the beautiful and in a first sight, surprising colors 

of the Lycurgus cup. Its vibrant colors were created by mixing small amounts of 

gold and silver into the molten glass, thus creating a glass with metallic 

nanoparticles embedded in it. These NPs are able to absorb and scatter light at very 

specific regions of the visible spectrum, appearing in vivid color to the eye. Thus, 

Lycurgus cup shows a different color depending on whether or not light is passing 

through it; red when lit from behind (transmission) and green when lit from in 

front (reflection), providing the strong contrast in colors that must have amazed 

the people of Roman times. Here, the LSPR of the metal NPs efficiently scatter the 

green light, giving the cup its usual color. This allows only red light to be 

transmitted.  

 

Figure 1.1 Lycurgus cup, is a 4th-century Roman glass cage cup made of a 

dichroic glass, now housed in the British Museum.  

The main thing that differentiates these materials is their ability to convert the 

energy of incoming photons into a collective oscillation of electrons. This has two 

important consequences, first, the concentration of the EM radiation into volumes 

smaller than the incident wavelength, and second, the EM field enhancement in 

the particle proximities.  

Apart from this amazing decorative effect, the plasmonic modes (SPs) that can be 

excited at the interface of a noble metal and a dielectric, generate an evanescent 

field that penetrates into the media in contact with the metal surface. This 

evanescent field is extremely sensitive to media refractive index changes. Such 
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interesting property can be used to detect changes in the refractive index close to 

the metal surface, i.e., refractometric sensors [3]–[7]. 

Surface plasmon-based sensing shows excellent properties for its application in 

different fields, such as environmental pollution control, drug discovery, health 

care monitoring, clinical analysis, food quality and safety analysis, etc [8]. This 

work is focused on biosensing capabilities of SP-based devices, particularly LSPR 

biosensors.  

In the introduction, first general principles of the interaction of light with thin 

metal films is presented, then a brief description of different types of Surface 

Plasmon based biosensors is given. Later a more specific review of LSPR biosensors 

is shown. And finally, the objective and structure of the thesis is described. 

1.1 General Principles of the electromagnetic interaction 

between light and thin metal films  

Metals in the VIS and NIR spectral ranges, are usually characterized by a negative 

real part of their dielectric constant. At these frequencies and under a free electron 

model for metals, coherent oscillations of the electronic plasma are produced at the 

plasma frequency. For a given value of the incident frequency equal to 𝜔𝑃/√2 

(where 𝜔𝑃 is the plasma frequency of the metal) these oscillations resonate, leading 

to electronic oscillation resonances known as plasmon resonances. For metallic 

thin films, research on surface plasmons started more than 50 years ago [1]. 

However, it has been during last decades that investigation in this field have 

undergone a rapid growth. As the light line and the SPP dispersion curve does 

never meet for an incident wave vector different from zero, a coupling mechanism 

between the incident electromagnetic radiation and the SPP wave is necessary [9]. 

This coupling mechanism can be obtained through an optical prism, where one of 

its surfaces has been covered by a thin metallic film of tenths of nanometers [9]. 

Whilst this produced many interesting results, the recent progresses have been 

obtained through the continuous improved ability to fabricate and characterize 

metallic structures at the nanoscale. Such structures are highly diffractive and 

allow light to couple incident light to SPPs through different physical processes, 

light scattering among many others. 
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In the case of SPRs (Figure 1.2 a), the associated electromagnetic wave, occurring 

at the interface between a thin film of metal and a dielectric, propagates attached 

to the metallic surface (in the x directions in Figure 1.2 a). For metals with low 

losses (low values of the imaginary part of their refractive index), these waves travel 

distances of the order of hundreds of microns, and decay evanescently towards the 

dielectric side with decay lengths of the order of the incident wavelength. The SPP 

propagating vector follows equation (1.1)  

𝑘𝑥
𝑆𝑃𝑃 = 𝑘0√

𝑚 𝑑

𝑚+ 𝑑
     (1.1) 

where 𝑘0 = 𝑤
𝑐⁄  is the light wavenumber in vacuum, and 휀𝑚 y 휀𝑑 are the dielectric 

constants of the metal and the surrounding dielectric medium, respectively. 

A SPP is characterized by an evanescent field confined at the metal-dielectric 

interface and decreases exponentially into both media. Most of the field is 

concentrated in the dielectric medium close to the metal surface, showing a typical 

penetration depth between 100-500nm when working in the visible or near 

infrared regions [10].  

 

Figure 1.2 Schematic diagrams illustrating the difference between (a) a 

surface plasmon polariton (or propagating plasmon) and (b) a localized 

surface plasmon [11]. 

For plasmon excitation on localized metallic structures much smaller than the 

incident wavelength (nanoparticles for instance), localized surface plasmons can 

be excited. In these cases, light is strongly localized in the nanostructure and 

intense electromagnetic fields are produced in its close surroundings (Figure 1.2 

b). In this case, the interaction between the nanostructured metal and the 

electromagnetic field gives rise to a Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR), 

where the conduction electrons of metal have non-propagating oscillations. This 

effect leads to the accumulation of polarization charges on the surface of the NP, 
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this becoming a radiating dipole (Figure 1.2 b)), and consequently the enhanced 

absorption and scattering of light, as well as for the strongly enhanced EM field in 

close vicinity of the NP surface. 

Nowadays, thanks to the developments carried out to increasingly miniaturize 

electronic components, new previously inaccessible structures in the range of 

micrometers and even nanometers can be built up with high precision and control. 

These micro/nano structures (cavities, protrusions, holes, gratings, etc.) can be 

fabricated in different types of materials and metallic surfaces which are of interest 

to get SPs, opening the possibilities to control SPs properties. 

The LSPR condition is fulfilled when a specific wavelength of light impinges on the 

nanostructure, generating enhanced EM fields that are localized at the surface of 

the nanostructure. The electromagnetic energy corresponding to the wavelength of 

light that excites the collective oscillation of conduction electrons is absorbed and 

scattered by the nanostructure.  

The simplest theoretical approach available for modeling the optical properties of 

NPs is the Mie theory estimation of the extinction of a metallic spherical NP, being 

its diameter (𝑑) much smaller than the incident light wavelength (𝜆). The NP 

polarizability (𝛼0) is given by equation (1.2) 

𝛼0 = 4𝜋𝑑3 𝑚(𝜆)− 𝑑

𝑚(𝜆)+2 𝑑
      (1.2) 

where 휀𝑚 y 휀𝑑 are the dielectric constants of the metal and of the surrounding 

dielectric medium, respectively. The wavelength for the LSPR condition is that 

fulfilling the relationship 휀𝑚(𝜆) = −2휀𝑑 and the corresponding frequency is known 

as the Frölich frequency [12]. 

For 𝑑 ≪ 𝜆, the electrostatic approximation holds because there are no retardation 

effects in the NP. The charge oscillation behaves as a single dipole with and 

amplitude that is strongly influenced by the distance between the surface charges. 

It is clear that the LSPR spectrum of an isolated metallic nanosphere embedded in 

an external dielectric medium will depend on the NP diameter, the NP material 

and on the dielectric constant of the medium surrounding the NP (휀𝑚). Changes of 

this parameter within the evanescent field, strongly confined in the particle surface 

with a rapid decay in the dielectric medium, lead to displacements of the LSPR 

peak in contrast to propagating SP [11]. 
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Size and shape dependency lead to another important property of plasmonic 

nanostructures: the spectral tunability of the resonance. The morphology, size and 

distance separation between the nanostructures contribute to the spectral 

signature of its resonance, dictating the bandwidth and peak position of the LSPR. 

By varying geometry parameters of the plasmonic nanostructures, the LSPR can be 

tailored and tuned along the entire VIS NIR regions. This property is extremely 

useful for many applications, among which, biosensing can be highlighted.  

This work is focused on biosensors based on Localized Surface Plasmon 

Resonances (LSPR). In general, LSPR biosensor fundamentals refer to 

nanostructured metal films, from now on referred to as sensing chips in this work, 

whose nanostructures can be either nanoparticles or nanoholes. The 

nanoplasmonic biosensor developed in this work is based on a nanohole periodic 

structured gold metal film taking advantage of the Extraordinary Optical 

Transmission (EOT) phenomenon when illuminated with VIS-NIR.  

Nanohole periodic structures in metal films presents two main advantages, they 

can be fabricated by high-throughput, high-reliable, low-cost nanofabrication 

techniques, and the grating type configuration allows getting EOT even at normal 

incidence of the excitation light [13]. This linear configuration eases the optical 

assembly of the biosensor showing great potential for integration and 

miniaturization, which makes it a competitive candidate for point of care testing.  

The use of these biosensing devices has grown enormously in recent years due to 

several advantages over other traditional biosensing methods. The remarkable 

sensitivity of these materials to biological binding has greatly furthered their use in 

challenging problems where low limits of detection are required. Moreover, LSPR 

biosensors have multiplexed capabilities which allow sensing different target of 

interest in a single nanostructured metal film. However, several challenges still 

remain for biosensing applications. With this research, the major challenges facing 

the field of LSPR biosensing will be faced: limit of detection or specificity while it 

will give a boost to incorporate LSPR devices into industry by means of high 

throughout, low cost and scalable fabrication technologies.  

With this objective, this thesis work was developed in an interdisciplinary team, in 

close collaboration with optical physicists, chemical engineers, mechanical 
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engineers and biologists, among others, from the University of Cantabria, the 

University Hospital Marqués de Valdecilla and IK4-Tekniker. 

1.2 Surface Plasmon based biosensors 

In the last two decades, the need to obtain early, affordable, and reliable analytical 

devices for in vitro diagnostics has become a key aspect on reaching the quick 

diagnosis of several pathologies. This is important not only for the safeguard of 

health and safety of patients but also for reducing the costs of the National Health 

Systems. An ideal in vitro diagnostic device should allow the qualitative and 

quantitative detection of potential biomarkers in biological fluids and tissues [14]. 

The ideal role played by these devices is to assure real-time monitoring for effective 

personalized therapies and treatments. The methods generally employed 

nowadays for biomedical applications have several drawbacks: being time-

consuming, costs of analysis, laborious procedures, the need for qualified 

personnel, and poor availability as point-of-care systems. In the last decades the 

significant technological progress in several fields such as electronics, 

nanotechnologies and biotechnologies as well as the need to have high sensitivity, 

user-friendly devices has led to research and development of new types of 

biosensors. The vision of a new generation of biomedical devices for personal 

monitoring and point-of-care (POC) applications has driven several advances in 

the field of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), particularly in terms of fluid 

manipulation in micrometer-sized channels (microfluidics), automated chemical 

and biochemical operations (lab-on-a-chip), and optofluidics integration [15]. 

A biosensor is a device where a specific biological substance is bind to a physical 

transducer (e.g., electrochemical, optical, piezoelectric, or magnetic) that can 

translate the biochemical interaction into a quantifiable signal. The recent progress 

in highly sensitive optical transducers combined with the exquisite specificity, 

affinity and versatility of biomolecular interactions has driven the development of 

a wide variety of optical biosensors with applications in diverse fields including 

clinical diagnosis, biomolecular engineering, drug design, environmental control 

or food industry.  

Under the free-electron model approach, a gas of free electrons that constitute a 

metal oscillates at the plasma the incident frequency (𝑤𝑝) generating plasmons. As 
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this metal is excited by an electromagnetic wave, and the excitation frequency is  

𝑤 = 𝑤𝑝 √2⁄  these plasma oscillations couple with the incident photons, generating 

plasmon resonances. Plasmonic materials, referred to as sensing chips, typically 

consist of metallic structures that support electromagnetic oscillations known as 

surface plasmon polaritons at their interfaces. Resonant excitations of these optical 

fields, that is, surface plasmon resonances (SPRs), are very sensitivity to the 

dielectric materials in contact with the metallic surface. SPRs in the visible/near-

infrared wavelength range are of particular interest because there is favorable 

optical confinement at these wavelengths, and may become a major component in 

the next generation of biosensors [16]. The most extensively employed optical 

biosensors are those based on Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) changes in thin 

gold films [8]. 

1.2.1 SPR biosensors 

SPR based biosensors show interesting features compared to other 

physicochemical transducers, allowing real time monitoring, without the need of 

labelling. Moreover, the reduced costs of analysis, selectivity, being easy to use, and 

furthermore, the reversible interaction between the biotransducer and the analyte 

which allows the reuse of the biodevice for multiple analyses make this kind of 

biosensors very promising.  

SPR biosensing is based on the detection of small changes in the refractive index 

on thin metal films arising from the binding of target analytes (biomarkers) with a 

specific biotransducer through the change in the resonance angle. It is named the 

Kretschmann configuration and it is the most common operation for commercial 

SPR systems, requiring a somehow complex prism-coupling non-collinear optical 

setup. Sensitivities obtained on these non-nanostructured sensors using the 

Kretschmann configuration (Figure 1.3) are higher as used for bulk refractive index 

changes while these show a worse sensitivity to molecular adsorption processes as 

compared to LSPR biosensing. It is mainly due to the shorter decay length for LSPR 

biosensing. 
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Figure 1.3 Scheme of bulk SPR in Kretschmann configuration. 

SPR biosensing using non-structured substrates uses frequently signal 

enhancement to improve the limit of detection. Different approaches involve 

amplification steps using sandwich assays which produce a signal dependent on 

the initial analyte concentration. In the case of immunoassays, the simplest option 

is the use of specific secondary antibodies. A slightly more complex approach 

involves functionalized nanoparticles (Figure 1.4), which due to their great mass, 

can amplify the initial signal further [17]. In exchange of the loss of the label-free 

format, amplification steps can provide, in many cases, the clinical cut-off needed 

while increasing the specificity for the detection of the target analyte. It allows 

working with analytes present at low concentrations in complex matrices in which 

non-specific binding and signal noise make direct detection impossible. 

 

 Figure 1.4 Scheme of bulk SPR with sandwich “assay” with nanoparticles 

amplification. 

Nevertheless, optical nano-biosensors can be also devised using nanostructured 

metals, rather than thin metal films, which are expected to cover unmet needs for 

label-free and high throughput analysis in diagnostics, LSPR biosensors.  
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1.2.2 LSPR biosensors 

The attractive optical properties of metal nanostructures are connected to their 

localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). The LSPR (Figure 1.5) is an optical 

phenomenon generated by collective oscillations of the electron gas in metal 

nanostructures surrounded by a dielectric. Typical materials for plasmonic 

applications are noble metals, especially silver or gold which are also 

biocompatible. Despite silver displays sharper and more intense LSPR bands than 

gold, the higher chemical stability of gold nanostructures has favored its 

preferential application for biosensing [18]. 

 

Figure 1.5 LSPR configurations. 1) Metal nanoparticles on a gold film, as a 

sensing chip, in a Kretschmann configuration setup, 2a) EOT through 

nanoholes in a gold film (2b). It constitutes a simpler collinear setup. (2c) 

Resonance wavelength shift due to biomarkers detection.  

The extremely intense and highly confined EM fields induced by the LSPR provide 

a very sensitive probe to detect small changes in the dielectric environment around 

the nanostructures, which is particularly attractive for sensing applications.  

The LSPR spectral position is highly dependent on the composition, size or shape 

of the nanoparticles or nanostructures, as well as the refractive index of the 

dielectric medium around them. Size and shape dependence provide a wide 

spectral tunability along the whole visible and NIR spectrum, which is extremely 

useful to optimize surface enhanced effects, thermal treatments and also, to 

maximize the biosensing response of the nanostructures.  

On the other hand, the red-shift of the LSPR induced by a refractive index changes 

that increases around metal nanostructures is the basis of the refractive index 
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sensors. Local refractive index changes such as those induced by biomolecular 

interactions at the surface of the nanostructures can be monitored via the LSPR 

peak shift. Therefore, the sensitivity and selectivity of LSPR based biosensors can 

be modified by changing the shape, size, and material composition of metal 

nanoparticles [19] or by means of novel configurations [20]–[26] to achieve high 

sensitivity and selectivity. Moreover, LSPR allows a simultaneous detection of 

different biomarkers with different concentrations, multiplexing [27]–[33], thus 

enabling high throughput screening in an array format, SPR imaging. 

Actually, there are already in the market some examples of how metal 

nanostructures can be used to provide practical solutions to real-world problems. 

The home pregnancy test changes its color to red when a significant excess of hCG, 

a hormone produced by the placenta during pregnancy, is detected in a pregnant 

women’s urine. hCG has a certain protein structure that binds to a complementary 

DNA base pair sequence. That very specific complementary lock for the hCG key is 

attached to gold nanoparticles which reflect red light. If hCG is detected, the spot 

or line of the dipstick reflects red; if not, blue or clear or whatever the design entails 

[34]. 

1.2.3 SPR imaging biosensors 

Recently, a new SPR approach to overcome the drawbacks of SPR biosensing is the 

SPR Imaging (SPRi). It consisted of a combination of SPR and a spatially resolved 

measurement (Figure 1.6). This kind of resolution, by using a two-dimensional 

charge coupled device (CCD) detector array, allows monitoring the biomolecular 

interactions to determine kinetic and analytical parameters. 
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Figure 1.6 Scheme of SPR imaging(left). Right figure shows the generated 

output image, where different spot colors represent several analyte 

concentrations (right).  

The output of this instrument is an image with different spots, in an array formar, 

where the light intensity is proportional to the different analyte concentration that 

interacts with the biorecognition element. Thanks to this 2D detector it is possible 

to detect small SPR signal variation [35]. 

By comparing SPRi with a conventional bulk SPR, the advantages of SPRi are the 

possibility of detecting more biomarkers at the same time, with an enhanced 

sensitivity and selectivity [36]. Colloidal nanoparticles (NPs) improve the 

sensitivity of SPRi to ensure rapid, proper, and sensitive analysis. The focus point 

of SPRi is the optical part of the instrument where the light is addressed to different 

spots, properly modified, to produce an SPR image thanks to the reflected light 

[37]. 

An interesting review of SPR based sensor for medical diagnosis has been recently 

done [38] where the kind of SPR biosensor developed to date and the type of 

antibodies, proteins and Enzymes in human samples analyzed is summarized. 

This approach has been also extended to LSPR based biosensors where, for 

example, an on-chip sensing platform with plasmonic microarrays and lens-free 

computational imaging has been developed [39]. This configuration gives the 

possibility to digitally image a multiplexed array of sensors on the same plasmonic 

chip. 
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1.3 LSPR biosensors: a bibliographic review  

Despite SPR spectroscopy currently dominates commercial instrumentation [38], 

[40], such as the BIAcore® from A&G Pharmaceutical, Inc. [37], [41], [42] and 

SPR2® from Sierra Sensors GmbHand S. [17], [43], using LSPR instead of SPR has 

several significant advantages whilst offering many of the same advantages for 

sensing. The optical setup for LSPR biosensing by EOT through nanoholes is much 

less complex since no prism is needed to couple the light to the gold film. Therefore, 

the final device will be smaller, offering possibility of miniaturization, and more 

affordable. Moreover, since the angle is not important, the instrument is much 

more robust against vibration and mechanical noise. What is more, SPR is not as 

sensitive to surface refractive index changes, which causes errors in experimental 

data, because it has a longer EM field decay length. Sensors based on localized 

plasmon resonances (LSPR) allow also working with the Fano effect. The result is 

sharp and discrete resonances with asymmetric line shapes coming from the 

interference of the localized plasmon (resonant channel) with the scattered light 

(continuous background) generated by the nanostructured surface [44]. The 

resultant resonance is narrower than the original and therefore, increases the 

biosensor figure of merit (defined below). Summing up these facts, it can be 

concluded that LSPR biosensors, and particularly those based on EOT, no relying 

on a prism-coupling setup are more robust, more sensitive and easier to use and 

maintain.  

Additionally, LSPR biosensor can handle multiplexing configurations and the 

range of functionalization chemistries is broader than conventional SPR biosensor 

and can take advantage from the existing knowledge for them. 

Thanks to the advances in LSPR fabrication techniques, with the objective of 

getting higher sensitivities in biosensors, different nanostructures have been 

proposed. Some of the most usual variations consist on changing period and shape 

(square, circular, elliptical, triangular, slits…) of apertures [13], [15], [19], [45]–

[55] or array patterns (square, hexagonal, random…) [15][56], different metals 

which thin film is made of, for example silver [57]–[65] or aluminum [66], [67]. By 

varying the shape, size, material and mainly the period of the metallic film 

nanostructures also the resonance wavelength has been tune throughout the 

visible, near-infrared, and into the infrared region of the EM spectrum [68], [69]. 
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In the case of LSPR by reflection, metallic film with nanoparticles, different shapes 

have been studied, such nanorods [70]–[78], nanoprism [79], nanotriangles [80], 

[81], nanodiscs [82]–[84] and nanorings [85]–[88].  

Besides, the influence of the metallic adhesive layer to the substrate, the effect of 

surrounding gratings to the nanostructure [89], [90], and also configurations with 

low refractive index substrates [24] have been investigated. 

Other processes associated with refractive index changes, such as molecular 

adsorption and chemical reactions can also be monitored through the evolution of 

LSPR position [53]. The sensitivity toward molecular adsorption depends on the 

size or mass and number of molecules covering the surface. Existing LSPR sensors 

can detect static and dynamic binding events in real time and have therefore been 

applied to various processes, including protein–ligand and antibody–protein 

interactions, DNA hybridization, and protein conformational changes. As the 

ensemble- averaged spectral LSPR shift is limited by bulk refractive index changes, 

a significant improvement is required to sense ultralow concentrations or few-

molecule binding events. 

A key parameter to determine sensing performance of a LSPR sensor device is the 

figure of Merit (FOM), which is defined as (∆𝜆/∆𝑛)(1/∆𝜔), where ∆𝜆 is the 

resonance wavelength shift, ∆𝑛 is the refractive index change and ∆𝜔 is the full-

width of the resonance peak at half-maximum (FWHM). The FOM determines the 

sensitivity with which very small wavelength changes can be measured, by taking 

into account the sharpness of the resonance. Several studies and different 

strategies have been followed in order to increase the sensor FOM, ranging from 

developing nanoparticle with more complex shapes such as nanocrosses [91], 

coupled ellipses [54], nanostars [92] and even nano Lycurgus Cup Arrays [93] to 

more sophisticated designs like: developing a miniaturized plasmonic biosensor 

platform based on a hyperbolic metamaterial [94]; by using a thin gold film 

perforated with short-ranged ordered plasmon-active nanoholes as one of the 

electrodes of a quartz crystal microbalance [25]; or introducing an additional layer 

of graphene [95]–[100].  

With the aim to compare refractive index sensors based on optical resonance 

techniques a frequently used parameter, limit of detection of the sensor, was 

introduced by White and Fan in 2008 [101]. In this work, the limit of detection of 
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the sensor is defined as the wavelength resolution, defined as twice the standard 

deviation, divided by its sensitivity, where sensitivity is (∆𝜆/∆𝑛), and it is expressed 

in nm per refractive index unit (nm/RIU). In this way, the sensor detection limit 

depends not only on the sensitivity but also on the wavelength resolution with 

which the resonance peak position can be measured. This, in turn, depends on the 

resonance peak width the algorithm used to fit it (in order to find its position) and 

the sensitivity of the detector in the experimental setup. The lower limit of 

detection found in a refractive index sensor is in the range of 10−7 to 10−8𝑅𝐼𝑈, 

whereas in plasmonic based sensors is about 10−5𝑅𝐼𝑈 [102][103]. 

Another important parameter used to define the biosensing capabilities of 

plasmonic sensors, as well as others using different transduction mechanism, is the 

limit of detection (LOD), defined as the concentration corresponding to a signal 

equal to three times the standard deviation of a number of measurements obtained 

in the absence of the analyte. Apart from the novel designs mentioned before, new 

configuration has been developed to increase the LOD such as nanohole flow-

through system [104]–[107], bimetallic nanoparticles or multilayer 

nanostructured films fabrication [20], [21], [108]–[115] and coupling external 

cavities, Fabry-Perot (FP), to the plasmonic sensor [116]–[126]. There are several 

interesting reviews with LOD tables [127][128]. 

In recent studies low concentrations and LOD of different biomarkers have been 

presented. Jin et al. 2016 [129], showed the high sensitivity of Poly(methyl 

methacrylate) (PMMA) polymer based LSPR biosensor using glycopolymer 

brushes carrying glucose moieties for the detection of con-canavalin A, with a LOD 

of 1.3𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐿⁄  and saturated response of 1054.2 𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐿⁄ .  

In the work of Acimovic et al. 2014, the sensor performance, LOD, for streptavidin 

was found to be 17𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿 and for Immunoglobulin G (IgG) was extracted to be 

60𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿 [130]. By means of a hybrid substrate Cetin et al. 2015, measured 

concentrations of IgG down to 0.7𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿 [21]. 

Tort et al. 2017 in their work [131], biofunctionalized and codified with two 

different single stranded-DNA (ssDNA) chains, gold nanoparticles of distinct sizes, 

and therefore showing distinct plasmon resonance peaks with this configuration 

small molecular weight, analytes such as stanozolol (ST,) could be detected at 

concentrations in the low 𝑛𝑀 range (solutions at 1000𝑛𝑚).  
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In other recent work a squamous cell carcinoma antigen (SCCa), as a tumor 

biomarker was detected [60]. SCCa plays an important role in adjuvant diagnosis, 

treatment evaluation, and prognosis prediction for cervical cancer patients. The 

estimated LOD was calculated to be 0.125𝑝𝑀. 

Cappi et al. 2015 [132] developed a simple LSPR setup for real-time label-free 

detection of tobramycin in buffer, measuring concentrations down to 0.5𝜇𝑀. 

Moreover, the system can detect tobramycin in filtered undiluted blood serum, 

measuring concentrations down to 10𝜇𝑀 with a theoretical detection limit of 

3.4𝜇𝑀. (Cetin 2015) 

A concentration of 30𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿 of human epidermal receptor protein-2 (HER2) 

antigen (associated with breast cancer) was detected using a nanohole array-based 

microfluidic sensor developed by Monteiro et al. 2016 [133]. HER2-positive 

individuals have concentrations between 15 and 75𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿 in blood plasma. Thus, 

the sensor shows potential to be applied in the diagnosis or prognosis of breast 

cancer.  

The LSPR detection method built by Guo et al. 2016 for alkaline phosphatase 

showed a linear range from 1.0𝑝𝑀 to 25𝑛𝑚 with a detection limit of 0.5𝑝𝑀 [134]. 

Using DNA as a mode target molecule, this technique showed a detection range 

from 10𝑓𝑀 to 50𝑝𝑀 DNA with a detection limit of 2.6𝑓𝑀 through the convenient 

combination with hybridization chain reaction amplification.  

Ding et al. presented the quantification of cardiac biomarker in human serum 

using extraordinary optical transmission by NIL in 2015 [135]. The sensor showed 

high sensitivity in serum with a cardiac troponin with a LOD of 0.55𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿, and 

very low variability in sensing chip manufacturing to produce a FOM of 10.5. These 

findings drive LSPR closer to technical comparability with ELISA-based assays 

while preserving the unique particularities of a LSPR based sensor, suitability for 

multiplexing and miniaturization, and point-of- care detections. 

It can be concluded that today, plasmon spectroscopy is a powerful method for 

detecting molecules of both biological and chemical interest. In addition, the LSPR 

is responsible for the EM field enhancement that leads to surface-enhanced Raman 

scattering (SERS) [136]–[140] and other surface-enhanced spectroscopic 

processes like plasmonic fiber optic sensing [141]–[152]. 
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However, most of the sensing application of LSPR based devices have been focused 

to biomarkers detection in the range of a few tens of nanometers. Some researchers 

have studied the detection of biological objects of hundreds of nanometers or even 

in the range of one micrometer, such as virus or bacteria respectively (Figure 1.7) 

[106], [153]–[156].  

 

Figure 1.7 The relative sizes of various microorganism. Note that a typical 

virus measures about 10 times smaller than a typical bacterium (~1 µm), 

which is at least 10 times smaller than a typical animal cell (~10 µm) [157]. 

Recently, due to the high interest in liquid biopsies and the significant information 

that cell detection can provide about the state of a patient, some works have been 

done attempting to detect cell by label-free plasmonic sensors, going far beyond 

the nanometric range to tens of micrometers [158]–[160]. Nevertheless, due to the 

size and morphology of cells only big number of cells can be detected, about one 

hundred. Generally, the signal obtained in those works are qualitative but not 

quantitative. In some studies of cells, particularly circulating tumor cells (CTCs), 

the number of CTCs in the sample is crucial to know the state of the patient, its 

prognosis and treatment effectiveness. In addition, the number of CTCs present in 

blood sample usually is very low, about 5 − 10 in 7𝑚𝐿 plasma sample. The 

importance of CTCs and the challenges to get a device able to detect them have 

been intensively studied during last years in several works and fields [161]–[169]. 

Recently, Li et al. have studied cytokine secretion from live cancer cells with an 

EOT based nanoplasmonic biosensor to analyze cellular activities for fundamental 

cell research [170], [171]. In these works, they successfully provide a real-time 

analysis of single-cell but not monitoring a cancer cell itself but the protein secreted 
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from the cell. Therefore, getting a label-free nanoplasmonic biosensor for CTC 

monitoring in liquid biopsies is still a big challenge of great interest [172], [173].  

1.4 Thesis objective and structure 

1.4.1 Objective 

The bibliography related to the main topic of this Thesis (biosensing with Plasmon 

Resonances) is quite extensive. Also, an important amount of experiments has 

been carried out. They are mainly centered either in a better understanding of the 

surface plasmon physical phenomenon or in getting the highest sensitivity in the 

biosensing effect even at the expense of using complex surfaces architectures. 

Usually, intricate sensing chip designs have been introduced which make difficult 

its implementation for a posterior up-scaling and a possible introduction into the 

production chain before hitting the market.  

Nanoimprint Lithography is a relatively recent fabrication method introduced to 

construct nanoscale patterns in a cost-effective and high-throughput manner. The 

remarkable advantages of this nanofabrication technology include the simplicity of 

lithographic processes, accessibility of the massive nanostructure fabrication and 

cost efficiency. Therefore, it is a very powerful and flexible approach to fabricate 

large-area noble metal nanostructure arrays and gratings, which have a great 

impact on LSPR biosensing. 

The aim of this work is to develop a highly sensitive LSPR biosensor through 

scalable technology and useful for different biomarkers of interest. A cost-effective 

biosensor looks for a compromise between the sensitivity needed for the designed 

target application and the high throughput and highly repetitive fabrication 

method, which influence notably in its cost. This goal is only accomplished by 

means of low-cost, reliable, high quality and disposable sensing chips.  

Abundance proteins found in tissue, blood, urine and other body fluids may either 

provide vital early indicators of disease or establish an accurate prognosis or 

monitoring a specific therapy’s outcome. This work has selected the TNF-α protein 

as a case of study for its relevance in a wide variety of immune and inflammatory 

processes. Thus, the determination of TNF-α concentration in real samples is 

highly interesting for many immunological studies. A worth-mentioning case is 

that of rheumatoid arthritis or Crohn’s disease.  
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But the plasmonic sensor developed in this work goes beyond the detection of 

concentrations of nano-sized biomolecules bonded to the nanostructured metal 

surface, usually assumed for this this type of sensors, showing sensing capabilities 

for detection and monitoring of biological cells and in particular cancer cells of the 

type of Circulating Tumor Cells (CTCs). Cell monitoring implies sensing 

capabilities for individual objects at the micro-scale range beyond the well-known 

capability for sensing nanosized objects. Additionally, cancer cell and particularly 

CTCs are of the highest interest in liquid biopsies both to know the status and 

evolution of a cancer patient and to provide the patient a personalized treatment 

that will improve his/her quality of life and life expectancy.  

One of the main contributions of this thesis to LSPR biosensing field is the 

development of electromagnetic models to simulate the detection and monitoring 

of biological cells when they are located on transduction surfaces based on metallic 

thin films with a periodic distribution of nanoholes. The simulation procedures are 

based on finite element methods to solve Maxwell’s equations in the frequency 

domain. This simulation methodology allows checking any change in the chip 

configuration related to its biosensing capabilities avoiding waste of time and 

money by direct fabrication. 

Another important contribution is the possibility to guaranty the quality of the chip 

fabrication. The designed optical setup apart from its sensing capabilities, it 

enables the metrological inspection of the fabricated chips (see section 5.4) over 

the whole nanostructured surface which can be as large as a few millimeters. In 

contrast, in the bibliography the fabrication quality of metal nanostructured 

surfaces is usually validated by microscopy methods like SEM. This manufacturing 

monitorization is not affordable at industrial level because it can only be done in 

small regions of the nanostructured gold array due to time consuming, need of a 

trained person and charging effects on the sample and risk of damages. The 

metrological inspection protocol developed provides a route to identify local 

defects within the whole nanostructured area in contrast of the conventional 

analysis of the plasmonic response of the whole chip in one step, usually done for 

quick chip validation. 

It is worth highlighting that this work extends the LSPR biosensing capabilities to 

biomarkers in a new scale in the micrometer range, like cancer cells, being able not 
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only to quantify the presence of biomarkers but also to count them individually. As 

far as we know, plasmonic based biosensors were limited to the detection of 

biomarkers in the range of nanometers size such as proteins or DNA biomolecules. 

Moreover, these biomarkers are uniformly distributed along the sample giving rise 

to a change in the effective refractive index of the medium in contact with the 

sensing chip, whereas cells are individual objects randomly positioned over the 

chip. Therefore, their presence does not affect the whole medium but just their 

surroundings.  

1.4.2 Structure of this Thesis 

The thesis work description and the corresponding results have been divided into 

six chapters as described below. 

The first chapter (Chapter 1) gives a general background of the physics of the LSPR 

phenomenon and its application in the development of a biosensor for detecting 

the presence of biological molecules, biomarkers, etc. for diagnosis, prognostic or 

therapy associated to a target disease. In addition, a brief description of the 

interaction of light with thin metal films and the phenomenon of Surface Plasmon 

Resonance will be given.  

Chapter 2 focuses on the computational simulations done to design the optimum 

nanostructure to be fabricated in the metal film for high sensitivity biosensing, 

compatible with the high throughput and low-cost fabrication method chosen: 

Thermal Nanoimprint Lithography (thermal NIL). First, it describes the physics 

fundamentals of the developed system and its theoretical background: The 

Extraordinary Optical Transmission effect. A brief review of the computational 

tool, Finite Element Method (FEM), used to simulate this phenomenon will be 

given as it cannot be solved by analytical approach.  

Given the characteristics of the incident light illuminating the nanostructure: 

wavelength range, polarization, incidence angle, wave shape…, different chip 

geometries will be studied by means of COMSOL to analyze the influence of the 

nanostructure geometry parameters, such as nanocavity shape and dimensions, 

array period, symmetry, etc. To complete the analysis of the chip best 

configuration, the thickness and dielectric properties of the different layers that 

compound it will be set.  
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Finally, the electromagnetic behavior of the sensing chip when a micron-sized 

dielectric object is located onto it is analyzed. This numerical simulation allows 

determining the capacity of the developed biosensor for single cell detection in 

buffer solution. It also set the biosensor requirements for this goal.  

Chapter 3 is divided in two sections. The first is focused on the theoretical 

description of the nanofabrication techniques, mainly that used for the chip 

fabrication in this work: thermal NIL. The second describes the experimental 

procedure for chip fabrication, chip characterization and chip fabrication process 

reliability.  

Once the chip is designed and fabricated, a suitable optical setup must be 

developed to carry out the experimental measurements of the system as biosensor. 

Chapter 4 covers this part, from system requirements to final optical setup 

characteristics, through all the critical points of the assembly.  

In Chapter 5 the experimental measurements data are presented and discussed, 

showing the biosensing capabilities of the designed system, that is, for biomarkers 

detection in fluid samples. Since the measurements were performed in a fluid 

sample, an appropriate microfluidic cell was designed and developed (described in 

Chapter 4).  

Signal processing method for analyzing the measured spectra is presented together 

with the data obtained for two different cases of study. These correspond to two 

different kind of biomarkers: the TNF-α protein and HT-29 tumor cells, which 

represent two targets of quite different sizes, in the nano and micro scale 

respectively.  

TNF-α biomarker is an indicator of inflammatory diseases. This cytokine has been 

implicated in a variety of diseases, including autoimmune diseases, insulin 

resistance, and cancer [174]. In spite of having a very low basal concentration in 

blood, this protein has been widely studied in the literature as detected under 

different transduction mechanisms, providing a way to compare FOM of different 

biosensors.  

HT-29 tumor cells line is a human colon cancer cell line used extensively in 

biological and cancer research. This case, as applied potentially to detect CTCs, 

provides an indicator of the risk of metastasis in a cancer patient. Even more, if the 
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number of CTCs present in cancer patients blood is precisely counted, it provides 

a relevant feedback of the efficiency of the ongoing treatment and opens a new field 

of possibilities in the frame of personalized medicine. 

In Chapter 6 the main conclusions drawn from this work are detailed, with an 

overview of the possible future research to be done. Finally, the diffusion of the 

results obtained with this thesis (scientific contributions) is presented as 

supplementary information (ANNEX A: Results from this work. Scientific 

contributions). 
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Chapter 2. Physical Fundamentals of the Developed 

System – Theoretical Background 

2.1 Extraordinary optical transmission – field distribution over 

a nanostructured metallic surface 

A hole in a screen is probably the simplest optical element possible. In the sixteenth 

century, Flemish painters used a pinhole to project an image onto their canvases, 

technique referred as a “camera obscura”. Later, in the first half of the 19th century 

the “camera obscura” was further developed into the photographic camera where 

it was used to expose light-sensitive materials. 

When light passes through apertures, it is diffracted by their edges. The first 

description of diffraction from a circular aperture was given by Grimaldi in the 

mid-17th century, contributing to the foundation of classical wave optics.  

In the twentieth century, the interest shifted to subwavelength regime. For a 

circular hole of radius (𝑟) much lower than the incident wavelength (𝜆), 𝑟 <<< 𝜆, 

Bethe gave a theoretical description of the diffraction of light in a perfectly 

conducting metal film of zero thickness [175], Figure 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1 Visible light through a subwavelength hole in an infinitely thin 

perfect metal film a) diffraction and b) transmission spectrum.  

Under these assumptions, he found a solution where the optical transmission 

decreased with the ratio (𝑟 𝜆⁄ )
4

, when λ becomes larger than r, as: 

𝜂 =
64(

2𝜋𝑟

𝜆
)
4

27𝜋2
     (2.1) 

Where η is the transmission efficiency (normalized to the hole area).  

This dependence reflects the fact that light cannot propagate through the hole if 

𝜆 > 4𝑟. For a perfect conductor, 𝜆𝑐 = 4𝑟 is known as the cutoff wavelength. In real 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camera
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situations, when the finite conductivity is considered, the cutoff occurs at longer 

wavelengths. 

In addition, a real metal film has a finite thickness and consequently, a hole is also 

characterized by its depth, having waveguide properties. The transmission of light 

through such a guide is very different from the propagation of light in empty space. 

The confined space of the waveguide essentially modifies the dispersion relation of 

the electromagnetic field. With real metals, 𝜆𝑐 cannot be sharply defined because it 

goes continuously from propagative to evanescent regime as the wavelength 

increases. Nevertheless, the transmission spectrum can reveal the different 

propagating and evanescent regimes, as shown in Figure 2.2, where the 

exponentially decreasing tail represents the attenuation of the subwavelength 

regime.  

 

Figure 2.2 Visible light through a subwavelength hole in a metal film of 

thickness 𝑡, a) metal thickness acts as a cylindrical waveguide b) optical 

transmission spectrum.  

There is a straightforward relationship between the cross-section of the waveguide 

and 𝜆𝑐. However, it is possible to control and even to eliminate cutoff wavelengths 

even when the lateral dimensions are much smaller than 𝜆, by defining with more 

complex geometries. What is more, the transmission can be made extremely 

polarization sensitive by using non-symmetrical apertures like a slit. In this case, 

both polarizations of light have a very different propagation, for polarization 

parallel to the long axis, the transmission can be made subwavelength, as soon as 

the short dimension of the rectangle is smaller than 𝜆. Whilst, for the perpendicular 

polarization the light always propagates through it, no matter how narrow the 

aperture is. This allows for many possibilities in the choice of geometry depending 

on the application. 
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Bethe also predicted that the light would diffract as it emerges from the hole in an 

angular pattern that depends on the orientation relative to the polarization of the 

incident light. Whereas the intensity should be constant (like a spherical wave in a 

plane) in the direction of the incoming polarization, it decreases with increasing 

angle in the perpendicular direction.  

With the increase of interest in the extraordinary transmission phenomenon it has 

become possible to measure the transmission and diffraction from a single 

subwavelength aperture in a metallic film at optical wavelengths. Angular 

measurements at the exit of subwavelength apertures have revealed that the light 

diffracts less than expected [176], [177]. Similarly, the transmitted light can have 

unexpected features [177], with a peak not predicted by equation (2.1), see Figure 

2.3. The appearance of such resonance peaks can be understood as the excitation 

of SP modes at the edges of the hole, a type known as localized SP that has been 

confirmed by theoretical studies [178].  

 

Figure 2.3  Optical transmission properties of single holes in Ag films 

illuminated with white light. a) A circular aperture (270nm diameter in a 

200nm thick film) and b) its transmission spectrum for. c) A rectangular 

aperture (210nm x 3310nm in 700nm thick film) and d) its transmission 

spectrum as a function of the polarization angle. Figure extracted from [179]. 

This reveals that Bethe’s theory is too idealized and significantly underestimates 

the transmission efficiency.  
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When the flux of photons per unit area emerging from an aperture is larger than 

the incident flux per unit area, that is, the transmission efficiency 𝜂 is greater than 

one, the transmission is defined as being extraordinary, extraordinary optical 

transmission (EOT). Even, it is known that for certain aperture structures under 

appropriate conditions 𝜂 can be much larger than one, what is known as the 

extraordinary transmission (EOT) phenomenon.  

Although it is very difficult to quantify 𝜂 for a single hole, it remains an 

experimental challenge, thanks to modern nanofabrication techniques it is possible 

to modify the optical properties of a single aperture by adding an array of periodic 

holes. Such modifications give rise to much higher transmission than a single hole 

at selected wavelengths. 

Periodic metallic structures can convert light into SPs by providing the necessary 

momentum for the coupling process (as explained in ANNEX A: Coupling incident 

light to SPs). Thus, periodic arrays of holes can give rise to the EOT phenomenon, 

where the transmission spectrum contains a set of peaks with 𝜂 larger than one 

even when the individual holes are so small that they do not allow propagation of 

light (Figure 2.4).  

 

Figure 2.4 Optical transmission spectrum (b) of a periodic nanohole array 

(a). 

For normal incidence onto a square-symmetry periodic array the transmission 

maxima occur, in a first approximation, at the wavelengths satisfying a two-

dimensional grating coupling condition for SP, 

𝜆𝑆𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) =
𝑝

√𝑖2+𝑗2 √
𝑑 𝑚

𝑑+ 𝑚
    (2.2) 

where 𝑝 is the period of the array, 휀𝑚 and 휀𝑑 are the dielectric constants of the metal 

and the dielectric material in contact with the metal respectively and 𝑖, 𝑗 are the 
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scattering orders of the array. It has been demonstrated that peak positions 

predicted by equation (2.2) are at slightly shorter wavelengths than those observed 

experimentally. It does not consider the scattering losses associated to the presence 

of the holes, ignoring the interference that gives rise to a resonance shift [180]. 

Implicit in the resonance conditions defined by equations such as equation (2.2) 

are the symmetry relations of the array.  

One interesting feature of hole arrays is the fact that each hole on the output surface 

acts like a new point source for the light. Therefore, if a plane wave impinges on 

the input surface, then a plane wave is reconstructed through classical interference 

as the light travels away from the output surface. Naturally, because the array is 

also a grating, the transmission gives rise to different diffraction orders depending 

on the wavelength to period ratio [179]. 

When light is incident on an opaque metal film with an array of apertures smaller 

than the wavelength, enhanced transmission of light through the holes (EOT) is 

observed for fixed optical properties of the metal. This phenomenon is due to the 

interaction of the incident light with the electronic plasma in the metal film surface. 

It can be controlled by changing the size and geometry of the apertures. This has 

opened up exciting new opportunities in applications ranging from subwavelength 

optics and optoelectronics to chemical sensing and biophysics. 

The usefulness of this systems for biosensing has been emphasized by the 

combination of the large electromagnetic fields generated by the SPs on the hole 

arrays, their sensitivity to the dielectric medium in contact with the surface (eq. 

(2.2)) and its simplicity. The grating type configuration allows getting EOT even at 

normal incidence of the excitation light. This linear configuration eases the optical 

assembly of the biosensor showing great potential for integration and 

miniaturization. 

Although EOT is already 20 years old, it is still a very active field of research. We 

believe that today, the fundamentals of the mechanisms for EOT phenomenon in 

subwavelength apertures are well understood, and research has moved to the 

improvement of material properties and the development of new applications, 

especially in the areas such as color filters [181], [182], optical trapping [183], 

[184], and sensing [6]. The present work is focused on the latter. 
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In order to optimize the experimental procedure (see Chapter 3), the study of the 

EOT phenomenon was focused on gold nanohole arrays. First numerical 

simulations were performed using a commercial computational tool described 

next. 

2.1.1 Numerical study - computational tool 

Here, the numerical procedure used along this thesis to simulate the EOT 

phenomenon of light interacting with subwavelength apertures in a gold film, is 

presented. It is based on the Finite Element Method (FEM). Although the 

electromagnetic (EM) phenomena in metal-dielectric structures can be described 

by the Maxwell equations, the numerical problem cannot be solved analytically 

because of the wide range of length scales involved in such combined systems. 

Therefore, in order to compute the optical properties of the developed sensing 

chips in this work, FEM method has been chosen by means of COMSOL 

Multiphysics® commercial software [185] and its RF module [186].  

The discovery of the laws of electromagnetism in the nineteenth century have had 

a deep impact on our society. It has been developed in many different fields and 

applications, due to the existence of two successful approximations to study the 

EM fields interacting with an object, one namely the circuit theory and the other 

the ray optics. The former applies when objects interacting with the EM field are 

much smaller than its wavelength and the latter is valid when they are much larger 

than it.  

Without these approximations Maxwell equations were, except in the simplest 

geometries (presenting a high degree of symmetry), simply too difficult to handle 

with existing mathematics. Therefore, until recently, the study of electromagnetic 

fields interacting with objects of the order of the wavelength of the EM field (or 

smaller) remained largely unexplored.  

Today, thanks to the evolution of computers there is a new scientific field known 

as Nanophotonics that allows the study of Maxwell’s equations for many of the 

basic geometries in the wavelength range and the numerical application.  

However, the numerical problem is still very difficult to solve because of the highly 

different length scales involved, ranging from the device dimensions (several 

microns) to the penetration depth of the metal (of the order of 200 − 400𝑛𝑚) and 
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the grid sizes needed to describe it (about 2– 5𝑛𝑚), through the incident light 

wavelength (400 − 800𝑛𝑚) and the period in the hole arrays in the metallic surface 

which usually range from hundreds of nanometers to microns. 

Nowadays, several computational schemes for solving Maxwell equations have 

been developed, each one presenting its own advantages and disadvantages. Two 

of the most promising methods are the finite difference time-domain (FDTD) and 

the FEM method.  

On the one hand, the FDTD method was originally proposed in 1966 by K. Yee 

[187], and it turns out to be one of the most extensively developed and used 

methods in computational electromagnetism [188]. As Allen Taflove foresaw in 

1975, the electromagnetics community seized upon the excellent Yee algorithm and 

applied it to just everything. On the other hand, the usefulness of the FEM was first 

recognized at the start of the 1940s by Richard Courant, a German-American 

mathematician [189]. While Courant recognized its application to a range of 

problems, it took several decades before the approach was applied generally in 

fields outside of structural mechanics, becoming what it is today.  

One of the benefits of using the FEM is that it offers great freedom in the selection 

of discretization, both in the elements that may be used to discretize space and the 

base functions [190]. This capacity allows the selections of different shapes and size 

for problem discretization and distributing the elements of the mesh differently 

over the axes. Smaller elements in a region where changes are bigger and larger for 

more uniform regions can be applied, to save computational costs focusing the 

studies in the regions of interest. The main advantages of this method are: 

✓ different kind of material properties can be considered. Therefore, 

dielectric, metal and non-linear materials can be introduced, 

✓ several illumination sources can be employed, such as plane waves, gaussian 

beams or dipole sources,  

✓ optical properties can be easily described by means of any quantity which 

depends on the EM fields, like transmission and reflection coefficients, 

dispersion relation curves and field maps in frequency domain, 

✓ compared with other numerical methods, FEM has a great versatility in the 

way of systems discretization for a lower computational cost and saving 

computational time. After computing a solution to the numerical equations, 

the local error estimation can be used to create a denser mesh where the 
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error is large. A second approximate solution may then be computed using 

a refined mesh reducing the error.  

In COMSOL RF module Maxwell's equations are solved using the finite element 

method with numerically stable edge elements, also known as vector elements, in 

combination with state-of-the-art algorithms for preconditioning and iterative 

solutions of the resulting sparse equation systems. Both the iterative and direct 

solvers run in parallel on multicore computers. 

It is not the aim of this section to give a fully description of the FEM. For more 

information, a full description of FEM in electromagnetics can be found in the work 

published by Jian-Ming Jin, first edition in 1993 [191]. 

In this work FEM was used to investigate the EOT phenomenon through arrays of 

nanoholes in a gold surface, sensing chips. FEM calculations were used to get both 

the best chip configuration and the influence of its characterizing parameters (best 

nanostructure geometry, dependence on the gold film thickness), in order to get 

the highest sensitivity as biosensor, compatible with the selected fabrication 

method (Thermal Nanoimprint Lithography). In addition, the considered topics 

include other aspects like the nature of the light source (plane waves, gaussian 

beams...) light polarization and the influence of the adhesion layer, among many 

others (see section 2.1.2). 

The different chip configurations simulated were thoroughly analyzed and, 

whenever possible, the numerical calculations have been accompanied by 

experimental work to see the correspondence between simulations and 

experiments.  

Numerical study has also been validated by Lumerical FDTD Solution [192]. It is 

based on the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. 

Due to system complexity, computational cost has to be considered. To do so, it 

was necessary to build a unit cell (Figure 2.5) and repeat it periodically in a 2D 

configuration by means of the Floquet periodicity conditions [193]. Besides, the 

unit cell must be selectively discretized to solve the differential form of Maxwell 

equations in a numerical way. In addition, the number of elements that compose 

the mesh must be big enough to get accurate results.  
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Figure 2.5 Unit cell of the simulated nanostructure, which is repeated 

periodically. Created by COMSOL. 

Once the geometry is built, the materials with which the different parts of the 

structure are made of, are set. For the selected configuration, the nanostructured 

thin metallic film is made of gold, 60𝑛𝑚 in thickness (more information in the 

following section). This is deposited over a borosilicate substrate (glass), 𝑛𝑔 = 1.50. 

The nanostructures consist of nanoholes with diameter about 180𝑛𝑚. The array 

period varies from 400𝑛𝑚 to 550𝑛𝑚. The illumination is a plane wave propagating 

in the vertical direction to the gold film and the substrate. A liquid sample is 

deposited onto the gold surface for sensing purposes.  

Reflection and transmission spectra and near field images were obtained with 

COMSOL by a direct way, [67], [194]. An example of a near field image is shown in 

Figure 2.6. 

 

Figure 2.6 Near field map of the simulated unit cell illuminated with a plane 

wave at 760nm. The liquid sample is water, 𝑛𝑤 = 1.33 and period 500𝑛𝑚.  
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2.1.2 Study of the influence of the parameters characterizing the 

nanostructured surface.  

Numerous factors influence the optical response of nanostructured metal films 

such as structure symmetry and period, hole shape, aperture area, metal film 

properties and thickness, illumination source, etc [36]–[43]. These variables 

determine the electromagnetic field distribution on the surface, the propagation 

dynamics of the surface waves and their scattering efficiencies in order to optimize 

the EOT phenomenon. In this section the study and selection of the different 

parameters to get the best sensing chip possible that satisfy the requirements, is 

presented. 

2.1.2.1 Metal film 

When light illuminates a flat surface separating two media, one dielectric and the 

other metallic, SPs are obtained but not all metals have the same response to light. 

Particularly, EOT is due to the interaction of light with structured metallic films 

with nanoholes. The material that thin films are made of plays an important role 

in the spectral features of the transmitted light, so that it deserves special attention.  

The transmitted intensity through metals depends on two main factors that act in 

opposite way, absorption and effective area [195]. Absorption, which is responsible 

of transmission decrease, is due to the imaginary part of metal dielectric constant. 

Otherwise, since the electric field penetrates a few nanometers inside the structure, 

the effective area of nanohole increases and higher peaks can be found in metals 

transmission spectra. This remarks the influence that material has in the 

transmittance.  

In analogy to the research carried out in the study of the optical properties of nano-

structured metallic systems [195], the transmission spectra for different metals 

have been obtained (Figure 2.7) to compare the resonance peaks generated for each 

nanostructured metal film.  
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Figure 2.7 Transmission spectra for several metal films with the same 

nanostructure (periodic nanohole array). 

The dielectric constants used in this work were obtained from Palik ’s handbook 

[196].  

Inspection of Figure 2.7 reveals that for some metals, such as Ag, Au or Cu, 

transmission resonances are more significant than for other metals, like Cr or Ni. 

These have high absorption properties in the optical region, which strongly reduces 

the resonant transmittance. In addition, the resonance peak appears at different 

spectral position depending on the metal. Consequently, its election depends on 

the wavelength of the illuminating beam to be used. 

Ideally, the dielectric constant of the metal should have a high absolute value for 

the real part and a small imaginary part. This combination gives rise to high SP 

fields at the surface and minimizes losses. Therefore, Ag and Au are ideally suited 

to get high transmission in the visible-near infrared part of the spectrum. In order 

to choose the best metal film for biosensing applications and chemical sensing, 

biocompatibility has to be considered together with the best performance in the 

presence of liquid sample (very common for biological samples) i.e. with the best 

resistance to oxidation. Unlike other noble metals like silver and copper, gold does 

not suffer from oxidation and is chemically unreactive. 

Nevertheless, because of the fabrication technique used in this research (see 

Chapter 3) there is a need for a thin adhesion layer between the glass substrate and 

the gold film during fabrication. Several studies have explored the effect of the 

adhesion layer on the optical properties of various plasmonic structures and its 

impact on performance in various applications [197]–[203]. In this work an 
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extremely thin Ti adhesion layer, less than 3nm, has been added, having no 

influence in the resonance wavelength of the sensing chip.  

2.1.2.2 Thickness of the different layers  

In this section both the best thickness of the Au metal film and the influence of the 

Ti adhesion film, are studied. 

i) Gold film thickness 

The gold metal film thickness (depth of nanoholes), plays a key role in EOT. If the 

film is too thin, it is partially transparent to the incident light and no holes are 

necessary to achieve significant transmission. To obtain a large contrast between 

the aperture brightness and the surrounding metal, the metal must be opaque 

(optically thick), which implies that the film thickness must be higher than the 

penetration-depth of the metal. The skin depth or penetration depth in the metal 

is a measure of how deep light or any electromagnetic radiation can penetrate into 

a material. It is defined as the depth at which the intensity of the radiation inside 

the material falls to 1/e (about 37%) of its original incident value. For noble metals 

in the visible spectrum, typical skin-depths are of the order of tens of nanometers. 

Therefore, it is advisable to have film thicknesses at least double or triple the metal 

skin depth.  

Gold is a chemical element that has a low refractive index in the visible region but 

high absorption, especially in the near-infrared region. Light that passes through 

the translucent gold will appear greenish-blue because gold reflects higher 

wavelengths (from about 570nm). The rapid change in refractive index and 

extinction coefficients (absorption) is shown in the figure below. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_radiation
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Figure 2.8 Refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) of gold in the 

visible and near infrared spectra [204]. 

However, continuous films of gold with a thickness of a few tens of nm have poor 

optical transmission in the visible and infrared, becoming opaque. The thicker the 

gold film is, the greater light absorption (Figure 2.9), especially for wavelengths 

higher than 500nm where the extinction coefficient becomes higher. An 

experimental determination of the thickness effects on the optical transmission in 

gold thin films was done (see Figure 2.8).  

 

Figure 2.9 Experimental transmission spectra through several gold films 

with different thicknesses. 

To see in more detail light absorption rise with Au film thickness, the transmission 

spectra for the thickest, almost opaque, Au films are represented in Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10 Detail of the transmission spectra through gold films with 

thickness greater than 40nm. 

From these experimental curves the drop in transmittance for several Au 

thicknesses can be calculated. Figure 2.11 represents the transmittance percentage 

with respect to the light source (100% transmittance in air) for two different 

wavelengths: at 𝜆~520𝑛𝑚 (in blue) where Au has a maximum transmittance [205], 

and at 𝜆~740𝑛𝑚 (in red), about resonance wavelength of the sensing chips, 

originated by the SP’s in the dielectric medium – gold interface (𝑆𝑃 – 𝑛𝑚 EOT 

resonance). As can be observed in Figure 2.11 the loss in transmittance intensity is 

even more significant at resonance wavelength. 

 

Figure 2.11  Comparison of the transmittance percentage with respect to the 

light source at 520nm (blue) and about the resonance wavelength, 740nm 

(red), through several gold films with different thicknesses.  

This means that for a gold thin film of 60nm thickness or thicker at that 

wavelength, the collected light through the gold film will be mainly due to EOT 
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phenomenon. This reduces data noise and consequently, increases the signal to 

noise ratio.  

In order to see the relation between gold film thickness and sensing chip sensitivity, 

the sensitivity versus the thickness of the gold film was calculated by computational 

methods (Figure 2.12). The sensing chip parameters chosen for this simulation 

were: 500nm array period and 180nm nanohole diameter.  

 

Figure 2.12 Sensor sensitivity as function of nanostructured gold film 

thickness for 740nm resonance wavelength, obtained by computational 

methods.  

As Figure 2.12 shows, the sensor sensitivity increases sharply with gold film 

thickness up to 70𝑛𝑚, then it keeps increasing but in a gentler way to finally reach 

a constant value.  

Considering these results, the minimum thickness required for a good signal to 

noise ratio and high sensitivity sensor is 60𝑛𝑚. On the other hand, taking into 

account the constrains due to the selected fabrication technique for nanostructured 

gold films, thermal NIL, the thinner the gold layer the easier the fabrication (as is 

shown in Chapter 3).  

In conclusion, the most suitable gold film thickness to reach a compromise between 

both goals is 60nm.  

ii) Titanium adhesion layer  

Titanium is one of the most common adhesion layers used to deposit gold-based 

systems onto dielectric or semiconductor substrates. In most of the previous works 

on LSPR-based sensors the effect of the adhesion layer has been ignored [15], 

[206]. It is therefore desirable to observe and quantify the effect of the Ti adhesion 

layer on the overall response of the system developed in this work considering that 
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the thickness of the Ti adhesion layer was kept to a minimum (~2.5𝑛𝑚). So that, 

the transmittance spectrum through a gold nanohole array with a 5𝑛𝑚 Ti adhesion 

layer and with no adhesion layer, in contact with water medium was numerically 

calculated (Figure 2.13). 

 

Figure 2.13 Transmission spectra through a gold nanohole array (period 

550nm, nanohole diameter 180nm and Au thickness 60nm) with a 5nm Ti 

adhesion layer (red line) and with no adhesion layer (blue line). 

From Figure 2.13 it can be observed that the main influence of the Ti adhesion layer 

is due to light absorption. At resonance wavelength, the one for the (1,0) medium-

gold interface, at around 750𝑛𝑚 when the medium is water, there is a small shift 

in wavelength that would be present in every numerical calculation, so the final 

effect can be ignored.  

Finally, it is concluded that for adhesion Ti layer with a thickness inferior or equal 

to 5nm its influence over the whole system can be neglected. Therefore, in order to 

reduce computational times and simplify the problem, this film can be omitted 

when carrying out the numerical simulations. However, for higher values the 

thickness of the Ti adhesion layer should be an important consideration when 

performing the numerical simulations, as well as in the fabrication and 

measurement [197], [199], [200]. 

2.1.2.3 Light beam 

Regarding illumination, different kind of incident radiation can be introduced in 

the computational tool, COMSOL, such as a plane wave, a Gaussian beam and so 

on. Due to computational cost the unit cell is replicated infinitely to match the 

effect of a periodic nanohole array. Illuminating an infinite structure with a plane 
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wave is equivalent to light infinite nanoholes, which does not correspond with a 

real situation. To delimitate the number of illuminated holes a Gaussian beam with 

a limited spot size can be employed. If the near field image of the transmitted light 

through a nanostructured gold film illuminated with both a plane wave and a 

Gaussian beam is analyzed, some differences can be observed (Figure 2.14). 

 

Figure 2.14 Near field images of a grating structure in 2-D when it is 

illuminated with (a) a plane wave, (b) a Gaussian beam. 

To check the deviation of plane wave approximation to a more realistic simulation, 

like using a Gaussian beam with a limited spot size similar to the array area, the 

transmission spectra acquired for different spot sizes of Gaussian beam are shown 

in Figure 2.15: 

 

Figure 2.15 Transmission spectra obtained by illuminating the sensing chip 

with a Gaussian beam for spot sizes of: (a) 25μm, (b) 20μm, (c) 10μm, (d) 

5μm.  

For the spot sizes studied: 25, 20, 10, 5μm, the number of illuminated nanoholes 

corresponds to 2500, 1600, 400, 100, respectively. In all cases the spectrum 

obtained is identical to the exhibited by an infinite periodic structure. This means 

that illuminating infinite holes is equivalent to light a big amount of them. For this 
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reason, to save computational cost, when calculating the sensing sensitivity of the 

chips designed in this work plane waves were used for simulations. 

2.1.2.4 Nanostructure geometry 

It has been shown in several works that nanohole shape in metals can modulate 

their optical transmission properties. Sophisticated shapes can produce very high 

resonance peaks ([54], [91]–[93]) where the edges of the shapes act as antennas. 

In these cases, research was performed on samples fabricated by either focused-

ion beam or electron-beam lithography [2] which are very slow and highly 

expensive techniques, and thus not appropriate for mass production. The sensor 

system to be developed in this work should be able to operate in either a clinical or 

a biomedical laboratory, should be cheap and reproducible, and should have a 

high-throughput fabrication. Therefore, an alternative high throughput fabrication 

technique with relatively low production cost was used, Nanoimprinting 

Lithography (NIL). Consequently, the nanostructures selected, circularly shaped 

holes, are the most suitable for high reproducibility and pattern transfer reliability 

with the chosen fabrication technique (more information in Chapter 3). Such 

nanostructures consist of periodic ordered nanohole arrays in a square symmetry, 

with the same nanohole diameter (~180𝑛𝑚) and different periods (400𝑛𝑚, 450𝑛𝑚, 

500𝑛𝑚 and 550𝑛𝑚) whose resonance wavelength falls in the visible spectrum but 

close to the NIR band where the sensitivity is higher. To provide mechanical 

stability, actual thin nanostructured gold films must lie on a substrate, usually 

dielectric. In our case, glass. 

One of the benefits of circular holes is that because of their symmetry, the 

nanostructured chip is not polarization sensitive. This simplifies the optical setup 

because it has no need of polarizers and use all the incoming light from a non-

polarized light source. Another advantage is the fact that the lack of corners in 

circular shapes simplifies the pattern transfer and so chip fabrication, resulting in 

a design and development of the sensing chip closer to the market. 

By means of COMSOL, the resonance wavelength position and the sensitivity of the 

different sensor chips were calculated (see Figure 2.16).  
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Figure 2.16 Transmission spectra obtained by computational methods for 

the arrays described on the table (left), where 𝜆𝑆𝑃 is the calculated resonance 

wavelength.  

In order to study the sensitivity of the simulated sensors, several media in contact 

with nanostructured gold film were set (Figure 2.17). These media had different 

refractive indexes, ranging from 1.330 to 1.340 in 0.02 steps.  

 

Figure 2.17 Sensitivity plot for nanohole arrays with 𝑑 = 180𝑛𝑚 and period 

400𝑛𝑚, 450𝑛𝑚, 500𝑛𝑚 and 550𝑛𝑚. 

From these results it was concluded that for the largest period, the sensitivity is 

high enough for the purposes of this research (see section 2.2). Moreover, this 

sensitivity is comparable to that reached in the “state of the art” even with more 

sophisticated polarization dependent nanostructured surface, such as the one 

proposed by Lesuffleur et al. with a nanoscale double-hole structure milled using 

a FEI dual-beam focused ion beam through a 100-nm-thick gold film with a 5nm 

Cr adhesion layer on a glass substrate. This reaches 600𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈 sensitivity [54]. 

The large linewidth of plasmon resonances for this kind of configuration, referred 

to as basic configuration, is a major problem because it decreases its sensitivity. 
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For example, the plasmon resonance peak of a nanostructured gold film in the 

near-infrared region, has a linewidth of typically a few hundred nanometers 

resulting in a low FOM (see Chapter 1 for its definition). This makes more difficult 

the detection of the spectral shifts when the medium in contact with the gold film 

changes, especially when they are small, of the order of 1 − 2𝑛𝑚. Sharp peaks, with 

large modulation depth are required for sensing purposes. Recently, there has been 

a growing interest in improving the sensing capabilities of plasmonic sensors by 

coupling plasmonic modes with dielectric cavity modes such as Fabry-Perot (FP) 

modes. Several researches have been carried out developing more sophisticated 

sensing chip by adding a Fabry-Perot cavity to the basic configuration [117], [118], 

[122], [123], [125]. 

The combination of plasmonic nanostructures with a FP micro or nano cavity, 

referred to as FP configuration, provides a way of decreasing the linewidth of the 

resonances, increasing the FOM, and therefore, improving the chip sensing 

performance. In this work, two types of FP configurations have been studied by 

numerical simulations (see ANNEX B: Fabry-Perot configuration). They have 

several advantages, like a higher FOM or, when working in reflection mode, having 

minima instead of maxima which are easier to find, but also major drawbacks, as a 

quite complex chip fabrication which prevents the device from being high 

throughput and scalable (more detail can be found in 2.4 annex B).  

2.2 Simulation of cell detection 

Many previous studies aiming at detecting biological material located on a periodic 

array of subwavelength metallic apertures draw on to effective medium theories in 

order to determine the optical properties of the composite made by the buffer and 

the biological material [207]. 

In this section a new sensing capability is presented going beyond the already 

studied target applications in the nanometric range, proteins, viruses, rests of RNA, 

etc. [208][209] Here the electromagnetic behavior of the sensing chip when a 

micron-sized dielectric object is located onto it is analyzed. The sensing chips 

consisted of a gold thin film perforated by an array of subwavelength circular 

apertures. 
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Usually, nanometric biological objects, like proteins, viruses, etc., are uniformly 

distributed in the container buffer touching the sensing chip surface. A change in 

their concentration, results in a change of the effective refractive index of the buffer 

and consequently, a spectral shift of the transmission plasmon peak results (in 

most cases, to the red). This is a common situation when nanohole structured 

metallic films are used for biomedical applications. However, this is not the case 

for microscopic objects, like cells. They usually have a discrete distribution on the 

chip sensing surface. Therefore, for this case, their position on the surface is a key 

parameter and more importantly if the number of objects is small. 

The proposed system modelized the presence of objects with sizes of few microns 

in the buffer medium over the chip surface and the system capability for their 

detection by means of EOT phenomenon. The presence of these objects induces 

changes in the refractive index in the illuminated volume on the chip surface and 

thus, they can be detected through spectral shifts undergone by the transmission 

spectra.  

Parameters such as the object volume within the penetration depth of the surface 

plasmon or the contact surface between the object and the chip substrate, strongly 

affect the sensitivity. With the aim to determine the system sensing capabilities, 

the influence of size, geometry and optical properties of the objects on transmitted 

resonance wavelength was numerically analyzed.  

In addition, it is demonstrated that the developed device can be used for obtaining 

information about the refractive index of a micron-sized object immersed in a 

buffer and located on the nanostructured sensitive surface. This novel idea can help 

biomedical researchers and health sector to detect and monitor biological material 

of large sizes (cells for instance) in liquid biopsies for diagnosis purposes [210].  

First a brief review of the theoretical background and the simulation configuration 

for the numerical calculations carried out by using COMSOL Multiphysics® is 

presented. Then the study of the flattening effect for micron-sized objects and the 

influence of increasing their refractive index on the transmission spectra is shown. 

Finally, the most remarkable conclusions are highlighted. 
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2.2.1 Theoretical methods and numerical calculations 

As stated in the introduction, SP’s play a basic role in the generation of the EOT 

phenomenon. SP’s can be excited at the dielectric-metal interface and their 

dispersion equation is given by [211] 

 𝑘𝑠𝑝 =
𝑤

𝑐
√

𝜖1𝜖2
′

𝜖1+𝜖2
′      (2.3) 

where 𝑤 is the frequency of the incident radiation, c the speed of light in vacuum, 

𝜖1 the dielectric constant of the dielectric medium and 𝜖2
′

 the real part of the metal 

dielectric constant. This equation does not consider neither any interactions due to 

periodicity nor the fact that the metallic substrate is a thin-film. 

According to eq. (2.3), the SP wave vector is always larger than the wave vector of 

light in vacuum. Thus, it is not possible to excite SP with photons. There are several 

ways of providing the necessary extra-momentum using for instance attenuated 

total reflectance (ATR) couplers, gratings couplers, etc. [212][16][9], [213], [214]. 

In this work, a periodic nanohole array is considered to provide the extra-

momentum [211]. In fact, the momentum matching condition is given by [215] 

𝑲𝑆𝑃 = 𝑲∥ ± 𝑖𝑮𝑥 ± 𝑗𝑮𝑦    (2.4) 

𝑲∥ being the parallel component of the incident wave vector to the surface of the 

metallic film, 𝑖 and 𝑗 integer numbers corresponding to the different orders of the 

reciprocal lattice and 𝑮𝑥, 𝑮𝑦the vectors of the reciprocal lattice, whose modules are: 

|𝑮𝑥| = |𝑮𝑦| =  2𝜋 𝑝⁄ , where 𝑝 is the lattice period. 

From Eq. (2.4), when the periodicity of the lattice is considered, Surface Plasmon-

Bloch Waves (SP-BW’s) appear, whose dispersion relation is given by [216]: 

 𝜆𝑠𝑝 =
𝑝√

𝜖1𝜖2
𝜖1+𝜖2

√𝑖2+𝑗2
       (2.5) 

Our objective is to analyze the spectral response of a nanostructured system with 

micron-sized dielectric objects on its surface and immersed in a buffer, so it is 

necessary to know the SP’s penetration depth 𝛿𝜖  within the buffer. This magnitude 

determines the length scale over which the SP’s modes are sensitive to changes in 

the refractive index of the buffer + object system. As can be seen in Eq. (2.6), 𝛿𝜖  
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depends on the wavelength of the incident radiation and the dielectric constants of 

both the dielectric and metal media [207][212][9]. 

𝛿𝜖 ≈
√|𝜖2

′ |𝜆
2𝜋𝜖1

⁄      (2.6) 

When the metallic film is gold and the dielectric medium is water (𝑛𝑤  =  1.33) the 

penetration depth of SP’s in water buffer versus the incident radiation wavelength 

is shown in Figure 2.18.  

 

Figure 2.18 Penetration depth 𝛿𝜖 of SP’s into the dielectric medium (water 

with 𝑛𝑤  =  1.33) over a gold nanostructured gold film [35]. 

As established at the beginning of this chapter, the numerical analysis performed 

in this research were obtained using COMSOL [185]. To this end, the selected 

values were chosen according to previous studies for obtaining high sensitivity to 

changes in the buffer refractive index in the visible spectral region [217][218]. 

Therefore, the simulation configuration consisted of a square periodic nanohole 

array (hole radius 𝑟 = 90𝑛𝑚) perforated in a gold thin-film (thickness 𝑡 = 60𝑛𝑚) 

and period 𝑝 = 500𝑛𝑚 (both in x and y directions). The nanoarray was located on 

a glass substrate (𝑛 = 1.5) and the medium in which the objects were immersed, 

water buffer, since it reproduces the optical behavior (similar refractive index) of 

buffer solutions used to keep the pH constant in biological samples. The 

illumination consists of a plane wave polarized along the x axis and propagating 

along the z axis (Figure 2.19). 
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Figure 2.19  Scheme of the 3D unit cell used for simulating the periodic 

nanohole array, which is repeated periodically by using Bloch conditions, for 

numerical purposes [36]. k and E represent the propagation direction (z) and 

the polarization (along x axis) of the incident radiation respectively. 

From a computational point of view, when objects are located within the buffer, it 

is not possible to solve the problem in 3D due to the very high number of elements 

necessary to discretize the system (object + substrate) and the computational cost 

that this entails. So that, to solve this issue without loss of generality, the 3D 

problem has been transformed into a 2D one, as done in previous works 

[219][220].  

The geometry used in the 2D COMSOL simulations (semantically represented in 

Figure 2.20 a)) consists of a nanostructured gold thin-film, where a square periodic 

array of nanoholes were perforated. Following the Cassie and Baxter approach, the 

buffer does not fill in the nanoholes, so they are filled with air. This approach 

assumes that the liquid forms a line of contact on the rough surface with air trapped 

below the contact line, as opposite to the Wenzel’s formulation, where the liquid 

fills up the nanoapertures. This model has been validated experimentally with 

similar gold nanoapertures [221].  

As the gold film is deposited on a glass substrate, it is sandwiched between two 

media: the substrate and the buffer. On top of the gold film, diverse dielectric 

objects are introduced. Their shape, size and optical properties are changed in 

order to focus the study on their influence on the transmission spectra. Two 

different aspects were analyzed. On one hand, the influence of the number of 

nanoapertures covered by a circular object due to its flattening effect on the 

substrate surface. On the other hand, the electromagnetic response of the 

nanostructured substrate when the refractive index of the object immersed in the 

buffer is changed.  
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A large enough (20𝜇𝑚) unit cell (constituted by the object, the nanostructured 

metallic film, the supporting glass substrate and the water buffer) was considered 

to cover the micron-sized object considered in this work (𝑟 = 10𝜇𝑚) and it is 

periodically repeated each by using Floquet periodicity conditions [193]. 

This structure is illuminated from the glass side with a Gaussian beam polarized 

along the x axis. The minimum beam waist 𝜔0 corresponds to 20 μm. The height 

of the water buffer layer is ℎ = 200𝑛𝑚, which means that the entire simulated 

geometry inside that buffer layer is affected by the plasmon effect. The lowest 

possible height value was selected to decrease the number of elements for 

generating the mesh, improving the numerical convergence. In Figure 2.20 b), the 

normalized near field map of the electric field norm (|𝑬|in linear scale) is shown in 

the plane XZ at 768𝑛𝑚. This wavelength corresponds to the resonance generated 

by the SP’s at the buffer-gold interface, as can be seen in Figure 2.21 b). 

 

Figure 2.20 a) Scheme of a 2D periodic array. The system is illuminated 

with a Gaussian beam propagating along the z axis and linearly polarized 

along the x axis. (b) Normalized near field map of the electric field norm (|𝑬|in 

linear scale) in the plane XZ. 

To check the accuracy of the 2D configuration used in COMSOL simulations, the 

transmission spectra for both the 3D and 2D configurations were calculated, Figure 

2.21 a) and b) respectively, centered at ca. 760nm with water as buffer, 𝑛𝑤 = 1.33. 

All the results shown in this research correspond to the lowest mode (longest 

wavelength) resonance originated by the SP’s in the buffer-gold interface (𝑆𝑃 – 𝑛𝑤 

EOT resonance), since this mode is the most sensitive one to changes in the buffer 

refractive index, as it has been previously demonstrated in several works 

[54][222][223]. 
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Figure 2.21 Transmission spectra of a periodically nanostructured gold 

thin-film of thickness (𝑡 = 60𝑛𝑚) and period (𝑝 = 500𝑛𝑚) sandwiched 

between two dielectric media made of water and glass. (a) 3D geometry (hole 

radius 𝑟 = 90𝑛𝑚), (b) 2D geometry (nanoapertures width 𝑤 = 180𝑛𝑚). 

In terms of sensitivity, according to the calculations made it is higher for 3D 

configurations than for 2D, reaching values of 374 and 230𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈 respectively. 

For that reason, it is expected that the sensitivity values obtained in these 

simulations can be improved experimentally as measurements are usually 

performed with a 3D geometry. 

2.2.2 Results for micron-sized dielectric objects.  

First the objective is to study the influence of the geometry in micron-sized 

dielectric object onto the sensing chip in a similar effect to that undergone by a cell, 

in particular a cancer cell, when it lies on a flat substrate, the flattering effect. 

Second, the influence of the object optical properties was analyzed by changing its 

refractive index (n0) for two different flattening cases.  

2.2.2.1 Flattening effect 

Since the objective is to understand the influence of the flattering effect of a circular 

object on the transmission spectra, the object refractive index is fixed to 𝑛0 = 1.40, 

similar to the refractive index of a malignant cell [224][222], and the shape of the 

object is modified.  

The circular object lied onto the sensing chip immersed in a water buffer medium 

and its radio is also set similar to a cancer cell 𝑟 = 10𝜇𝑚. As the flattening of the 

object increases, the contact surface between the object and the substrate also 

increases, thus changing the number of nanoapertures covered by the object 

(Figure 2.22).  
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In this sense, the object can be rigid or flexible. The latter is more realistic from a 

biological point of view. For a circular rigid object, the morphology of the object 

due to the substrate presence is not affected and consequently, the contact surface 

between the object and the substrate is through only one point (Figure 2.22 a)). 

However, for soft objects (real cells for instance), due to the substrate presence, a 

flattening effect may appear. The softer the object is, the more flattering occurs and 

its contact surface with the substrate increases (Figure 2.22 b)).  

 

Figure 2.22  Configurations used for studying the flattening effect of a large 

object (𝑟 = 10 𝜇𝑚) on a nanostructured metallic film substrate. The contact 

surface between the object and the substrate is (a) through only one point 

(rigid object) or (b) the object covers some nanoapertures (soft object like a 

conventional cell). 

To explore the electromagnetic behavior for different flattering cases the contact 

surface between the circular object of radius 𝑟 = 10𝜇𝑚 and the substrate was varied 

from just a single point, to covering 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12 nanoapertures. A red shift is 

observed in the spectra as the number of covered nanoholes increases, see Figure 

2.23 a).  

In Figure 2.23 b), the spectral position of the maximum value in the transmission 

spectra as a function of the number of nanoapertures blocked by the object is 

shown. From these results, the sensitivity of the sensing chip (SNA) to changes in 

the morphology of the object was obtained. This is defined from the spectral shifts 

of the 𝑆𝑃 – 𝑛𝑤 EOT resonance as a function of the number of nanoapertures 

covered by the object as  

𝑆𝑁𝐴 =
𝛿𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝛿𝑁𝐴
       (2.6) 
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where NA stands for the Number of Apertures of the sensing chip blocked by the 

object. 

The obtained sensitivity value through the Eq. (2.6) is: 0.21𝑛𝑚/𝑁𝐴.  

 

Figure 2.23 a) Transmission spectra of the SP – nw resonance due to the 

presence of a large, circular object (𝑟 = 10 𝜇𝑚) in the water buffer and 

located on the nanostructured gold film for different contact surfaces. b) 

Spectral position of the maximum value in the transmission spectra as a 

function of the number of nanoapertures blocked by the object. 

The influence of the object morphology has been clearly demonstrated. As the 

contact surface increases, the resonance wavelength red shifts and the 

transmission value decreases. This behavior is due to the rise of the object area, 

with a higher refractive index, over that of the buffer inside the SP penetration 

depth in water buffer. So, this effect is equivalent to increase the object refractive 

index and keep object-substrate contact surface constant.  

2.2.2.2 The effect of increasing the object refractive index 

In this case, to analyze the influence of the optical properties of the micron-sized 

object, the object geometry was kept constant (same contact surface between the 

object and the sensing chip) and its refractive index was changed from 𝑛𝑜 = 1.33 

to 𝑛𝑜 = 1.45 in steps of ∆𝑛𝑜 = 0.03. Two different object geometries, flattening 

configurations, were considered. The contact surface between the object (cell) and 

the sensing chip is through: 

1) a single point, Figure 2.24,1). Spherical cell shape  

2) it covers 6 nanoapertures, Figure 2.24,2). Cell flattening  

The height of the buffer layer, where the object is immersed, is set to ensure that 

the entire simulated geometry inside it, is affected by the plasmon effect, ℎ =

200 𝑛𝑚.  
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As expected, spectral shifts appear in both case study. Nevertheless, the shift is 

different depending on the object geometry. Thus, the shifts are higher for the case 

where the object blocks a larger number of nanoapertures. To validate this, the 

sensitivity of the sensing chip to changes in the object refractive index, which is 

given by Eq. (2.7), was calculated. The sensitivity is given by the slope of the 

regression line of the wavelengths data corresponding to the maximum values of 

the 𝑆𝑃 – 𝑛𝑤 EOT resonance as a function of the refractive index of the object 

immersed in the buffer (Figure 2.24, left) for the two flattening configurations, 

cases 1) and 2).  

𝑆𝑛𝑜
=

𝛿𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝛿𝑛𝑜
     (2.7) 

The results obtained were 𝑆𝑛𝑜 = 47.1𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈 and 𝑆𝑛𝑜 = 60.6𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈 for the cases 

where the contact surface between the object and the chip is through just one point 

or the object blocks 6 nanoapertures, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.24 Transmission spectra of the SP – nw resonance due to changes 

in object refractive index (right) and (left) wavelength corresponding to the 

maximum value of the SP – nw resonance vs object refractive index. The 

contact surface between the object and the substrate is through 1) a single 

point and 2) the object blocks 6 nanoapertures.  

Thus, knowing the characteristics of the sensing chip, the refractive index of the 

buffer and the number of nanoapertures blocked by the object, it is possible to 
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obtain the object refractive index through the spectral shift of the 𝑆𝑃 – 𝑛𝑤 EOT 

resonance which means that it can be used as a sensing tool. 

2.2.3 Conclusions 

Through the obtained results, it is observed that the sensitivity increases as the area 

of the object inside the plasmon penetration depth in the buffer increases. This 

behavior is due to the rise of the object area with a higher refractive index than that 

of the buffer inside the penetration depth of the SP in water buffer. 

A similar conclusion is obtained when studying the influence of the flattening effect 

of micron-sized objects. As the flattening increases, the number of nanoapertures 

blocked by it also increases, so does the object area inside the SP penetration depth 

in water, and consequently, the transmission spectra red shifts. This flattering 

effect is a usual cell geometry evolution when deposited on a flat substrate 

Moreover, keeping the same geometry of the object, the spectral shifts observed 

when its refractive index changes is equivalent to increase the contact surface 

between the object and the substrate. This result can be used as a sensing tool for 

object with same size but different refractive index, being known the characteristics 

of the nanostructured substrate and the optical properties of the buffer. Recently, 

cell refractive index has been evidenced as an important optical factor to 

distinguish between cells of different nature. In general, cancer cells show a global 

refractive index higher than that of healthy cells [224]. Furthermore, many works 

dealing with light scattering of micro-objects on flat substrates have revealed how 

the optical presence of these objects alter the electromagnetic response of the 

substrates where they are located on [225][226]. 

Therefore, the results obtained in these simulations (and later on experimentally, 

see Chapter 5) can guide biomedical researchers and experimentalists in the 

process of detecting and monitoring biological material with large sizes. This has 

special interest in those biological tests where a liquid biopsy is employed. 
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2.3 ANNEX A: Coupling incident light to SPs 

Surface Plasmons (SPs) can be resonantly excited at the interface between a 

dielectric and a metal by coupling the incident electromagnetic field with the free 

surface electrons of the metal. The surface wave vector that characterizes this mode 

follows the dispersion relation given by equation (2.8): 

 𝑘𝑆𝑃 =
𝑤

𝑐
√

𝑚 𝑑

𝑚+ 𝑑
      (2.8) 

Where, 휀𝑑 and 휀𝑚 are the permittivity of the dielectric material and the metal 

respectively, 𝑤 is the pulsation of the electromagnetic field and c the light velocity 

in vacuum. Provided that the real part of 휀𝑚 is smaller than 휀𝑑, this wave vector has 

positive real and imaginary parts. The latter corresponds to the propagation length 

of the surface wave before it is damped inside the metal. At the surface of noble 

metals, such as Au or Ag, this length can be tens of micrometers. The light line 

(dotted line in figure below) separates free-space photons from evanescent ones. 

As shown in Figure 2.25, the real part of 𝑘𝑆𝑃 is always below the light line, which 

implies that this mode is evanescent and therefore, cannot be excited directly by 

freely propagating light. 

 

Figure 2.25 SP dispersion relation (red curve) in the evanescent sector 

below the light line (dotted line in blue). Propagating waves occur in the 

hatched area.  

An additional momentum 𝐺 is needed to couple to the SP mode in the evanescent 

sector, i.e., to go from the propagating sector to the evanescent one where SP modes 

exist,        𝑘𝑆𝑃 = 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑐 + 𝐺, resonance condition, which is a function of the incident 

light angle 𝜃. 

One way to provide this needed momentum 𝐺 is by using a periodic array. For 

example, the origin of the optical resonant behavior of an array in one dimension 

is:  
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𝑘𝑆𝑃 = 𝑘0 sin 𝜃 + 𝑖
2𝜋

𝑝
     (2.9) 

where 𝐺 is related to multiples of 2𝜋 𝑝⁄  (Brillouin zone edges), p is the period of the 

structure and 𝑖 is an integer. The electromagnetic wave is then trapped 

momentarily on the surface, giving rise to the transmission peaks. SPs are back-

reflected so strongly that they cannot propagate any more. Bandgaps appear in the 

SP dispersion relation, corresponding to stationary waves and high field 

enhancement [179]. 

2.4 ANNEX B: Fabry-Perot configuration 

With the aim to improve the system sensitivity a new configuration of the chip was 

studied by numerical simulation, Fabry-Perot configuration. The combination of 

plasmonic nanostructures with a FP micro or nano cavity provides a way of 

increasing the FOM of the chip and therefore, improving its sensing properties.  

Two different FP configurations were studied: 

1. Flow-over: with a dielectric FP cavity and the sample flows over the 

nanostructured gold film 

2. Flow-through: with an air FP cavity and the sample flows through the FP 

cavity 

2.4.1 Flow-over FP configuration 

As a first design of a FP configuration for simulation, having in mind the fabrication 

technique selected for this work, a dielectric FP cavity was built. The FP resonance 

is given by a 300𝑛𝑚 gold film onto the glass substrate parallel to the nanostructured 

gold film of 60𝑛𝑚 thickness, as can be seen in Figure 2.26 and Figure 2.27 at a 

distance 380𝑛𝑚. In between the two gold films, acting like mirrors, there is a 

dielectric film, FP nanocavity, with refractive index about 1.5 such as Silicon 

dioxide (SiO2).  
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Figure 2.26 Unit cell of the Fabry-Perot configuration, where a dielectric 

nanocavity has been incorporated. The FP nanocavity consist of a 300nm 

gold layer, a 380nm dielectric layer and a 60nm nanostructured gold layer. 

In this FP configuration, referred to as flow-over FP configuration, the sample goes 

through a microfluidic channel over the nanostructured gold film as shown in 

Figure 2.27.  

 

Figure 2.27 Scheme of the flow-over FP configuration. 

The illumination is the same as the one employed in the basic configuration. This 

illumination will be used for the following FP configurations when doing the 

numerical calculations.  

Nevertheless, due to the gold film thickness (300𝑛𝑚) the transmission through the 

FP chip was extremely low as a consequence of light absorption in the metal layer 

and therefore, the reflection was studied instead (Figure 2.28). 

 

Figure 2.28 Reflection spectrum of the proposed FP configuration.  
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From this reflection spectrum two main peaks can be found one at 679.2𝑛𝑚 and 

other at 780.5𝑛𝑚 corresponding to FP resonance and EOT respectively. From 

Figure 2.28 it can be observed that for this configuration only the latter was 

sensitive to changes in sample refractive index due to the sample location. So that, 

just EOT peak shift was studied in detail in Figure 2.29. 

 

Figure 2.29 (a) EOT peak for different samples with refractive indexes from 

1.330 to 1.340. (b) Resonance wavelength vs refractive index, sensitivity 

curve. 

Though the obtained sensitivity for this configuration is 198.6 𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈, which is 

appreciably lower than the previously defined basic configurations, with no FP 

cavity. This configuration presents two major advantages for data processing: it is 

easier to detect minima in intensity of light than maxima, and peaks are narrower.  

Another important drawback from industrial point of view is that this FP 

configuration works in reflection instead of transmission which makes the 

fabrication of the system more complex. Thus, with the objective to work with the 

FP configuration in transmittance a modification of this design was done. The 

thickness of the 300nm gold layer was changed to 20nm in order to avoid total 

absorption of light, keeping the system geometry identical, see Figure 2.30.  

 

Figure 2.30 Scheme of the new flow-over FP configuration working in 

transmittance. The FP nanocavity consist of a thin 20nm gold film, a 380nm 

dielectric layer and a 60nm nanostructured gold film. 
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Like in previous FP configuration there are two remarkable peaks, one at 681.6𝑛𝑚 

with highest intensity, corresponding to the FP resonances, and one at higher 

wavelengths, (766.4𝑛𝑚) due to EOT (Figure 2.31). From this figure, it can be 

observed that the peak on the right (EOT resonance) is more sensitive to refractive 

index changes of the sample. 

 

Figure 2.31 Transmission spectrum for the new flow-over FP configuration 

shown in Figure 2.30, for several samples with different refractive index 

ranging from 1.330 to 1.340 inside the microfluidic channel. 

Nevertheless, to see this behavior in more detail each one of these peaks were 

analyzed in an independent way (Figure 2.32). 

 

Figure 2.32 Resonance wavelength shift with sample refractive index for FP 

(right) and EOT (left) resonances. 

From the simulations it can be clearly seen that the FP resonance peak position 

remains constant while sample refractive index changes. This observed behavior is 

due to the position of the sample from the FP cavity. Fabry-Perot resonance is 

generated inside the glass nanocavity between the gold films, where refractive 

index is constant and equal to 𝑛𝑔 = 1.5, whereas the sample goes over the 

nanostructured gold film, so that, it is not sensitive to changes in the sample 

refractive index. On the other hand, the peak on the right shows a spectral shift 

because it is a consequence of the EOT phenomenon, which, according to equation 

4.2, depends on the sample refractive index, the peak will be observed at different 
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wavelengths. Nevertheless, the sensitivity to changes in refractive index is very low. 

In addition, the resonance peaks are maxima and with an FWHM considerable 

wider than the previous PF configuration working on reflectance.  

In conclusion from the experimental point of view the best flow-over FP 

configuration is the one working in reflection having two major advantages but also 

several disadvantages: 

✓ Narrower resonance peaks. 

✓ Minima instead of maxima. 

 More complex fabrication at chip level. 

 Lower sensitivity to sample refractive index changes. 

 FP resonances are not sensitive to refractive index changes of the sample. 

 More complex optical setup because it works in reflection.  

2.4.2 Flow-through FP configuration 

In order to overcome one of the major disadvantages of the flow-over FP 

configuration, where FP resonances are not sensitive at all to sample refractive 

index changes, a new FP configuration was proposed. In this new design two 

significant changes were made to enhance the system sensitivity (Figure 2.33): 

➢ The sample flows through the FP nanocavity, that is, FP nanocavity is free 

of material so the sample is introduced through it.  

➢ The glass substrate is set on the nanohole array. The nanostructured gold 

film must be in contact with the sample for getting the highest sensitivity in 

the EOT peak.  

 

Figure 2.33 Unit cell of flow-through FP configuration where sample is 

introduced in the Fabry-Perot nanocavity. 

Two glass substrates are used, one for the nanostructured gold film which is set on 

the nanohole array and the other one for the gold film which is set under the gold 
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film (Figure 2.34). In this FP configuration (flow-through FP configuration) the 

microfluidic channel is in between these films, that is, in the FP nanocavity.  

 

Figure 2.34 Flow-through FP configuration. The FP nanocavity consists of 

a 60nm nanostructured gold film, the microfluidic channel and a 20nm gold 

film. 

Like in the last flow-over FP configuration, having a thin gold film of 20nm the 

system can work in transmission. The obtained transmission spectrum for a water 

sample is represented in Figure 2.35:  

 

Figure 2.35 Transmission spectrum for designed flow-through FP 

configuration. 

Paying attention to the highest peak, which corresponds to the Fabry-Perot 

resonance, the sensitivity of this configuration was calculated, by changing the 

sample refractive index. 
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Figure 2.36  (a) Spectral shift of the Fabry-Perot resonance with changes in 

sample refractive index. (b) Sensitivity curve. 

From the sensitivity curve (Figure 2.36 b)) a 489.72𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈 sensitivity was 

obtained. This is a significant improvement in sensitivity not only because this 

sensitivity is quite high, in the order of the previously calculated plasmon 

resonance sensitivity for the basic configuration, but also because it is reached by 

the FP resonance instead of the plasmon resonance which is a promising result as 

biosensor and it opens the possibility to improve even more the system sensitivity 

by modifying the chip configuration. 

Thus, by introducing a Fabry-Perot nanocavity the biosensor sensitivity has been 

increased, however, the FWHM of the Fabry-Perot resonances is greater than the 

observed for the EOT peaks, which is a not desirable effect. To overcome this 

drawback, the FP cavity size was chosen to match the EOT and Fabry-Perot 

resonance wavelength. The longer the FP cavity size, the smaller the FWHM and 

the resonance wavelength will be closer to the EOT resonance (Figure 2.37). 

Consequently, to achieve this goal the FP cavity was increased up to 1140nm.  

 

Figure 2.37 Comparison of the transmission spectra for two different 

Fabry-Perot cavity lengths. 
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Figure 2.38 Scheme of the unit cell designed to match the EOT and Fabry-

Perot resonances. 

With this FP configuration where the FP resonance is observed at the same 

wavelength as the EOT peak, two main improvements were attained, the resonance 

peak is narrower, and the sensitivity is remarkably higher, as shown in the next 

figure: 

 

Figure 2.39 Flow-through FP configuration, with a 1140nm micro cavity, 

transmission spectra for different sample refractive indexes (a) and 

sensitivity (b). 

Concretely, the sensitivity obtained was 642.5𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈 which means that this 

configuration is very sensitive to small changes in the sample refractive index.  

To highlight the importance of matching both resonances to achieve the highest 

sensitivity, the length of the FP micro cavity was slightly reduced from 1140𝑛𝑚 to 

1050𝑛𝑚, getting an overlap not as perfect as in the previous design. In such a case, 

the sensitivity decreases to 568.4𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈 (Figure 2.40), which is approximately 

80𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈 lower than when having a better matching between the EOT and Fabry-

Perot resonances. 
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Figure 2.40 Flow-through FP configuration, with 1050nm micro cavity, 

transmission spectra for different buffer refractive indexes (a) and sensitivity 

(b). 

In view of the results, it has been proved that designing a sensing chip with FP 

configuration where the sample is introduced in the Fabry-Perot nanocavity, the 

sensitivity increases. However, the FWHM of the Fabry-Perot resonances is greater 

than the corresponding to the EOT peaks. This drawback can be overcome by 

building a nanocavity of a determined size, generally around microns, to get Fabry-

Perot resonances at the same wavelength as the EOT peaks, which implies two 

important advantages: the FWHM of peaks decreases and sensitivity grows, 

reaching values as high as 650𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈.  

Nevertheless, this FP configuration presents a major problem, its difficulty of 

manufacturing due to the necessary microfluidic for introducing the liquid sample 

in the FP cavity and the demanding precision to fit the FP cavity length to match 

both resonances. Summarizing, the main advantages and disadvantages of the 

flow-through FP cavity are: 

✓ High sensitivity to sample refractive index changes.  

✓ Narrower resonance peaks for FP resonances. 

 High challenging fabrication. Both at chip level due to the accuracy needed 

to match the EOT and FP resonances, and at microfluidic level. Complex 

design and fabrication of a transparent microfluidic cell for introducing the 

liquid sample in the FP cavity between the gold thin films.  

2.4.3 Conclusions 

In conclusion, from previous simulations, when adding a Fabry-Perot cavity to the 

sensing chip an improvement in the FWHM of the resonance peak can be achieved, 

which means a better figure of merit. Nevertheless, it has several drawbacks for the 

aim of this work. In the first configuration, with the sample over the 
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nanostructured gold thin film and working in reflectance mode, the FWHM is 

lower but there is an important drop in system sensitivity. In the last configuration, 

with a cavity length equal to 1140nm and the sample flowing through the FP cavity, 

and working in transmittance, there is an appreciable improvement in sensor 

sensitivity and a good FOM is also achieved. However, in terms of fabrication, this 

configuration is quite complex due to the necessary microfluidic for introducing 

the sample through the nanocavity and the precision needed in the manufacturing 

process to get this cavity length, which will increase the fabrication costs.  

To sum up, for this work, where high throughput, scalable and low cost sensing 

chips want to be fabricated for a LSPR biosensor the FP configuration was 

discarded. 

Still, flow-over FP configuration in reflection mode has some interesting benefits: 

the sample flows through the nanostructured gold surface, peaks are narrower, 

better FOM and ease of detecting minima rather than maxima; And although the 

sensitivity of this configuration is a little bit low, depending on the material to 

detect, for not very demanding limit of detection applications this configuration is 

worth to be considered. 
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Chapter 3. Sensing Chips Fabrication by Thermal 

Nanoimprint Lithography 

3.1 Nanoimprint lithography 

Nanotechnology is one of the leading technologies in the twenty-first century. 

Nanotechnology has meant a technological revolution which is of interest in the 

global scientific and societal field, being present in almost all fields from clean 

room laboratories to cosmetics. Over the last few years more than 60 countries and 

regions have established nanotechnology programs at a national level.  

Research projects in nanotechnology are usually led to understand physical 

phenomena at nanoscale range, find new material properties or device 

development beyond the state-of-the-art technologies. However, most of the issues 

about nanotechnologies depend on the feasible methods to fabricate 

nanostructures. Moreover, in order to reach the market and get industrial 

application, nanofabrication processes must meet the requirements demanded by 

industry such as low-cost, high resolution and high throughput or scalability.  

There are three approaches to nanofabrication: top-down (fabrication of smaller 

devices by using larger components), bottom-up (assembling smaller components 

into more complex devices) and the hybrid method (the combination of top-down 

and bottom-up approaches). 

Since the invention of Nanoimprint Lithography (NIL) by Stephen Chou in 1995 

[227], it is a very active area of research in academia and in industry, since it is 

cheap and simple mechanical process. It is based on the transfer of nanopatterns 

from a stamp to a substrate. NIL has aroused as one of the most promising 

nanostructure processing technologies with the advantages of high resolution, low 

cost and mass production. In 2003, the Technology Review of Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology (MIT) listed NIL as one of the emerging technologies that 

will change the world [228]. Moreover, in 2008 in a publication by Schift [229], he 

came to the conclusion that “NIL will be able to become a standard process in 

future nanofabrication technology”. 

NIL has made great progress in a relatively short period. It is now standing in the 

spotlight as an emerging nanofabrication technology for next-generation 
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lithography, because of its ability to produce nano-scale features with high 

throughput in a cost-effective way. After more than 20 years of NIL process 

development, it has now passed the barrier from a laboratory scale to industrial 

pre-production. These processes have been demonstrated for a large range of 

applications, and a wide variety of machines and materials are currently available. 

Apart from resolution requirements, ensuring that the high precision from the 

master is transferred into the final product, NIL is a cost-efficient and reliable 

process.  

More established lithographic methods such as electron beam lithography (EBL), 

focused ion-beam (FIB) milling techniques or deep-ultraviolet (UV) projection 

lithography have improved classical optical limitation of resolution by employing 

exposure to low wavelengths. In this way, photolithography at a wavelength of 

193nm in the deep UV with immersions lenses can produce features with resolution 

as small as 40nm, while extreme UV lithography gets a resolution up to 13nm by 

using a laser-driven tin plasma light source. Although such improvements allow to 

make devices at the nanoscale level, their cost is high. Besides, both EBL and FIB 

are time consuming and complex techniques, most of the time restricted to 

research purposes. Also, deep UV-Lithography, even though it is high productive 

method, it is only affordable by large multinational companies producing silicon 

based chips [230][231].  

In addition, the manufacturing procedure suitable for real device applications 

should offer simplicity of usage (only standard cleanroom processes), high 

reproducibility and throughput, combined with the possibility of adapting the 

procedure to various designs. Consequently, NIL is a technique that offers high 

precision and mass-production, and considerably simplifies the large-scale 

integration and manufacturing of devices with nanoscale features. The ability to 

fabricate low-cost nanoscale structures with high accuracy is of crucial importance 

to real-life applications. What is more, with the development of Roll-to-Roll (R2R) 

- based nanoimprint tools [232]–[235] (a continuous imprinting process) it will be 

even more suitable for industry requirements.  

NIL is an interesting alternative to other lithography techniques as its resolution 

does not depend on the wavelength of the light or electron/ion beam, being able to 

replicate even molecular scale patterns. Resolution is the capability to distinguish 
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pairs of closely spaced patterns on a wafer and it is an important factor to 

determine de performance of a lithography process. In an optical system, 

resolution is determined by the diffraction phenomenon of light. In a 

photolithography system, the cost increases exponentially when improving 

resolution which depends on photoresist thickness and contrast, and also on 

exposure wavelength and numerical aperture.  

NIL technique is based on replication of nanostructures, where the patterns in a 

stamp are transferred to a substrate by means of different sources of energy such 

as heat and pressure. In this sense, the resolution limit of NIL will be determined 

by the features of the stamp, that is, the capability to fabricate the template, and 

the mechanical strength of the mold and resist. Many experiments have proven 

that with a suitable resist/polymer and stamp, the resolution of NIL can be lower 

than 5nm [236].  

In contrast, there are some critical issues in NIL to obtain small uniform patterns 

without defects and keeping the critical dimensions (CD) from the initial 

replication to the final post-process. Besides, the principal source of defects is dirt, 

even the smallest particle in the either stamp or substrate could spoil the whole 

imprint. The presence of dirtiness not only will affect the imprinting area but also 

the surroundings. Moreover, a defect on the stamp will be transferred to every 

single imprint. This means that NIL process should be done in a controlled 

environment with certain cleanliness level.  

NIL process can be divided in four steps: mold fabrication and treatment, imprint 

process, resist etching and posterior pattern transfer. This usually consists of a 

substrate etching using the resist as a mask or a metal lift–off. Process control and 

expertise in each involved step is fundamental, as it will be described in next 

sections. 

3.1.1 Classification of Nanoimprint Lithography 

NIL technique is based on a replication method. First, an imprint resist is coated 

on a substrate; then, a high-resolution pattern on stamp surface is pressed into the 

resist film at 1:1 scale by means of mechanical contact, Last, the resist is cured. 

After imprinting, due to the rheology of the resist (see section 3.1.6 for more 

details) a residual layer of the resist remains over the substrate. In a further step, 
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in order to transfer the resist patterns into the underneath substrate, this residual 

layer must be removed by plasma etching. 

Depending on the curing approaches to spin-coated or dispensed resist onto the 

substrate, NIL can be classified as thermal NIL or UV NIL, and related to the kind 

of stamp, where hard NIL or soft NIL are defined. 

In UV NIL, a UV sensitive resist is patterned by means of a transparent material 

(usually quartz, fused silica or PDMS) when applying UV light [237][238]. The 

resist with low viscosity can easily fill the cavity of the mold by capillarity while a 

low pressure is applied to the stack and afterward is cured by UV light (Figure 3.1). 

The whole process is carried out at constant room temperature.  

 

Figure 3.1  Description of the UV NIL process: 1) the substrate is coated 

by the liquid UV-resist and the template is aligned with the substrate. 2) the 

stamp is pressed against the resist which fills the nanopatterns by capillarity. 

3) The resist is cured by UV light exposure (light blue). Finally, the template 

is raised, 4). 

In thermal NIL (Figure 3.2) the resist is patterned by heat and pressure 

[227][239][240]. The resist (thermoplastic polymer) is heated well above its glass 

transition temperature (𝑇𝑔) during the imprinting step, where the viscosity of the 

resist becomes smaller, being easier to flow into the stamp cavities, and a hard 

stamp (typically silicon, silicon carbide or nickel) is pressed into the resist. Then 

the resist is cooled below its glass transition temperature before being separated 

from the mold.  
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Figure 3.2 Thermal nanoimprint process: 1) Thermoplastic polymer is spin 

coated on the substrate, the substrate and the stamp are aligned. 2) The 

polymer and the stamp are heated up above the 𝑇𝑔 of the polymer. 3) Pressure 

and heat are applied to the system. 4) The system is cooled down below the 

𝑇𝑔 and the stamp is removed. 

The selection of the technique will depend on the specific target application 

because all of them have their particular advantages and drawbacks.  

There are also several variations of NIL technique according to the stamping 

method and the imprinted area, such as full wafer NIL or Step-and-Repeat (S&R) 

and Step and Flash (S&F) variants. These are based on realizing multiple imprints 

on a single wafer [227], [237]–[241]. The Roll-to-Roll NIL process uses a 

continuous mold on a large coated substrate. This procedure is suitable for mass 

fabrication and has application in state-of-the-art flexible nanodevices [232]–

[235]. A continuous R2R NIL technique (Figure 3.3) can provide a solution for 

high-speed large-area nanoscale patterning with greatly improved throughput; 

furthermore, it can overcome the challenges faced by conventional NIL in 

maintaining pressure uniformity and successful demolding in large-area 

imprinting [234]. This capability enables the industrial production of the EOT 

sensing chips developed in this work, reducing time and cost of chip fabrication 

while maintaining the process accuracy and repeatability.  
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Figure 3.3 Sketch of the roll to roll nanoimprint process (left) [232]. Image 

of IK4-Tekniker roll-to-roll equipment (right) [242]. 

3.1.2 Introduction to thermal NIL 

In 1995 Chou et al. presented thermal Nanoimprint Lithography [227] as the 

earliest NIL process developed. This process usually uses a hard stamp (silicon) to 

pattern a thermoplastic polymer above glass transition temperature at high 

pressure.  

First, the thermoplastic resist is spin-coated on the substrate and the stamp is 

placed on top of it. In the imprint step, the stamp with nanostructures on its surface 

is used to deform the resist deposited on the substrate. To this end, the resist is 

heated up above its glass transition temperature (𝑇𝑔) and pressure is applied while 

heating at the imprinting temperature. The most suitable temperature for the 

process will depend on the resist properties and the pressure applied. Once the 

resist has filled all the stamp patterns, it is cooled down below 𝑇𝑔. The pressure is 

maintained until the suitable temperature is reached. Finally, the stamp is raised. 

As result, the patterns are transferred into the resist. In many cases the resist 

pattern is transferred to another material. In this stage, the resist becomes a 

sacrificial layer which allows to transfer the pattern on the underneath substrate. 

These post-processing steps have an enormous impact on the quality of the final 

nanoscale pattern. Normally, the lift-off and dry etching processes are used in the 

pattern transfer (more details in section 3.1.6). A complete NIL process in which 

the pattern is transferred into the substrate can be seen in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4 Thermal NIL process + post processing. 3) Residual layer etching 

and 4) pattern transfer to substrate.  

The desirable imprinted nanostructures can be obtained once the optimal 

combination of pressure, imprinting/demolding temperature and time is figured 

out. These parameters depend on the chosen imprinting resist and geometry of the 

patterns. 

For a successful imprint, the polymer has to reach a viscous flow state, to this end 

the polymer has to be heated above the polymer glass transition temperature. It is 

seen that the imprint is usually performed 70°𝐶 −  90°𝐶 above the 𝑇𝑔. The 𝑇𝑔 is the 

critical temperature at which the amorphous polymer decreases its viscosity by 

several orders of magnitude. At this point, when the right pressure is applied, the 

viscosity of the polymer is low enough to push the polymer flow and fill the cavities 

of the stamp. At the same time, this pressure is high enough to compensate the 

waviness of the stamp. It is also useful to place a soft material on top of the 

template, such as a polymer foil, to compensate the ripples of the substrate and 

template (more details in sections 3.1.4 & 3.1.5). An alternative option is to use air 

pressurized NIL system. 

Giving a brief description of the key issues of the process:  

- During imprinting step, not only the resist properties and the structures of 

the stamp define the temperature and pressure suitable for the NIL process, 

but also the stamp material and surface features directly affect the template 

deformation when imprinting, which in turn will determine the quality of 

transfer pattern.  

- During demolding process, that is, the separation of the mold (stamp) from 

the imprinted resist, the ease of separation is directly proportional to the 

fidelity of imprint patterns. Demolding force is affected by several factors 

including adhesion and friction phenomena and also the geometry of the 

nano-features at the stamp surface.  
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Summing up, to obtain small uniform nanopatterns, any process control in NIL is 

critical, and they become a series of related key technologies: stamp design and 

fabrication, imprint resist, residual layer etching and high-quality transfer. These 

matters are developed in the following sections. Therefore, from the point of view 

of manufacturing, these issues, including defect controlling, efficiency, overlay, 

and process uniformity, are the bottleneck for NIL industry. So that, understanding 

of NIL protocol/process will facilitate high-volume manufacturing of products with 

high quality and low cost. It also enables to provide process guidelines and design 

rules for industrial application. 

3.1.3 Mold/Stamp fabrication 

High-quality and high-precision mold fabrication (hard or soft mold) and 

treatment are the key technologies for the success of NIL, since the stamp material 

and geometrical parameters directly affect the template deformation and the 

quality of transferred pattern. Moreover, due to the key role of the mold (also called 

“stamp template”), both stamp maintenance and evaluation are increasingly 

becoming a focus. Any dirtiness or defect in the stamp is transferred to every 

imprint done with it. 

Theoretically, any material with high strength and durability could be used. In 

practice, other properties have to be considered. Imprint stamp material used in 

thermal NIL needs high hardness (the stamp material must have higher Young’s 

modulus than the printable polymer), bending, compression strength, tensile 

strength, high thermal stability, low thermal expansion coefficients, low Poisson’s 

ratio, low roughness (lower demolding force and damage) and good corrosion 

resistance, among others, to ensure that the template can replicate the pattern with 

high fidelity while a high stamp lifetime is obtained. Therefore, stamp materials 

such as silicon (Si), silicon oxide (SiO2), silicon nitride (Si3N4) and silicon carbide 

(SiC), diamond, or metal are commonly used for thermal NIL. 

In the case of UV NIL, due to the lower viscosity of the resist, aspects like hardness 

or thermal expansion are less relevant since the process is performed at lower 

pressure and usually at room temperature. On the other hand, the stamp must be 

transparent for the UV-light. In thermal NIL, the coefficient of thermal expansion 

of the substrate αsubstrate and that of the stamp αstamp should be similar to avoid 

distortion due to mechanical stress induced by cooling.  
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Nanoimprint mold can currently be performed by many methods, such as EBL, 

FIB, Extreme UV (EUVL), and X-ray lithography (XRL). However, if a high 

resolution is needed, the throughput is very slow and time-consuming. Usually, 

nanoscale structured mold is fabricated by EBL followed by sub-sequent plasma 

treatments. 

Due to the well-known processing of Si, SiO2 and Si3N4 and their appropriate 

hardness and durability, they have been extensively used to fabricate stamps 

[243][244]. 

It is highly important to characterize the quality of the imprinting stamp to be used 

in a NIL process. Some of the most common methods used for the testing of the 

stamp are microscopy approaches, including optical microscopy, scanning electron 

microscope (SEM), and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The first one, optical 

microscopy, is used in order to inspect the whole structures of the stamp, whereas 

SEM and AFM are used for the metrological characterization of sub-micrometer 

and nanometer features.  

A high-quality stamp cannot guarantee a good quality nanoimprint pattern unless 

the demolding process is also successful. In addition to mechanical properties, 

anti-sticking property is also a key factor. Because of the contact area between mold 

and resist, due to this hydrophilicity of the mold, the resist is attached on the mold 

surface. As a result, even after demolding, the hardened resist residue remains on 

the mold surface. The resist residue can be mostly removed with the dry O2 etching 

process, but certain amount of residue will still remain. This remaining resist 

creates defects during imprint process and local air bubble. Furthermore, it 

increases with the number of imprint processes, which eventually causes 

permanent damages to the mold, making it unusable [245]. In order to reduce the 

mold surface energy, to obtain a high fidelity imprinted pattern structure, an anti-

adhesive treatment for mold is indispensable [246]. Moreover, this entails an 

increase in mold lifetime which could produce thousands of imprints or more.  

When demolding not only the stamp surface treatment is important but also, the 

sort of resist and the features of the micro and nano structures in the stamp. For 

example, the sidewalls of a nanopattern mold cause friction with resist during 

demolding; tapered sidewall structures are the easiest demolded, while undercut 

sidewalls are not printed. Vertical sidewalls are between them. In terms of 
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imprinted patterns quality, the roughness of the stamp has a great effect, the flatter 

the better. 

Another point to have in mind when designing the patterns in a stamp, as it will be 

developed in section 3.2.2.1, is the addition of supplementary features which ease 

the flow of the resist to fill every cavity [247]. In this way, when the stamp has micro 

and nano features, the stamp design can be optimized to avoid large protrusions 

sizes and features density variations over large areas. This could be done by 

backfilling empty stamps with dots and arrays of structures which keep the imprint 

fill factor constant over the critical area of the stamp. 

For enhancing the production efficiency in any patterning technique, the two main 

issues of interest are feature resolution and large-area applicability. Regarding 

NIL, one of the key points for industrial-level manufacturing is the stamp 

durability and supply. Since mold fabrication is the most time and cost consuming 

step and one of the largest limitations in industrial application, the idea of 

replicating the mold is very promising for industrial production (Figure 3.5). Thus, 

the production based on the replicated stamp does not damage the original master 

stamp and furthermore, the replicated master stamp can be used for thousands of 

imprints.  

Replicated master stamp can be also fabricated starting from a negative master 

stamp, steps from 5 to 8 in Figure 3.5. Once the desired structures are defined the 

stamp is fabricated from their negative image, and this negative master is used as 

master stamp to fabricate the replicas.  
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Figure 3.5 Replication process from a master stamp. 1) Resist is spin coated 

on the substrate (future master), 2) the stamp pattern is imprinted on the 

resist, 3) residual layer etching, 4) pattern transfer to the substrate, negative 

master, 5) the negative master is used has a stamp in a new NIL process and 

last 8) pattern is transferred to a new master, master identical to the original 

master stamp.  

3.1.3.1 Stamp surface treatment: anti-adhesive layer 

Due to the high surface contact area between the stamp and the imprinted resist in 

NIL technology, the stamp and the resist are attached, and the adhesion is often 

too high for the mold release (demolding). Besides this, the sidewalls of a 

nanopattern mold cause friction with resist during demolding Therefore, there is a 

risk of both the stamp and the imprint patterns being damaged in the separation 

process and possibly resulting in the contamination of the master and even the 

destruction of patterns. As a result, research on adhesion is significantly necessary 

and mold release is considered a significant matter to achieve reliable, high-quality 

patterning.  

If adhesion force between the resist and the mold is less than that between the 

resist and the substrate, ease of demolding can be guaranteed. However, the stamp 
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has a complex pattern of fragile nanostructures, which affects the demolding 

process and the fidelity of pattern structures.  

The adhesion forces can be divided into three categories: mechanical, physical, and 

chemical forces [248]. The mechanical adhesion is responsible for a large area 

when two substrates are in contact. It, in turn, can be classified into three types: 

surface roughness, dovetail structures, and friction interlocking. Physical adhesion 

is a result of bonding between the two surfaces such as Van der Waals bonds and 

hydrogen bridges. Chemical adhesion is due to chemical bonds resulting from 

ionic, atomic, or metallic forces. 

There are several ways to reduce the stamp and resist adhesive forces: by using a 

self-assembled monolayer of molecules on the stamp surface [249], by introducing 

anti-sticking molecules in the imprint polymer (non-sticking imprint resists) 

[250], or depositing a metal layer on the stamp surface in order to minimize its 

surface energy. 

Stamp coating with an anti-adhesive layer is the most popular method, this makes 

the stamp surface more hydrophobic which prevent stamp mold fouling, preserve 

the fidelity of the imprint pattern, and improve stamp lifetime. A self-assembled 

monolayer on Si or quartz by chemical vapor deposition is often used. 

After demolding, the cleaning of the hard stamp is necessary and a key step for NIL. 

Otherwise, the contaminants on the stamp surface will be transferred onto the next 

imprinted resist, which has a significant impact on the quality of the pattern.  

3.1.4 NIL materials: Imprint resist 

Although NIL resists are usually divided in two main groups, the resists sensitive 

to heat (thermal curing resists) used for thermal NIL and UV-curable materials for 

UV NIL, this section is focused on thermal curable resist which are the ones used 

in this work. 

A suitable imprinting resist is one of the most important issues to implement NIL 

for industrial application. The resist must meet the following requirements in 

terms of inherent properties: a good substrate adhesion, low adhesion to the stamp, 

high modulus, shrinkage, and low viscosity; and coating properties: controllable 

thickness of the 50–500nm, smooth surface, degree of surface roughness less than 

5nm [251]–[253]. Besides, for some applications it is also highly recommended to 
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have good etching properties for the subsequent dry etching [244], mainly 

selectivity versus the inorganic substrate under it. Besides, in some designed 

systems, usually in the field of micro-nanofluid or photonic devices, the resist also 

acts as a component after imprinting. 

Many polymers can be imprinted with high resolution, and even polymers without 

known thermoplastic behavior can sometimes be patterned using pressure or/and 

heat [254][255]. Certainly, the imprint resist material should have high strength 

and low viscosity which determines the fluid ability of the resists. During the 

imprint process, the resists are deformable under applied pressure, filling the 

cavities of the stamp, and converted into the desired structures. Low viscosity 

resists can extend the lifetime of the mold because of the smaller imprinting force 

required [252]–[256]. In addition, the cured resists patterns should have enough 

mechanical strength to ensure good mold-releasing properties to maintain their 

structural integrity during the de-molding process, being the stamp more rigid that 

the resist [253]–[257]. 

The ideal polymers used in thermal NIL are thermoplastics who have a defined 𝑇𝑔. 

Thermoplastic is a plastic material, a polymer, which when heated, becomes 

moldable above a specific temperature and freezes to a very glassy phase when 

cooled sufficiently. It is elastic and flexible above a 𝑇𝑔. First, as the temperature of 

a polymer is below 𝑇𝑔, it behaves in an increasingly brittle manner. Then, when the 

temperature increases above the 𝑇𝑔, glass transition, the polymer becomes more 

rubberlike. And finally, if the polymer is heated well above 𝑇𝑔 the imprint polymer 

melts having a viscous flow (Figure 3.6). This correspond to the three states of the 

thermoplastics in NIL: heat state, imprint state, and temperature drop - 

demolding.  
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Figure 3.6 Mechanical properties of polymers dependent on temperature 

and pressure. It is also represented that these properties vary in function of 

molecular weight and crosslinking [229]. 

The thermal stability of the polymer or organic compound will set the limits for a 

suitable range of processing temperatures. Besides, the material must withstand 

the pressures applied during embossing without changing its properties. 

Despite other materials like metals have been imprinted [258], the particular 

interest in polymers and organic compounds is based on the experience that they 

are easily processed at relatively low temperatures and many of their physical and 

chemical properties can be tailored by synthesis. The processing temperatures 

rarely exceed 250°𝐶, which gives raise to high throughput and low cost process. 

The throughput is directly related to the required processing time, which is the sum 

of the times needed for the heating and cooling cycle and complete filling of the 

mold cavities. All these times are closely linked to the flow properties of the 

polymer through the temperature at which a sufficiently low viscosity is obtained. 

On the other hand, their flow properties should be adjustable within a certain range 

of temperatures to ensure that the pattern transfer is completed in a reasonable 

processing time. 

Other important contributions arise from the applied pressure, the thickness of the 

resist material layer and the distances of lateral polymer flow to fill the cavities. 

There is also a remarkable difference in the filling of cavities according to their size 

and arrangement. 

To ensure a good performance of the resist material it is important to store it in the 

proper conditions set by the manufacturer. Imprint resists have their own shelf life 
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because active compounds may lose their properties over time and the solvent may 

gradually evaporate.  

In the last decades, big efforts have been done to improve NIL methods. Nowadays, 

the attention has been focused in the possibility to imprint new materials [259]–

[261]. Many new NIL resists have been developed to have lower imprint 

temperature and pressure, better flow properties, smaller shrinkages, and better 

etching resistance [262], [263]. In recent years, some functional materials can be 

used as resists ready to imprint. 

3.1.5 Thermal NIL process  

In this section, first some general guidelines are briefly presented for thermal NIL. 

Then a theoretical description of the rheology of molding of thin thermoplastic 

films as used for imprinted is given, which gives a better insight into the physical 

phenomena present in squeeze flow and enables a better understanding of possible 

parameter variations for process optimization. Finally, experimental observations 

of stamp bending, and demolding processes are described.  

Thermal NIL can be divided into four key processes [264]:  

- Film coating: Spin coating is a process that forms uniform thin films on a 

flat substrate. In brief, the resist is dropped onto the substrate, which is then 

rotated at high speed to spread the fluid by centrifugal force. As a result, a 

thin film of the coating material is obtained on the substrate, which depends 

on a combination of the spinning speed and the viscosity of the resist. For a 

high-quality imprint, defects of air holes or contaminants in the polymer 

film must be avoided. By using a high initial layer thickness, process times 

to mold the polymer layer can be reduced to a few seconds. This is because 

for thicker films the squeeze polymer can flow more freely in the central 

plane of the film unaffected by the friction at the boundaries. On the other 

hand, if subsequent pattern transfer processes will be carried out, a high 

initial layer thickness usually results in an unacceptable residual layer 

thickness. In such cases, the residual height of polymer at the bottom of the 

resist relief must be reduced to an extent that reactive ion etching (RIE) does 

not change significantly the topography and shape of single structures. So, 

a compromise has to be found as reducing the thickness of polymer layers is 

directly linked with an increase of process times needed for thermal NIL.  
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- Molding temperatures: Although high molding temperatures reduce the 

time of the process since the lower viscosity of the polymer the faster the 

stamp cavities are filled, in current embossing setups, the relatively high 

heat capacities and the low heating and cooling rates often limit the 

imprinting times. This is because the stack of mold and polymer, as well as 

the substrate and the heating plates of the press have to be heated and 

cooled. Furthermore, when working with high temperatures, unwanted 

effects may occur such as a polymer decomposition or changes in the 

electronic, chemical or mechanical properties of the underlying substrate or 

stamp (e.g. the deterioration of the anti-adhesion layer on the stamp [265] 

or a loss of mechanical hardness and stiffness in electroplated Nickel stamps 

[266]. Usually for a good replication fidelity, it is advisable to keep all the 

process elements in thermal equilibrium during the temperature cycle, 

consequently leading to long embossing times.  

- Stamp geometry: Stamp cavities and protrusions (elevated structures) 

should be distributed homogeneously over the entire stamp area, that is, the 

fill factor should be kept constant. Moreover, the distances of lateral 

polymer flow should be kept as small as possible. Both strategies are 

necessary in order to reduce the tendency for incomplete filling (to fill every 

cavity), to limit the displacement of polymer in the vicinity of each structure, 

minimizing the stamp bending during imprinting and get a homogeneous 

residual layer thickness over the surface area [267]–[275]. Typically, to 

equilibrate pressure inhomogeneities due to thickness variations in the 

stamp or the press setup a thin silicone mattress (e.g. PDMS) is used as an 

equilibration mechanism. In addition, it is possible to reduce wedges and 

thickness variations to a minimum and ease the polymer flow by adding 

auxiliary structures [244]. 

- Demolding: In this step, adhesion, imperfections of the walls and 

roughness in conjunction with lateral deformation due to the different 

thermal expansion of the stamp, polymer and substrate might lead to 

interlocking or high friction during demolding. Normally, stamps with 

structures aspect ratios up to 5 can be molded by using sufficient heat 

(assuring low viscosity), pressure (assuring sufficient flow) and time, 

guaranteeing a right demolding. However, for high aspect ratio structures, 
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demolding becomes a critical step in the replication process. High aspect 

ratio structures can be realized if stamps with vertical sidewalls are used. 

Usually, for a precise demolding two strategies are followed, making a 

suitable design for the final application which in turn easy the demolding 

task, and adding an anti-adhesion layer on the stamp which reduce friction 

forces.  

3.1.5.1 Thin film rheology - Polymer flow 

During embossing linear movement of the stamp, a small vertical displacement, is 

transformed into complex squeeze flow of the thin polymer films which results in 

a large lateral flow. The two surfaces of the stamp and the substrate have to come 

entirely into contact with each other and keep this contact until the desired residual 

layer thickness is reached. Therefore, when setting up and optimizing, the hot 

embossing process knowledge about Rheological aspects are of the highest 

importance. With this aim, in this section, the basics of thin film rheology is 

presented, giving the derivation of a simple theory which models the squeeze flow 

[276]. 

Most of the considerations made here are valid for a range of practical process 

parameters, as used in current hot embossing processes, where linear behavior can 

be assumed (Newtonian flow regime). This is, in particular, the case at molding 

temperatures well above 𝑇𝑔, the flow temperature 𝑇𝑓, which characterizes the point 

at which viscosity drops to practical values needed for fast NIL [229]. The reduced 

viscosity of polymers at higher temperatures is a result of the increasing ability of 

the chains to move freely, while entanglements and Van der Waals interaction of 

the chains are reduced. Classical resist material used in thermal NIL, such as 

PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate), can be considered to a good approximation as 

purely viscous. 

A simple model for the viscous flow of a polymer melt, referred to as squeeze or 

squeezing flow [276], is a sandwich of two discs which squeeze a polymer layer 

between them. For hot embossing instead of the cylindrical symmetry, two 

rectangular plates with long narrow line cavities is considered [277] (see Figure 

3.7). In this case, the stamp surface relief consists of N parallel, straight line 

protrusions (length L and widths si) with distances between cavities 𝑤𝑖. For the 
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subsequent pattern transfer process, to ensure window opening 𝑠𝑖 corresponds to 

the areas where the residual layer should be as thin as possible and the distances 

𝑤𝑖 correspond to the parts of the substrate protected by resist areas after removal 

of residual layer.  

 

Figure 3.7 Geometrical definitions used for the description of the flow 

process. a) before molding, b) after demolding.  

In the case of viscous molding, where volume conservation can be anticipated, the 

residual layer thickness can be calculated from geometrical parameters such as the 

initial film thickness and the size and density of cavities. Therefore, the residual 

layer height hf can be calculated by applying the continuity equation with the 

assumption that the polymer melt is incompressible (conservation of polymer 

volume). For rigid stamps, where there is no local bending of the stamp and the 

same relation is valid for every protrusion of the stamp, with constant fill factor, hf 

can be directly deduced:  

ℎ𝑓 = ℎ0 − 𝜈ℎ𝑟   with 𝜈 =
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑖

∑ (𝑠𝑖+𝑤𝑖)𝑖
        (3.1) 

Where  ℎ0  is the initial height of the thermoplastic polymer film,  

ℎ𝑓, the residual layer height under the single stamp protrusion for a fully 

inserted stamp, 

ℎ𝑟 and 𝑠𝑖 are the depth and width of the protrusion or microrelief, 

respectively 

𝜈 is the stamp fill factor, i.e. the ratio of the area covered by cavities to the 

total stamp area.  

As mentioned before, a simple model for the squeezed polymer flow underneath 

the stamp protrusion is obtained by treating the polymer as an incompressible 

liquid of constant viscosity, and solving the Navier–Stokes equation with nonslip 

boundary conditions at the stamp and substrate surfaces. According to this model 
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[264][276][278], for the film thickness ℎ(𝑡) underneath the stamp protrusion the 

following expression is found when a constant imprint force F is applied to the 

single stamp. 

1

ℎ2(𝑡)
=

1

ℎ0
2 +

2𝐹

𝜂0𝐿𝑠3
𝑡     (3.2) 

equation (3.2) is known as the Stefan’s equation [279]. 

To calculate embossing time the final thickness ℎ𝑓 ≡ ℎ(𝑡𝑓) must be inserted into 

(3.2)  

𝑡𝑓 =
𝜂0𝐿𝑠3

2𝐹
(

1

ℎ𝑓
2 −

1

ℎ0
2)      (3.3) 

For many practical cases, where a constant pressure under each stamp protrusion 

is assumed 𝑝 = 𝐹/(𝑠𝐿), this formula gives 

𝑡𝑓 =
𝜂0𝑠2

2𝑝
(

1

ℎ𝑓
2 −

1

ℎ0
2)      (3.4) 

As a direct consequence of the Stefan’s equation it, at identical pressure, small 

(narrow) stamp protrusions will sink faster than large (wide) ones. The stamp 

geometry can therefore be optimized by reducing the dimensions of the 

protrusions.  

The strong dependence of the embossing time on the pressing area has the 

consequence that, for a fully inserted stamp relief (full contact over the total stamp 

area), the flow practically stops (see Figure 3.8). 

 

Figure 3.8 Schematic of the squeeze flow of a compressed polymer film into 

one cavity, once the cavity is filled the stamp continues to sink but at a much 

slower rate [277]. 
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In this case, with just one cavity, 𝑠 becomes large and the flow continues only 

towards the stamp borders. It is also evident that there is only a weak influence of 

the embossing force (𝑡𝑓 ∝ 1/𝐹). At first sight, there is a similar weak influence for 

𝜂0. However, the viscosity can be changed significantly by varying the temperature 

[277]. 

For practical use, having in mind the final application, it is quite important to reach 

a compromise between structure height, resist thickness, pressure, and 

temperature for an efficient process. For example, within certain limits, a low 

imprint pressure can be compensated by a longer time or a higher temperature. 

Usually stamps are cylindrical silicon wafers with radius R and protrusion area of 

πR2, in such cases the expression similar to (3.3) is: 

1

ℎ2(𝑡)
=

1

ℎ0
2 +

4𝐹

3𝜋𝜂0𝑅4 𝑡      (3.5) 

An example illustrating the consequences of these equations can be seen in Figure 

3.9 a). A stamp contains an array of small structures in the center while the large 

single stamp protrusions surrounding the array dominate the sinking velocity 

(large 𝑠𝑖). This is equivalent to the stamp with one microcavity in Figure 3.9 b), 

which has the same volume as the total volume of the cavity array. This 

simplification can be used for the calculation of embossing times. In both 

situations, the polymer has to flow over large distances, thus leading to a long 

molding time. 

In this way, to ensure both better flow of the polymer and shorter embossing times 

when designing the stamp, the fill factor should be kept constant, both locally (at 

length scales corresponding to the cavity dimensions) and also across the wafer, i. 

e. for large stamp protrusions. Hence, by the introduction of additional sink 

microstructures, or a denser arrangement of cavities, faster and more 

homogeneous molding can be achieved [244]. For this purpose, additional 

protrusions or cavities can be placed in intermediate areas not needed for the 

device function (Figure 3.9 c)).  
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Figure 3.9 Example illustrating the squeeze flow for different structures in 

the stamp (left) top view; (right) side view. a) small structures in the center, 

b) only one structure with the same volume as the total volume of the small 

structures in a) and c) periodic microstructures keeping the fill factor 

constant.  

All these assumptions are made considering a rigid stamp with no local bending. 

However, the different sinking rates of different sizes cavities means that the stamp 

(usually backed by an elastic silicone mattress) could bend locally [280]–[283]. 

This will result in a residual layer height that is not uniform over the entire 

embossing area, but this will be discussed in more detail in the following points. 

More information about the implications of squeeze flow can be found in [262], 

[284], [285], including rheological issues [273], [286]–[289] and the influence of 

vacuum [290]–[293].  

3.1.5.2 Bending of Stamps in High-Pressure Imprinting - Residual 

Layer Thickness Homogeneity 

Usually, a residual layer below the stamp protrusions is left after demolding in a 

NIL process because of the molding step slowing down due to the squeeze flow. For 

many applications, when pattern transfer has to be achieved after embossing, it is 

important to determine the final residual thickness ℎ𝑓 of the polymer layer (Figure 

3.10) before the next process step. Furthermore, it is important to know the 

thickness variation over the embossed area. Otherwise, parts of the structure will 

be lost during pattern transfer.  
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Figure 3.10 Schematic view of the molding of a large array of nanocavities 

surrounded by large stamp structures. 1) Stamp and resist over the substrate 

before embossing. 2) Local bending of stamp during molding. 3) Resist after 

embossing with inhomogeneous residual layer. 4-6) show different states of 

resist etching. Only in stage 5) complete pattern transfer is possible. 

Although the stamp is often considered as a hard tool which is rigid over millimeter 

distances, this is only true for special cases, for instance, when density and size of 

stamp protrusions are homogeneous over the whole stamp surface. In addition, it 

is strongly dependent on the pressure used, and therefore plays a significant role 

in current hot embossing processes. 

In most cases a homogeneous residual layer can be achieved by optimizing the 

pattern design, but also by using adapted processes (temperature, pressure, time) 

which create thin residual layers independent of design. If that does not happen, 

pattern transfer processes which are insensitive to thickness variations have to be 

used, e.g., by using a resist with high etch resistance or an intermediate layer as a 

hard mask.  

The printing uniformity is very important at the wafer scale, but also at the local 

scale in different patterns. Two different physical conditions determine the 

homogeneity of the residual layer thickness: the continuity equation which 

determines how much polymer will be displaced into the cavities until they are 

completely filled, resulting in a residual layer, and the Stefan’s equation, which 

determines the time-dependent lateral displacement of polymer. For a totally stiff 

setup, these equations describe the filling of the stamps as well as the residual layer 

thickness and the time needed to fill all the cavities. However, additionally to these 
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formulas, the capability of the stamp to bend should be included. Stamp bending 

will enable accommodation of the stamp to the structure density. The amount of 

conformation will be determined by the ability of the stamp to bend. 

It has been demonstrated that a stamp undergoes significant deformation in 

patterned zones during a NIL process [255]. These deformations depend strongly 

on the stamp material, fill factor, array size and stamp thickness [264][294][267], 

which are a consequence of the polymer viscoelastic behavior. 

During the embossing process, the stamp undergoes significant mechanical stress. 

This stress is function of the stamp design and appear under the concurrent 

influence of both the applied pressure on the back side of the stamp and an opposite 

force due to the polymer viscoelastic behavior. For a typical case where the grating 

is surrounded by a large unstructured area, stamp bending results in an 

inhomogeneous residual layer. The final thickness values achieved after embossing 

in the center of the grating and at the border, are almost similar to those calculated 

by the simple theory, while the profile of the transition areas between the center 

and border regions shows important differences due to bending [268]. 

Local bending of some nanometers occurring due to small local variations of the 

stamp geometry has to be considered as the general case during hot embossing of 

thin films [256][269][270], as well as effects such as air inclusions, dewetting, and 

self-assembly of resist [256][271]. These all aspects should be considered and 

predicted before designing a stamp so as to ensure that the pattern transfer will be 

carried out successfully without loss of patterning or important variations in the 

critical dimensions. In some cases, it requires of simulation studies that could 

predict this behavior from the stamp design. 

Apart from stamp design, other concepts at imprint machine level are used such as 

compliance-type mechanism and an air-pressurized membrane. The latter is used 

as a soft cushion, which equilibrates local pressure variations during the sinking of 

the stamp in a more controlled way. Compliance-type mechanism implements both 

the global movement, up to a few hundred nanometers, and the compensation of 

local height variations of a few tens of nanometers.  
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3.1.5.3 Demolding 

Apart from the deformation that can occur during embossing because of the 

viscous flow of the liquid polymer, it can also happen while the polymer is in its 

solid state and due to forces present during the demolding, also called de-

embossing.  

During demolding, the rigid stamp is detached from the embossed polymer 

structure by a vertical movement of the stamp. The demolding process is normally 

performed when both the mold and molded material are considered solid. For 

thermoplastic materials, this happens at temperature well below 𝑇𝑔, but high 

enough that frozen stress due to thermal contraction does not lead to damage 

during demolding. 

A successful demolding process relies on a controlled balance of forces at the 

interfaces between the stamp, substrate, and molded polymer film. Therefore 

mechanical, physical, and chemical mechanisms responsible for adhesion have to 

be overcome.  

Distortion or damaging of the molded structure during this movement can occur 

as a result of different effects [229][278][272][295] such as:  

- adhesion at the surface. The enlarged surface area of the patterned stamp 

leads to an increase of hydrogen bridges and van der Waals forces, or other 

chemical bonding effects due to ionic, atomic, and metallic binding,  

- friction due to surface roughness during the sliding of molded structures 

along vertical cavity walls, 

- trapping of the polymer due to negative slopes of the stamp cavity sidewalls 

which may lead to mechanical interlocking of structures (Figure 3.11). As a 

result, the polymer structures or parts of the wall profile are either ripped 

away or deformed during demolding. 

 

Figure 3.11 Different contributions to the mechanical adhesion: friction 

interlocking, dovetail structure, surface roughness (from left to right). 
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Therefore, such effects must be reduced or avoided. In addition, structures with 

high aspect ratio may be more prone to ripping, and if many neighboring structures 

exert high forces on the underlying substrate, whole areas of resist may be detached 

from the substrate surface.  

Having in mind that demolding forces largely depend on the stamp geometry, a 

precise design of the overall stamp structure is a critical point. Friction forces can 

be also reduced by adding anti-adhesion layers on the mold, but they have to be 

thin and durable. In some cases, special developments have been made for easier 

demolding like in microscale molding in LIGA technology [266][274] where not 

only multilayer polymer films with high anti-adhesive properties are added to the 

stamp, but also special mechanical setups that realize slow directional demolding 

and at the same time, inject air into the stamp cavities [275][296]. 

3.1.6 Post processing: pattern transfer 

In many cases NIL process is only complete when the resist pattern is transferred 

to another material. In this process, the resist is transformed into a patterned 

masking layer, allowing the substrate to be attacked by plasma, etching solutions, 

electroplating, deposition of materials, and other substrate-altering processes. A 

unique advantage of using NIL previous to pattern transfer is that complex stamp 

profiles, such as stair cases, V-grooves, and pyramids, both convex and concave, 

can be replicated.  

Etching step is used for both the removal of the residual layer and the pattern 

transfer of the resist pattern to the underlying substrate [297]–[302]. In the first 

case, the polymer layer has to be homogeneously thinned down until openings to 

the underlying substrate are generated. This is also called a window-opening or 

breakthrough etch. In the second case, the thickness contrast of the remaining 

polymer is used to mask the substrate against the etching medium.  

Etching process can be developed by either wet-etching or dry-etching (Figure 

3.12). Wet chemical etching is usually characterized by low anisotropy and high 

selectivity and the etch rate is difficult to control. Dry etching is developed under 

vacuum conditions and usually employs both a chemical and a physical process, 

which prone to a high degree of anisotropy. Usually during the transfer step, the 

lateral size of the structure must be preserved, i.e. a highly anisotropic etching is 
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needed to keep the critical dimensions. Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) process 

generally employs an Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP), which provides both a 

higher etch rate and a higher degree of anisotropy.  

 

Figure 3.12 Schematic illustration of cross-sectional trench profiles 

resulting from four different types of etch methods. 

If a thin layer of a solid material (e.g., metal) is to be added locally to the window 

openings in the resist, the Lift-off patterning technique must be applied [297]–

[302]. In (Figure 3.13) the target material, such as gold, is deposited over the whole 

area of the imprinted polymer substrate (3), reaching the substrate surface in the 

windows opened previously in the resist (4). Then the resist layer is washed away 

by immersing the substrate in a liquid that can dissolve the polymer, and thus, the 

material covering the resist is lifted-off (5). As a result, after the lift-off, the target 

material remains only in the regions where it had a direct contact with the 

substrate, which forms the final pattern on the substrate, negative pattern to the 

structured polymer. 

 

Figure 3.13 Typical lithography and lift-off process: 1) resist deposition, 2) 

lithography and stamp separation, 3) residual layer etching, 4) metal 

deposition and 5) lift-off process. 

Undercuts on the patterned resist are a prerequisite for good lift-off. Lift-off resists 

are frequently used to generate defined undercuts using a bilayer resist 

configuration (Figure 3.14), by selectively dissolving a sacrificial bottom layer 

through the structured openings of a top layer [303]. 
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Figure 3.14 Bilayer resist system for post processing. The second deposited 

resist is more resistant to etching (4) which facilitates an accurate lift-off (6). 

Electroforming and electroplating, like lift-off, are processes that add material to 

the areas not covered by the resist [304][305]. Electroforming provides a good 

alternative to the lift-off process because metal structures can be generated with 

considerable height and good surface quality. If a conductive seed layer is 

deposited below the resist, during electroplating the metal layer starts to grow from 

within the window regions and conforms to the outlines of the cavities in the resist. 

Depending on the extent of electroplating, the structure height can be either 

preserved or increased. 

There are a lot of applications of patter transfer, for example, large-area metal 

gratings, as needed for polarizers or interdigitated electrode structures, can be 

fabricated by etching of a metal layer, lift-off or electroplating [306], to get copies 

from an original stamp by etching [304]. By patterning molecules with 

biofunctionality, or nanostructuring biocompatible metal layers, integrated 

biodevices such as biosensors and biochips can be fabricated [247][5], [38], [307], 

like the one presented in this thesis, among others. 

3.1.7 Imprint machine 

NIL can be carried out using three different types of configurations: batch-to-

batch, Step and Repeat (S&R), and roll-to-roll. (R2R) Batch-to-batch -imprint 

machines imprint the wafer at once typically by using a stamp and a substrate with 

similar size. S&R NIL machines imprint a small area (called a “die”) of a wafer, then 

moves to a new area of the wafer and imprints again. The process repeats until the 

entire wafer is imprinted. The first advantage of S&R NIL machine is that it is easier 

to achieve a higher alignment accuracy in a smaller area than in a larger one (such 

as in single-imprint machine). The second advantage, and maybe the most 
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significant advantage for many applications, is that it allows to use a very small 

mold to create either a large imprint area or a large imprint mold. Another 

alternative for imprinting large area are R2R NIL machines which have the 

advantages of better uniformity, less imprint force, simple machine construction 

and the ability of using a mold continuously on a large substrate [232]–[235]. 

Nowadays there are several NIL machines providers such as EVG group, Nanonex, 

Obducat, NIL Technology, offering different types of imprinting configurations as 

required by the application and the final user.  

For this work, where small imprint areas were used at research level, a batch-to-

batch imprinting machine from Jenoptik (JENOPTIK HEX-03 Hot Embossing 

System [308]) was used (Figure 3.15).  

 

Figure 3.15 Picture of the Thermal NIL machine, JENOPTIK HEX-03, used 

in this work. 

This system is characterized for providing the user with maximum flexibility in the 

high precision molding of polymer parts which contain features in the micro and 

nano dimension domain including those with high aspect ratios. It incorporates a 

wider process range with temperature up to 320ºC, pressures up to 200 KN and a 

vacuum lower than 1 mbar in 1 min time. The system also includes automation 

capability with a controlled demolding and in-situ auto alignment (±3µ𝑚). It 

processes substrates up to 125 mm of diameter and up to 10 mm thickness. 
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3.2 Sensing chips fabricated by NIL 

3.2.1 Sensing chip definition 

According to the simulations developed in Chapter 2, the design of the sensing 

chips was defined. The sensing chips are gold nanohole arrays with an Au height of 

6𝑜𝑛𝑚 on a glass substrate, fabricated by thermal NIL.  

The selection of nanoholes as structure geometry of the gold sensing chips has been 

done taking into account the fabrication technique selected and one of the major 

aims of this work, having a high throughput, feasible and reliable process, bringing 

the gap between laboratories to industrialization. The geometry of nanoholes 

(circular shape) ease the sensing chips fabrication due to the absence of corners 

which facilitate the stamp cavity filling by the polymer, the demolding step and 

stamp maintenance and cleaning. It also simplifies the optical setup thanks to their 

symmetry that makes EOT phenomenon no polarization sensitive.  

To maximize the sensitivity of the sensing chip, the period of the array was chosen 

to have the EOT resonance wavelength in the VIS-NIR spectrum with the highest 

sensitivity possible, that is, being the resonance wavelengths close to the NIR part 

of the spectrum, from 650nm to 800nm. In this region of the spectrum silicon 

detectors can still being used which simplify the system set up because they do not 

need refrigeration. This reduces the cost of the whole system because 

spectrophotometers with silicon detectors are much cheaper than IR detectors and 

can be used in a portable and robust final device. 

First, in order to see the correspondence between the simulations and the 

experimental results, a set of four sensing areas, four arrays of nanoholes with the 

same nanohole diameter but different array period, were defined – Chip type 1 

(Figure 3.16). And secondly, Chip type 2 consisted in just one array of nanoholes 

with the best parameters for the objective of this work (Figure 3.17).  
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Figure 3.16 Diagram for chip type 1 (left). It consists of four nanoholes 

arrays with the same nanohole diameter (𝑑 = 200 𝑛𝑚) but different array 

period (p) from 400 𝑛𝑚 𝑡𝑜 550 𝑛𝑚. Right, a schematic representation of the 

array, where d and p are shown. 

 

Figure 3.17 Diagram for chip type 2 (left). It has just one nanohole array 

with period 𝑝 = 550𝑛𝑚 and nanohole diameter 𝑑 = 200 𝑛𝑚. In right image a 

schematic representation of the array can be seen. 

Hereunder the sensing chips will be identified by their stamp number and their 

position in each stamp, STAMP 1 and STAMP 2 respectively. Next, each chip is 

described: 

- Chip type 1: these nanohole arrays were designed to test the correspondence 

between simulations and experimental results in terms of the plasmon 

resonance wavelength and sensitivity. Their sensitivity is directly 

proportional to the period of the array, i.e. the higher the period the higher 

the sensitivity. Thus, array 4 is expected to have more sensitivity (higher 

RIU) than the rest of the arrays. 

The spectral position of the plasmon resonance wavelength is also related to 

the array period, as the period increases, it redshifts.  
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Table 3.1 Chip type 1 nanohole arrays dimensions. 

CHIP T1 Nanohole diameter  Array period Array area 

Array 1 200nm 400nm 500x500µm2 

Array 2 200nm 450nm 500x500µm2 

Array 3 200nm 500nm 500x500µm2 

Array 4 200nm 550nm 500x500µm2 

- Chip type 2: An array with both the highest sensitivity and its resonance 

wavelength in the visible range of the spectrum is designed. This is the array 

with the longest period defined in chip 1. In this case, in order to ease the 

alignment of the microfluidic cell (more details in Chapter 4) the area has 

been significantly increased.  

Table 3.2 Chip type 2 single nanohole array. 

CHIP T2 Nanohole diameter  Array period Array area 

Array 1 200nm 550nm 1000x2000µm2 

3.2.2 Mold design and fabrication 

In NIL, the fabrication of the final gold nanostructures is an accurate replica of a 

previously designed stamp. Therefore, once the nanostructured surface is defined, 

the appropriate stamp has to be designed accordingly. However, some 

experimental limitations should be considered, such as gold film thickness, 

structures height… as discussed previously. 

In this way, the arrays of nanoholes in the stamp (stamp cavities) had the same 

period as the target gold array of nanoholes. However, the diameter of the 

nanoholes were about 50-75nm bigger. This variation in the critical dimensions are 

due to different factors during the post-processing step (pattern transfer). One of 

the principal factors is that in residual layer etching, part of walls of the polymer 

pillars are also etched, because the experimental RIE is not fully anisotropic. Thus, 

reducing their size in the imprinted resist and therefore, the gold nanohole 

diameter, see Figure 3.18b). 
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Figure 3.18 Residual layer etching with a) perfect anisometric, b) lateral 

dimension reduction. Removing on horizontal surfaces by ion bombardment 

(green arrows represent RIE etching). 

From a theoretical point of view, when applying an anisotropic residual layer 

etching, this lateral dimension reduction should not happen, but experimentally, 

the etching is not fully anisotropic, and this has to be considered. For this reason, 

it is very important to have the thinnest residual layer as possible. The thinner the 

residual layer, the shorter the etching time and thus the better dimension 

replication from the stamp to the final nanostructure.  

The last parameter to be defined in the stamp cavities is their depth (or height). 

This is a key parameter as it will define the maximum thickness of the gold film 

deposited onto the substrate for a right lift-off, and the initial thickness of the 

polymer film which has to be spin-coated onto the substrate. The height of the 

cavity protrusions is related to the thickness of the gold film. Once the resist is 

imprinted and the stamp structures are replicated in the polymer, the residual layer 

is etched. Then, a gold thin film is deposited onto the structured polymer (Figure 

3.19). If the remaining resist protrusions after etching are not high enough (Figure 

3.19 b), the gold layer covers the whole surface and the lift-off is not possible 

because the resist solvent can no reach the polymer to dissolve it. For a precise lift-

off, the minimum recommended ratio of the resist to the gold layer thickness is 2: 1 

or, being conservative, 3: 1 (Figure 3.19 a).  
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Figure 3.19 Scheme of Au deposition and lift-off in an imprinted polymer. 

(a) good lift-off and b) no lift-off because the solvent cannot reach the 

polymer. 

Also, the initial thickness of the spin coated resist layer has to be large enough to 

fill all the cavities. If the layer is very thin, there will be no resist enough to flow 

into the cavities for filling them completely. This relation is given by the continuity 

equation, eq. (3.1), described in section 3.1.5. 

From the point of view of the transduction mechanism, Au films thicker than 60nm 

are opaque to the light and can be considered fully opaque at EOT resonance 

wavelengths when illuminated with the light source. Therefore, most of the 

transmitted and collected light is due to the EOT phenomenon which both gives a 

best signal to noise ratio and facilitates data analysis (more detail in section 2.1.2). 

In addition, numerical simulations shown that thicker Au films have a higher 

sensitivity. Nevertheless, when the gold film thickness is about 60nm the 

sensitivity does not increase as fast as with smaller thicknesses (Figure 2.12). Thus, 

from that value an increase in thickness does not mean a very large improvement 

in sensitivity but the fabrication cost and complexity increase considerably.  

On the other hand, stamps with deep cavities (or protrusions) on the surface, have 

more adhesion forces when demolding, so this demolding step is trickier and can 

imply damages in the imprinted nanostructures in the polymer. Besides, damages 

in the stamp itself can be produced, which means that this stamp cannot be used 

for imprinting any more. Moreover, stamps with deep cavities are more difficult to 

fabricate and more time consuming in NIL fabrication to fill in with the resist. So 

that, cavity depth and gold film thickness, in turn, have to be defined reaching a 

compromise between all these issues.  

For this work a compromise between a better signal to noise ratio and a high 

throughput fabrication process was found. Therefore, the thickness of the gold 

layer was set to 60nm. In our experimental models, the cavity depth is fixed to 
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240nm, which allows to deposit a gold film of 60nm thickness that is opaque 

enough to avoid high transmittance of the incident light through the chip. Besides 

it can be considered almost fully opaque for EOT resonance wavelength. 

Additionally, the sensitivity of the sensing chip with 60nm gold film is quite good. 

Furthermore, the selected gold film thickness has a good relationship with respect 

to stamp cavity parameters for a right demolding and successful lift-off process.  

In particular, for the chips previously defined in this work, the nanostructure 

dimensions for each stamp are: 

Table 3.3 Dimension of the stamp designed for imprinting chips type 1 – 

Stamp 1. 

STAMP 1 Cavity depth Cavity 
diameter  

Array period Number of 
circumferences 

Array 1 240nm 275nm 400nm 1251x1251 

Array 2 240nm 275nm 450nm 1112x1112 

Array 3 240nm 275nm 500nm 1001x1001 

Array 4 240nm 350nm 550nm 910x910 

Table 3.4  Dimension of the stamp designed for imprinting chips type 2 – 

Stamp 2. 

STAMP 2 Cavity depth Cavity 
diameter  

Array period Number of 
circumferences 

Array 1 240nm 350nm 550nm 1819x3637 

The patterned areas comprise of different fill factors (FF) where FF is defined as 

the ratio between volume to be filled by the polymer and the total volume in a local 

point on the stamp surface). The designed stamp nanohole arrays have the 

following FFs, which will be related to the auxiliary nanostructures, as described in 

section 3.2.2.1:  
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Table 3.5  Fill factors for designed arrays. 

  

Nanohole 
diameter 

(nm) 

Array 
period 
(nm) 

Array size 
(µm2) 

Hole area 
(µm2) 

Array 
area 
(µm2) 

FF 

STAMP 1 275 400 500x500 59395.73 160000 37.12% 

275 450 500x500  59395.73 202500 29.33% 

275 500 500x500 59395.73 250000 23.76% 

350 550 500x500  96211.27 302500 31.81% 

STAMP 2 350 550 2000x1000 96211.27 302500 31.81% 

3.2.2.1 Auxiliary structures 

Due to the polymer behavior in the viscoelastic flow region, the more homogenous 

the structured area is in the stamp surface, the more efficient is the fill of every 

cavity. Furthermore, making the fill factor constant through the target 

nanofeatures will ensure a homogeneous residual layer after imprinting. In the 

designs proposed in this work for the stamps, there are either four arrays (stamp 

1), or just one in stamp 2, surrounded by a non-structured surface. This means that 

on the array borders, the flow of the resist will be slower than inside the array, so 

there is a risk that not all the cavities of the array will be either filled or completely 

filled. This effect will imply the loss of nanoholes in the nanostructured gold film.  

To prevent this from happening, a set of auxiliary structures surrounding the 

nanohole arrays have been designed following the FF of each nanohole arrays 

(Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21). These auxiliary structures will ease the resist flow to 

fill every cavity of the array as well as will help to keep the residual layer constant 

on the sensitive area for a successful residual layer etching and lift-off process. 

Perhaps, some of the auxiliary structures are not completely filled, but for our 

sensing device this is not a problem. The sensing area is the one composed of the 

nanohole array and the auxiliary structures have no role in the final sensing chip. 

Auxiliary structures are just a resource to ensure the correct pattern transfer over 

the whole nanohole array.  
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Figure 3.20 CAD design of the auxiliary structures around the nanohole 

array with the aim to easy polymer flow. 

 

Figure 3.21 SEM image of the auxiliary structures around a 500 𝑥 500𝜇𝑚2 

gold nanohole array. 

3.2.2.2 Fabrication 

Stamp fabrication is a time consuming, high cost and delicate process usually made 

by FIB or EBL. IK4-Tekniker does not have these technologies among its facilities, 

so the fabrication of the stamps was sub-contracted to NIL Technology ApS (NILT) 

[309]. This is a company specialized in stamps manufacturing for its subsequent 

use in nanoimprint processes. 
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The silicon stamps designed and fabricated for this work were patterned using EBL 

and RIE and delivered in 100𝑚𝑚 diameter wafer formats. 

The stamps designs were sent to NILT with tolerance specifications. The resulting 

stamps were accompanied with a document specifying the real dimensions of the 

features in the stamp accomplishing the requirements within the defined tolerance 

range. A quality control of the stamps was also made in IK4-Tekniker using the 

tools previously described for stamp inspection (section 3.1.3). 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been used to verify the lateral dimensions 

of the nanostructures of the stamp. Representative SEM micrographs are shown 

below (Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23). The measured hole size was 343𝑛𝑚 ± 4𝑛𝑚. 

 

Figure 3.22 Stamp 2 SEM micrograph – Overview of corner of active area, 

auxiliary structures surrounding the nanohole array. Provided by NILT. 

 

Figure 3.23 SEM micrograph. Measuring stamp 2 cavities dimensions. 

Provided by NILT. 

AFM was used to measure the hole depth and to provide an idea about the 

verticality of cavities (Figure 3.24). The measured hole depth was 201 − 204 𝑛𝑚. 
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Figure 3.24 Representative AFM scan of the stamp3 cavities and 

measurements. Provided by NILT. 

3.2.2.3 Anti-adhesion layer 

How to decrease the stamp surface energy is a key issue of NIL process. A self-

assembled monolayer (SAM) on Si or quartz by chemical vapor deposition is often 

used to decrease stamp surface energy. Therefore, before using the stamp, in order 

to reduce friction forces when demolding (section 3.1.5.3) an anti-adhesion layer 

was added.  

SAMs are created by the chemisorption of hydrophilic “head groups” onto a 

substrate from either vapor or liquid phase followed by a slow 2D organization of 

hydrophobic tail groups. The hydrophilic head groups assemble together on the 

substrate, while the hydrophobic tail groups assemble far from the substrate. 

Areas of close-packed molecules nucleate and grow until the surface of the 

substrate is covered by a single monolayer and hold the assembly together. The 

presence of SAMs molecules chemically attached to the substrate renders the 

properties of the modified interface (i.e., adhesion, wetting, chemistry, 

conductivity) to be completely different from those of bare substrate.  
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Self-assembled silane monolayers have been used extensively as anti-adhesion 

layers for thermal NIL and their properties have been deeply investigated [246]. A 

variety of experimental methods have been used to probe its quality and chemical 

nature. Silane anti-adhesive layers accomplish all the requirements as good anti-

adhesive layers: good thermal stability, roughness close to the blank fused silica, 

reduce the force of demolding and a dense, uniform, thin and durable deposition. 

Although silane anti-adhesion layer deteriorates with repeated imprint number, it 

has been shown experimentally that treated molds can be used to imprint several 

hundreds to a thousand times before decreasing of the release is significant and a 

new coating is required [257]. Thus, for this work, a unique deposition of anti-

adhesive layer was enough.  

Silanes with short chain lengths and high vapor pressures are easily deposited on 

the silica through vapor phase. Vapor phase deposition (VPD) method is taken for 

prior consideration when the mold is in the nanometer size range. The monolayer 

by VPD has a more uniform surface than that from liquid phase deposition.  

The stamp was subsequently treated with a tridecafluoro-(1,1,2,2)-tetra-

hydrooctyl-trichlorosilane antiadhesive coating deposited from the vapor phase in 

a desiccator connected to the vacuum pump (300mbar, RT, 1h). The procedure 

followed for silicon stamps silanization was as follows: 

1. Clean the silicon stamp with Piranha solution (H2SO4: H2O2 3:1, adding the 

peroxide to the acid) for at least 15 minutes, sonicating the piranha the last 

minutes. Rinse with mQ water and dry with N2 flow. Use Teflon tweezers to 

take of the stamp from the piranha solution. Leave the piranha solution cool 

down and throw in the specific waste container for piranha solutions.  

2. The stamp was subjected to 5 minutes of oxygen (or ozone) plasma to 

enhance the formation of OH groups on the surface. 

3. Put the silicon stamp in a dish and 1.5μl of the silanization reactive in the 

dish cover near the silicon stamp. Put all together inside the desecator. Put 

under vacuum, very slowly to avoid polimerization, to evaporate the silanes 

and saturate the atmosphere (liquid-vapor). Wait for 1 hour. 

4. Check if the silanization is right. Put and small water drop on the stamp. 

Measure the contact angle. As a first sign, if a water drop rolls, the substrate 

is hydrophobic and the silanization is good. 
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The surface energy of the stamp or the resist is usually tested by contact angle 

measurements (Figure 3.25). Using goniometry is a simple and fast way to measure 

the property of a surface. When the sample does not have anti sticking layer, it is 

hydrophilic (Figure 3.25 a)). When the sample is silanized it becomes hydrophobic 

(Figure 3.25 b)). So, when the droplets are free from force field space, its 

appearance is spherical because of the interfacial tension. The contact angle can be 

obtained from Young’s equation [248].  

 

Figure 3.25 A water droplet on the silicon stamp (a) before and b) after 

silanization. 

The water contact angle for blank mold is 32°, but the markedly increased values 

of water contact angle for the FDTS-coated stamp are up to 112°, indicating that 

the anti-adhesive film is highly hydrophobic and suitable for nanoimprint 

lithography. 

The adhesive forces of the stamp surface covered with these silanes were drastically 

reduced compared to that of the non-treated silicon surface. 

After every imprint the stamp was cleaned in a bath of acetone (optionally in an 

ultrasonic bath), followed by rising in isopropyl alcohol, and last, cleaned with 

deionized water and dried with N2 gas. If after this cleaning protocol, the stamp is 

not perfectly clean, an O2 plasma etching can be applied. In that case, the anti-

adhesion layer must be deposited again.  

3.2.3 Thermoplastic material 

Thermoplastic polymer or resist material is spin-coated onto the substrate. The 

spin-coating process is divided in four distinctly stages (Figure 3.26). 1) deposition 

of the resist material onto the substrate. The substrate is held through vacuum and 

the resist is deposited in the center of the substrate. 2) Acceleration of the substrate 

up to the designed speed. 3) the substrate is spun at a constant rate. The coater is 
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then spun at several thousand rpm, which will cause the resist flow outward and a 

smooth uniform layer is obtained. Fluid viscous forces decide the fluid thinning 

behavior, which together with the rotation speed and acceleration will define resist 

coating thickness. Solvent evaporates until the coating is constant. And last, 4) after 

spin coating, soft bake is necessary to remove solvent of the resist, which improves 

the adhesion and remits the internal stress. The substrate coated with the polymer 

is heated on a hot plate at 100º𝐶 during 1𝑚𝑖𝑛. 

 

Figure 3.26 Scheme of the spin-coating process. 1) resist deposition onto the 

substrate, 2) acceleration of the substrate, 3) substrate spinning at constant 

speed and 4) soft baking of the coated substrate for solvent evaporation.  

The resist is dropped onto the substrate and it starts to spin. As the time increases 

to about half minute, the initial thickness of the resist (ℎ0) becomes insignificant 

and the resist thickness, h, can be calculated from the equation 3.6 

ℎ =
√3𝜂/𝑡

4𝜋𝑓
     (3.6) 

Here, it can be seen that the resist thickness depends mainly on the spinning speed 

(f), time (t), and resist viscosity (η). At early stages, the thickness is decreased 

gradually and then closed to the constant value of the minimum thickness. 

Usually the resist film thickness as a function of speed is given by the specifications 

of the resist by resist providers. 

In this work, the resist was spun coated onto a 100𝑚𝑚 diameter borosilicate 

substrate from Plan Optik [310]. The substrate thickness is 500 ± 10𝜇𝑚 and the 

surface roughness (𝑅𝑎) < 1𝑛𝑚. A mr-I 7020R resist from Micro Resist Technology 

[311] was used. This resist, tailor-made for thermal NIL with a 𝑇𝑔 = 55℃, is a 

fluoro-modified methacrylate-based resist [263]. It has the characteristic of short 

cycle times due to fast polymer flow, low residual layer thickness, low release force, 

longer life-time of anti-sticking layers on the stamp and high plasma etch 

resistance [312], which is suitable for the initial resist layer needed in this work 
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(Figure 3.27). Moreover, this resist has a special treatment to reduce surface energy 

with the stamp and easy demolding.  

 

Figure 3.27 mr-I 7020R  Spin curve [312]. 

To fill the cavities in the stamp whose depth is 200𝑛𝑚, a resist film of at least 175-

180nm thickness is needed. Therefore, for the LRM resist, the following spin 

coating data were used: in a first step spinning speed is 300𝑟𝑝𝑚, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 10𝑠 and 

in a second one, spinning speed is 3000𝑟𝑝𝑚, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 30𝑠. After being heated on a 

hot plate, the resist film thickness was measured with the profilometer (VEECO 

Dektak 8) [313].  

Then the resist film was directly imprinted by thermal NIL in vacuum by applying 

a pressure of 10𝑘𝑁 (12bar) at 135°𝐶 for 30𝑚𝑖𝑛, and afterwards, it was cooled down 

below 𝑇𝑔, where 𝑇𝑔 = 55°𝐶 (Figure 3.28). Finally, the stamp was manually 

demolded. 

 

Figure 3.28 Temperature-pressure profile for hot embossing process. 

These steps were carried out in the clean room facilities at IK4-Tekniker to avoid 

any contamination of the sensing chip during its fabrication (Figure 3.29). 
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Figure 3.29 Clean Room in Ik4-Tekniker facilities. 

3.2.4 Post-processing: gold nanostructures 

The group of Surface Chemistry and Nanotechnology from IK4-Tekniker has a 

great expertise in thermal NIL and pattern transfer processes [314][303][247]. The 

method has been optimized in order to get a highly repetitive and high-fidelity 

pattern transfer process. For this work, the NIL pattern in the resist is to be 

transferred to a gold thin film, i.e. the imprinted resist acts as a mask. This process 

consists mainly of three steps: 1) resist etching to remove the residual layer, 2) gold 

deposition and 3) lift-off of the remaining polymer mask. 

3.2.4.1 Reactive ion etching 

Reactive ion etching (RIE) is a highly anisotropic etching process used to create 

deep penetration, steep-sided holes and trenches in wafers/substrates, typically 

with high aspect ratios. The process uses a chemically reactive plasma in a vacuum 

chamber to aggressively etch in a vertical direction. Horizontal etching is 

minimized in order to leave clean and accurate corners. Plasma is produced in the 

system by applying a strong RF (radio frequency) electromagnetic field. This 

creates a reactive plasma by oscillating the electric field and ionizing the gas 

molecules by stripping them of electrons. Etching conditions in an RIE system are 

adjustable on many levels based on gas flow, pressure, and RF power settings 

[315].  

Before removing the residual layer, that is, the polymer thinnest film, and reach 

the substrate, it is important to know its thickness. This was done by measuring 

the height of the structures imprinted in the polymer either in the nano-structured 

zone by an Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM, NT-MDT Solver PRO) [316] or in the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anisotropy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wafer_(semiconductor)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aspect_ratio_(image)
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auxiliary micro-structures area by a profilometer. From this parameter and given 

the etching rate as a function of gases combination (for a specific pressure, RF 

power and chamber geometry), the right etching time can be calculated. It is 

important to be precise when etching as too much time will mean the loss of the 

polymer structures or the reduction of polymer protrusion height which means no 

lift-off possible (see Figure 3.30 a). On the other hand, too short time implies that 

the substrate is no reached in any place, the polymer film covers the hole substrate 

and when lifting-off the polymer film will be dissolved and the structured gold film 

deposited onto it missed (Figure 3.30 b). 

 

 

Figure 3.30 Scheme of Au deposition and lift-off in an imprinted polymer: 

a) no lift-off is observed because the etching of the imprinted polymer was too 

long, so the solvent cannot reach the polymer and b) no Au film after lift-off 

due to the residual layer was no completely etched.  

An oxygen (O2) plasma in the RIE configuration is used (parameters: 20𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚, 

20𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑟 and 20𝑊), leaving the lid on, thus reducing cavity volume, to ensure a 

homogeneous etching along the whole 100 mm. An Oxford Instrument RIE 

equipment was used, Oxford PlasmaLab 80 Plus [317]. A picture of the equipment 

is shown in Figure 3.31. 

 

Figure 3.31 RIE equipment. Oxford Instruments PlasmaLab 80 Plus in IK4-

Tekniker facilities [317]. 
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3.2.4.2 Gold coating 

Once the resist residual layer is removed, a thin gold film is deposited. Gold 

deposition is made by an electron beam (e-beam) evaporation system to guarantee 

a uniform and homogeneous gold thin film with low roughness and controlled 

thickness. The equipment used for this work is an AJA International, ATC-E Series, 

e-beam evaporation System [318], Figure 3.32. This system allows measuring 

metal layer thickness while being deposited with an accuracy of 10Å using a quartz 

crystal microbalance. At the same time, the substrate is rotating on its symmetry 

axis to ensure an excellent coating uniformity. Metal deposition is made at a base 

pressure of 1.5𝑥10−8 Torr and the deposition rate is 0.7Å/𝑠. The distance between 

the crucible and the substrate is 70 cm and the functional power is 7.5𝐾𝑊 where a 

percentage is applied, 60% for gold. 

To ensure a good adhesion of the gold film onto the glass substrate, a layer of Cr, 

Ti, or their oxide forms is required. In this work, a very thin film of Ti, about 2.5nm 

thickness, is deposited onto the substrate before Au deposition (Figure 3.32) [319]. 

This film is thick enough to ensure a suitable gold layer adhesion and also, tinny 

enough to have no influence on the properties and sensing capabilities of the 

designed sensing chip, as shown in previous simulations.  

 

Figure 3.32 AJA international E-Beam evaporation system [318]. 

Finally, the remaining resist is dissolved (lift-off) leaving just the patterned 

metallic layer. This is done by sinking the substrate into a commercial solvent 

based on N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (Remover PG, from MicroChem Corp.) [320]. 

To facilitate the process the sample was rinsed for about 5 minutes in a heated 

ultrasonic bath at 60 − 80℃ for precision cleaning. The complete NIL process is 

shown in Figure 3.33. 
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Figure 3.33 Complete NIL process used in this work for sensing chip 

fabrication. 

3.2.5 Chips characterization 

The morphological characterization of the sensing chips (gold nanohole arrays) 

was performed by means of optical (AXIO Imager.A1m, Carl Zeiss) and field 

emission scanning electron microscopies (FE-SEM, ZEISS Ultra Plus, Figure 3.34) 

[321]. 

 

Figure 3.34 Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, ZEISS 

Ultra Plus). 

Before the chips characterization by SEM, they were immersed in a piranha 

solution (3: 1 mixture of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and 30% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 

solution) to remove any dirtiness or organic compound that can affect the chip 

quality. 

Then, by means of SEM images, the quality of every fabricated chip was 

determined. Any defect in the chip can compromise its sensitivity and therefore its 

biosensing capabilities.  

Next, Figure 3.35 to Figure 3.39 show some examples of the chip quality fabricated 

for this work.  
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Figure 3.35 Optical image of two 500𝑥500𝜇𝑚2 nanohole arrays. The 

difference in color is due to the different period of the nanohole array (acting 

like diffractive gratings with different groove density).  

 

Figure 3.36 SEM tilt image of a gold nanohole array. The thickness of the 

gold thin film can be observed (about 60nm). 

 

Figure 3.37 Images of the 1000x2000 µm2 sensing chip. Left) Optical image, 

where the whole nanohole array can be seen and right) SEM image of the 

chip central area. 
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Figure 3.38 Gold nanohole arrays SEM images with different magnifications from a) 2 𝐾𝑋 to d) 46 𝐾𝑋.  
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Figure 3.39 SEM images of gold nanohole arrays from chip type 1 with different periods a) 400nm, b) 450nm, c) 500nm, and d) 

550𝑛𝑚. 
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3.3 ANNEX 

In this section several examples of the different problems that can be found in the fabrication of the chip before the fabrication 

process has been optimized (Figure 3.40 and Figure 3.41).  

 

Figure 3.40 Non-uniform resist residual layer. In the central area of the array the residual layer etching was correct, reaching 

the substrate, but not enough in the corners (red circles). In those areas, due to the remaining residual layer the Au film was 

released during the lift-off process (Figure 3.30). Although in b) the lack of Au film is smaller than in a) both chips must be 

rejected. The chip has to be accurately fabricated in the whole sensing area. 
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Figure 3.41 Chips with no lift-off areas. Black circles are holes in the gold film whereas white (light grey) spot is the remaining 

gold after the lift-off process. In this case the residual layer has been completely etching and the resist protrusions were too 

much etching avoiding a proper lift off, as explained in Figure 3.30 a).  
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Chapter 4. Optical Setup 

This part is mainly dedicated to the description of the experimental setups 

designed to measure the spectral transmission of the nanohole structures 

fabricated for the purposes of this research and described in the previous chapter. 

The chapter is divided into two sections. Section 4.1 describes a vertical optical 

setup, designed for the proof of concept of the system as tumor cell biosensor. Most 

of the measurements in this work were carried out by means of this prototype. 

Section 4.2 presents a horizontal optical setup which is a more compact, robust and 

low-cost version of the vertical setup and therefore more attractive for eventual 

industrialization.  

The optical arrangement for both the vertical and horizontal optical setups in this 

work, is schematically shown in Figure 4.1. It consists of: 1) the illumination system 

– to guide the light source to the chip (gold nanohole array) which is embedded in 

a microfluidic cell; 2) The microfluidic cell with one or multiple channels to 

distribute in a uniformly and homogeneously over the sensing chip surface; 3) 

Sample injection system to pump the sample into the microfluidic cell; 4) Light 

collection system – to collect the transmitted light from the chip; 5) Spectral 

detection module – that detects the transmitted light as a function of the incident 

wavelength. And last, depending on the sample to be analyzed; 6) two-dimensional 

motorized stage to scan the whole nanohole array in small and accurate steps 

(about 20±0.1 µm). Described in more detail later this chapter. 

 

Figure 4.1 Optical setup diagram. 
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4.1 Vertical optical setup – Proof of concept prototype 

Once the required elements were identified (Figure 4.1), the right optical 

components had to be chosen considering the performance of this optical setup as 

a proof of concept prototype of the system. A diagram of the vertical setup is 

represented in Figure 4.2: 

 

Figure 4.2 Setup scheme consisting of: (1) VIS-NIR light source, (2) the field 

stop, (3) the field pinhole, (4) a condensing lens, (5) a motorized sample-

holder, (6) the sensing chip, (7) an objective lens, (8) the collecting system, (9) 

an optical fiber and (10) the spectrophotometer.  

The introduction of a field pinhole in the illumination system opens the possibility 

to control the shape and size of the illumination spot. 

4.1.1 Illumination system 

The illumination system should provide uniform illumination over the sensor chip 

surface. A correct illumination of the sensor chip is very important in order to get 

a stable output signal in time. Moreover, it has to be designed so that it gives a 

similar illumination as used in the numerical models in order to get comparable 

results. A Köhler illumination system has been chosen since it produces chip 

illumination that is uniformly bright and free from glare (Figure 4.3). 

This illumination system was first introduced in 1893 by August Köhler from the 

Carl Zeiss corporation as a method of providing optimum specimen illumination, 

allowing the user to take advantage of the microscope's full potential. It consists of 

a light source, a collector lens, a field diaphragm, an objective lens, a linear 
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polarizer (optional depending on sample to be analyzed) and a condenser. Because 

the light source is not focused at the level of the specimen, the light at specimen 

level is essentially grainless and extended, and it does not suffer deterioration from 

dust and imperfections on the glass surfaces of the condenser. Opening and closing 

of the condenser aperture diaphragm controls the angle of the light cone reaching 

the specimen. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3 The basic strategy of Köhler illumination [322]. 

The field aperture (which effectively lies in an intermediate image plane) is imaged 

onto the specimen to limit the illuminated area to include only the area that is being 

observed without affecting the angle of the illuminating light. Thus, controlling the 

size of such diaphragm allows illuminating at different parts of the sensing chip 

with different sizes of the illuminated region (sometimes called illuminating 

“spot”). 

With the aim to illuminate only the nanostructured area (sensing area) of the chip, 

avoiding illuminating the auxiliary structures, a customized pinhole, with its 

corresponding optomechanics (Figure 4.4), was fabricated by the Advanced 

Manufacturing Technology unit in IK4-Tekniker with short-pulse laser ablation. 

http://www.olympusmicro.com/primer/java/kohler/condensercones/index.html
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Figure 4.4 a) Illumination system condenser position (source of light at the 

bottom); b) Custom made removable field diaphragm to modify system 

aperture when needed. 

Considering that the illuminating spot is the image of the pinhole through the 

aplanatic condenser with chromatic correction, numerical aperture equal to 0.84 

and object distance of 1.6mm, the projected final spot size will be 1/10 of the 

pinhole. Depending on the chip sensing area and the case of study (sort of sample 

to be analyzed), pinholes of different sizes were fabricated (more information in 

Chapter 5). Two pinhole shapes, circle and square, were fabricated for different 

application purposes (Figure 4.5). 

 

Figure 4.5 a) Laser drilled square pinhole with 300 x 300 µm2 b) 

Commercial circular pinhole, diameter 200µm. 

Moreover, in order to check the influence of the auxiliary structures [89], [90] and 

to determine the maximum diameter of the illumination spot onto the 

nanostructures, several pinholes with different diameters were fabricated, as 

shown in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6 Laser drilled circular pinhole with diameter a) 𝑑 = 2000µ𝑚, b) 

𝑑 = 6000µ𝑚 and c) 𝑑 = 10000µ𝑚, which means an illumination spot over the 

chip of a) 𝑑 = 200µ𝑚, b) 𝑑 = 600µ𝑚 and c) 𝑑 = 1000µ𝑚. 

Due to the system working in the visible spectral range, the light source can be 

either a tungsten halogen lamp or a white LED with a narrower spectral band. To 

compare with numerical simulations and to have a more spectrally uniform 

illumination close to the near infrared, the tungsten halogen lamp was chosen.  

4.1.2 Microfluidic cell 

The main functions of the microfluidic cell are:  

1) To guide the sample over the chip, more specifically, over the sensing area. 

2) To keep the same amount of sample in the same shape (flat top surface) in 

every measurement.  

The latter is very important in an optical based biosensor as the microscope 

objective in the collecting system must keep focused on the chip surface during full 

measurement.  

The microfluidic cell design should be quite simple, easy to mount and de-mount, 

light weight and durable to reach the market [323], [324]. Microfluidic often need 

manual handling and plugging by the operator, which induces additional 

constraints on the final package due to practical reasons. The simple and reversible 

combination of different components allows an easy handling and efficient device 

operation that can be connected to final device in a reversible manner. Thanks to 

the use of microfluidics and the detection technique the amount of sample needed 

is minimized. 

It consists of a reusable housing made from Teflon (a cover and a base) and a 

disposable sensing chip with microfluidic channels on it (Figure 4.7). The use of 
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disposable chips decreases the risk of cross-contamination. They are assembled 

simply mechanical adjustment.  

 

Figure 4.7 Microfluidic cell in the optical setup. 

The cover of the housing is where the inlet and outlet microfluidic tubes are 

assembled and the chip with the microfluidic channels is allocated by means of 

toric joints to avoid leakages (Figure 4.8 a). The base has two recesses to allocate 

the chip (Figure 4.8 b) and therefore, avoid undesirable displacements when 

putting the cover and the base together. The base is quite thin, with a thickness 

about 5mm, to keep the chip in the focus plane of the illuminating spot. 

 

Figure 4.8 Microfluidic cell components made with Teflon (a). Image detail of the 

cell cover with the toric joint to avoid leakages and sensing chip housing (b). 

The two parts are held together by common wing nuts that allow to control over 

the pressure applied on the chip when closing the cell (Figure 4.9), making sure it 

is high enough to seal the microfluidic cell but low enough no to break or damage 

the borosilicate glass substrate of the chip. 
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Figure 4.9 Mounted microfluidic cell. 

The microfluidic channels on the chip (Figure 4.10) were fabricated in a sandwich 

configuration with two thin transparent biocompatible polymer films 

(polycarbonate (PC) and double-sided pressure sensitive adhesive tape (PSA)). 

They were easily fabricated using a cheap and affordable DIY machine (Silhouette 

Cameo®) that uses a small blade to cut over 100 materials, including paper, 

cardstock, vinyl, and fabric up to 12 inches wide [325]. The dicing blade technology 

has the ability to register and cut printed materials and is compatible with 

mechanical design software like Solidworks®. Both the PC cover and the PSA with 

its microchannels are cut by this tool at the right size with the right features. In this 

way, the microfluidic channels and the fluidic inlets are designed in Solidworks® 

and then transferred to the PSA and the PC respectively. 

 

Figure 4.10 1.- PC cover of 500𝜇𝑚 thickness with the microfluidic inlets. 2.- 

PSA tape of 100µ𝑚 thickness where microchannels and inlets (both 1 and 2 

are machined with Cameo). 3.- Reusable chip with four sensing areas. 

This procedure not only provides an easy and feasible way of making the 

microfluidic channels but also, due to its versatility, it allows to customize these 

channels to the fabricated chip. Thus, if the chip is designed and fabricated with 

more than one nanostructured area for a multiplexed sensing the sandwich 

configuration can be accordingly adapted.  
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4.1.3 Sample injection system 

The sample injection system is an assembly enabling the introduction of the sample 

in a uniform and controlled way (Figure 4.11). This facilitates the introduction and 

extraction of the sample and other sort of solutions that are essential for chip 

functionalization and cleaning. A degassing system removes gas bubbles from the 

microfluidic channel which would potentially distort the signal. Additionally, the 

sample injection system permits the injection of running buffer without 

contaminating the sample. 

The injection system has been used in this work for chip functionalization, running 

buffer introduction between different measurement steps and sample injection and 

extraction. It is relevant to mention that all the measurements have been done by 

keeping the sample solution static. 

 

Figure 4.11 Sample injection system. Experimental vertical optical setup in 

IK4-Tekniker Photonics laboratory. 

4.1.4 Light collection system  

The light that is focused on and transmitted through, the gold nano-hole array is 

collected by an optical bright-field objective 20𝑥 (Figure 4.12). The light detection 

area is restricted to the spot illuminated area which in turn is limited to a maximum 

extension defined by the chip sensing area, i.e. the size of the nanohole array. The 

collected light is again focused by a plano-convex lens, having a 4.5𝑚𝑚 focal length, 

onto a 400𝜇𝑚 core optical fiber (Figure 4.13). The selected optical fiber is optimized 
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to guide VIS and NIR light a 400𝜇𝑚 core, premium grade fiber optic (𝑁𝐴 = 0.22) 

from Ocean Optics (Dunedin, FL, USA) [326].  

 

Figure 4.12 Photo of the chip in the microfluidic cell with a) the 20𝑥 

microscope objective of collection system and b) the condenser lens of the 

illumination system. 

 

Figure 4.13 a) Customized optical fiber coupling assembly. b) detail picture 

of the plano-convex lens focusing the transmitted light to the fiber optic.  

4.1.5 Spectral detection  

The light transmitted through the sensor chip is guided by the fiber to a 

spectrophotometer, where the spectra are measured and analyzed later in time.  

Spectrophotometer have optical components to collect, reflect, filter, diffract, and 

focus light. These optical elements include lenses, diffraction gratings, mirrors, 

filters, slits or apertures and detector. Selecting these components define the 
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spectrophotometer specifications and can affect the performance of the overall 

system. This must fit the whole system requirements in terms of spectral 

wavelength range, resolution, signal-to-noise ratio and integration time.  

Diffraction gratings, a fundamental component in a spectrophotometer, split 

polychromatic light in its constituent wavelengths and permit the spectral analysis 

of the incident radiation. They have diffractive structures that interact with it in a 

different way, depending on the wavelength. The two major options of grating types 

available for use in spectrophotometers are reflection and transmission-based 

gratings. A reflective grating has reflective diffractive elements and does not allow 

the light to pass through the substrate. Alternatively, transmission gratings have 

their diffractive elements sandwiched between two substrates or located on the 

surface of a glass substrate and allow the light to pass through. In both cases, longer 

wavelengths are diffracted at a steeper angle than shorter ones. This allows the 

individual wavelength components of the incident light to be measured separately 

by a photodetector. Reflective gratings act like mirrors in an optical system and are 

used to fold and reduce the size of the overall system. 

Diffraction gratings are classified by their line (groove) density given in lines 

(grooves) per millimeter. The line density determines how dispersive the grating 

is. The ability to resolve individual peaks within a spectrum is a driving factor in 

the overall performance of a system. This ability is referred to as the spectral 

resolution of the instrument. Choosing a grating with a lower groove density may 

offer reduced cost and larger spectral range.  

The grating then disperses the spectral components of the light at slightly varying 

angles, which is then focused by a second concave mirror and imaged onto the CCD 

linear detector array. As the incident light strikes the individual pixels across the 

CCD, each pixel represents a specific wavelength range portion of the spectrum. 

The use of detector arrays has allowed for spectrometers to be constructed without 

moving parts, “fixed grating” spectrometers, and therefore greatly reduce the size 

and power consumption. This caused the development of a new class of low cost, 

compact spectrometers: commonly referred to as miniature spectrometers, like 

the one selected for the horizontal optical setup (section 4.2).  
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Slits of different sizes can be employed to change the performance and resolution 

of the system. In general, a smaller slit provides higher resolution which is suitable 

for differentiating the resonance peaks within resultant spectra. On the other hand, 

by decreasing slit width, light intensity reaching the photodetector decreases. The 

balance between resolution and detected signal determines the optimal slit width. 

Some systems allow for different sized slits to be swapped out, tuning the 

instrument for specific measurements.  

Finally, the determining factor for choosing what type of detector to use in the 

system relies mostly on the wavelength sensitivity range, the required optical 

performance, mechanical package requirements, cost and availability. Another 

aspect of a detector that must be chosen is a one-dimensional array of pixels or a 

two-dimensional array of pixels. In an ideal case the image created at the detector 

plane by the optics matches the size of each individual pixel in the one-dimensional 

array. Silicon detectors are more common, cheaper and with high features for the 

visible spectral range, although they do not reach far out into the infrared spectrum 

or deep into the ultraviolet.  

The main trade-offs for optical components are time and cost. Custom optical 

elements require long lead times and up front non-recurring engineering costs but 

offer the best performance. 

Although there is previous knowledge and expertise in optical designs [327]–[332] 

and, in particular, in that of a spectrophotometer for sensing [333]–[336], it is not 

the aim of this work to design and develop a customized spectrophotometer, but to 

use this knowledge to choose the best commercial system which fit the sensing 

requirements. In fact, the final objective is to develop a low-cost, portable and 

robust LSPR biosensor, so for the horizontal setup a smaller and cheaper 

spectrophotometer was selected (section 4.2). However, as a first choice to ensure 

a high performance and high resolution system an Andor spectrophotometer, 1𝑛𝑚 

spectral resolution, was used [337]. 

The Andor spectrophotometer (Figure 4.14) allows taking transmittance spectra in 

different spectral range in the visible/NIR range, depending on the selected slit 

aperture and central wavelength, which determine the diffraction grating. In this 

work a 500𝑛𝑚 blaze wavelength reflective diffraction grating with 300 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠/𝑚𝑚 

was chosen. The aperture was 300𝑛𝑚 and the analyzed spectral range from 600𝑛𝑚 
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to 800𝑛𝑚. Therefore, a 300 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠/𝑚𝑚 diffraction grating was used. The acquisition 

time was 0.1𝑠 and the number of measurements accumulated for each spectrum 

was equal to 60. 

 
Figure 4.14 a) Andor spectrophotometer and b) detail image of the fiber 

optic connected to the spectrophotometer.  

4.1.6 xy motorized stage 

If the sample is suspected to be non-homogenous, the illuminated spot size onto 

the sample is reduced, being smaller than the chip sensing area, to increase 

sensitivity (see numerical simulations on section 2.2 and experimental procedure 

on section 5.5.3). In that situation it is essential to scan the whole sensing area. 

Scanning can be done with a xy motorized piezo stage. In this work one from Prior 

Scientific, controlled by a computer, Prior - Proscan III [338], was assemble to the 

vertical optical configuration. This stage has a ProScan H31 controler [339] and a 

ProScan H101A platform [340] which allow precision positioning of the stage in an 

automatic way, but the stage can also be controlled either via Joystick or via fine 

individual X and Y control knobs. These motors enable scanning of the chip sensing 

area in an automatic and controlled way with a positional resolution of 0.1 𝜇𝑚. 

Also, the stage has a local control center providing positional feedback and the 

ability to measure distances (Figure 4.15).  

 
Figure 4.15 Motorized stage local control center. 
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The sensing area is scanned line by line over the whole nanohole array, always 

beginning in the same starting point, avoiding double readings. It starts in the 

bottom right corner of the array and finishes in the opposite corner (Figure 4.16). 

At every scanning position the system takes a spectral signal reading. Thanks to its 

high precision positioning no overlapping is ensured when scanning the whole 

sensing chip.  

 

Figure 4.16 xy motorized piezo stage (left). Scanning path, line by line. 

Starting point in red and ending point in blue (bottom right). SEM image of 

the sensing area, nanohole array (top right).  

The position of the chip in the microfluidic cell relative to the illumination system 

and the collecting system is critical for the correct functioning of the biosensor 

system. 

4.1.7 Vertical setup assembly 

The complete optical and mechanical setup of the biosensor system that was used 

to take the measurements presented in next chapter, is shown on the following 

picture: 
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Figure 4.17 LSPR biosensor optical setup of the in an optical bench in the 

University of Cantabria facilities. 

4.2 Horizontal optical setup – Transferable to industry 

A LSPR prototype and fluidic network will enable the end-user to insert and 

exchange disposable chips to the sensor region within the prototype housing 

(Figure 4.18). The microfluidic integration of the chip with the fluidic control 

module ensures that the system operation does not require highly-trained 

personnel, and greatly simplifies the typical lab procedures. Moreover, by means 

of specialized software for clinical applications and data communication between 

sensing device and sanitary personnel, desirable for clinical emergencies in 

hospitals where a specialized doctor might not be immediately available, the 

patient may be checked by other doctors and nurses before the specialist is free to 

attend the patient in situ. 
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Figure 4.18 LSPR biosensor prototype diagram. 

In order to get an experimental setup closer to the final prototype, the previous 

designed optical setup was modified and assembled in a horizontal configuration 

in an optical bench using low-cost commercial optics and spectrophotometer.  

4.2.1 Light source and spectrophotometer 

In this horizontal configuration, the transmission spectra for the nanohole arrays 

were tested by using a 12𝑊 broadband tungsten-halogen light source (HL-2000, 

Ocean Optics [341]). Figure 4.19 shows the optical setup diagram used for the 

experimental measurements. The light was spatially filtered using a lens, an iris 

diaphragm and a collimation lens, and was focused on the gold chip with the 

nanohole array with a 10𝑥 objective. To avoid the influence of other features that 

may be present on the chip, such as auxiliary structures, the beam cross-section at 

the focus was reduced to a size smaller than the array by adjusting the size of the 

diaphragm. The light from the nanohole array was collected by a 20𝑥 objective and 

focused on a fiber optic coupled to a VIS-NIR spectrophotometer (HR-2000+, 

Ocean Optics).  
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Figure 4.19 Scheme of the optical setup to measure the transmission spectra 

through the fabricated nanohole arrays. 

All spectra were obtained using normal incident and unpolarized light. The 

transmitted light intensity was digitally recorded, in counts, vs. wavelength in the 

range of 400𝑛𝑚 to 840𝑛𝑚. The measurements were made in a controlled 

environment at 20°𝐶 and a custom-made microfluidic cell was constructed to ease 

the measurement in liquid media.  

4.2.2 Microfluidic cell modifications 

In this new experimental setup for an easy extraction and positioning of the 

microfluidic cell a magnetic fastening device was designed and therefore a new 

metallic housing for the microfluidic cell was designed (Figure 4.20). 

 

Figure 4.20 Metallic microfluidic cell guided to the correct position by 

magnets. 
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In addition, custom made opto-mechanics that ease the location of the sensing chip 

in the optical setup in the micrometer range was fabricated, since, as mentioned 

before, the relative position between the illumination system, with the sensor chip 

integrated into the microfluidic cell, and the light collection system is crucial for 

the LSPR biosensor system. Thus, rare earth magnets are used to fix the removable 

microfluidic cell assembly onto the high quality adjustable base. The use of 

magnets instead of regular fasteners, provide a repetitive static force that ensures 

unique contact points between the tempered guide pins and bearing balls that are 

used as positioning elements (Figure 4.21). Therefore, a high accurate positioning 

of the microfluidic cell is ensured every time it is relocated after changing the chip 

(Figure 4.22). 

 

Figure 4.21 Custom opto-mechanical design for accurately positioning the 

microfluidic cell in the horizontal experimental setup on the optical bench. 
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Figure 4.22 Image detail of the microfluidic cell setup and the custom made 

opto-mechanism to ensure an accurate positioning, designed for the 

horizontal configuration. 

4.2.3 Horizontal setup assembly 

All the components were aligned and assembled in the Photonics Laboratory in 

IK4-Tekniker as shown in Figure 4.23 to Figure 4.25. 

 
Figure 4.23 Experimental horizonal optical setup in Ik4-Tekniker Photonics 

laboratory. 
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Figure 4.24 Aerial view of the horizonal configuration assembled in Ik4-

Tekniker Photonics laboratory. 

 
Figure 4.25 Picture detail of the sample injection system, the custom 

designed microfluidic cell and the light collection system. 
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Chapter 5. Biosensing Capabilities: Biomarkers 

Sensing in Fluid Samples 

5.1 Measurements (static mode) 

All the measurements in this work were made in a static mode, that is, the sample 

is injected into de microfluidic cell, described in Chapter 4, and once its cavity is 

filled the injection is interrupted and the measurements are made.  

The procedure contains the following steps: 

1. Inject the biofuntionalization fluids, if needed 1. 

2. Inject a running buffer to remove all the possible remaining fluids and 

non-specific bindings from previous steps 1. 

3. Inject the sample to fill completely the microfluidic cell and part of the 

output microfluidic tube, so that there is no movement of the fluid sample, 

and wait for the appropriate incubation time depending of the sample 

being measured 1. 

4. Take the signal in the spectrophotometer collected by the fiber optic 

through the chip. 

If different concentrations of biomarkers are to be measured, steps 2 to 4 have to 

be repeated starting with the lower concentration sample. In some cases, a chip 

regeneration step must be added, as it will be explained in section 5.5.2. 

All the measurements were made at room temperature under dark ambient 

conditions. 

5.2 Signal processing 

The software used to control the system elements, such as the ANDOR 

spectrophotometer and the XY motorized stage, was included by the system 

providers. A custom software application had to be written to automatize the data 

acquisition and signal processing, which gives the biosensor response and was 

used in every case study.  

                                                   
1 Some bubbles of air are injected after every step to separate the different fluids in the 
microfluidic tubes and therefore, in the microfluidic channel to avoid any possibility of fluid 
mixing and mainly to avoid the possibility of biomarkers diffusion between two fluids in contact 
which could lead to a decrease of the concentration of biomarkers in the sample.  
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In particular, the AndorSolis software [337] is responsible for converting the raw 

data collected by the detector for further analysis. It also gives the transmission 

spectra through the chip normalized by the light source spectra. For this, the 

custom designed software guides the user to first take both the light source 

spectra, reference spectra, and the dark spectra, i.e. signal with no illumination, 

and then make all the measurements in the chip. It is not possible to make any 

measurements if reference spectra and dark spectra are not previously recorded 

for every new chip or sample.  

The procedure for the numerical analysis of the optical measurements was as 

follows: 

1. Fitting the spectrophotometer parameters for the accurately acquisition 

of spectra. Common parameters are: 

i. acquisition time: 0.1s, 

ii. number of accumulated spectra: 60, 

iii. entrance slit aperture: 50µm, 

iv. spectral band detection: 600nm to 800nm.  

2. Importing and converting data2.  

3. Signal to noise ratio optimization. This is achieved by a detailed data 

selection to remove all data which do not correspond to the spectral 

response of the chip. This is carried out by following three steps: 

i. the statistics median is done of 10 consecutive data sets,  

ii. to eliminate the random variation of the data, an averaging 

(arithmetic mean) and a bilateral gaussian filtering of 50 iterations 

is performed, 

iii. a final check out of the resulting data is done to validate that those 

correspond to the global behavior of the spectral data. 

4.  Identifying the parameters that determine the spectral maxima, in terms 

of both intensity and wavelength. 

5. Finding the maximum of the surface plasmon resonance peak either by 

means of the centroid algorithm [342], or the spectra were first smoothed 

                                                   
2 From Andor own file format with extension .sif to more extended format like .asc, compatible 
with the commercial software used for data analysis 
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by means of a bilateral filter in order to reduce noise and then the 

maximum was extracted.  

6. Figure of Merit (FOM) calculation. Setting the FOM, contrast and FWHM 

of the resonance peaks, which quantifies the data quality. 

The custom algorithms developed were designed minimizing the running time 

and computational resources, so that it can be compatibles with standard 

Desktop computers with no extra or specialized hardware. An example of the 

running software is represented in ANNEX A: Peak detection algorithm. 

5.3 Sensor sensitivity  

Once the chips fabrication has been optimized ensuring high repeatability and 

reliability, chips have been characterized in terms of their sensitivity to refractive 

index changes. This is done by measuring the shift of the resonance peak due to 

EOT phenomenon when the refractive index of the dielectric medium in contact 

with the nanohole array changes.  

Thus, the transmission spectra were obtained for six sucrose solutions at different 

concentrations with known refractive index (Table 5.1) for the different arrays of 

a chip fabricated with stamp 1 (stamp characteristics are described in Chapter 3).  

Table 5.1 Sucrose solutions for measuring chips sensitivity with their 

refractive index. Refractive index was measured in IK-Tekniker 

laboratories. 

Sucrose (%) 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 

Refractive index 1.330 1.344 1.355 1.365 1.377 1.387 

From these spectra the resonance wavelength originated by the SP’s in the 

sucrose solution-gold interface (𝑆𝑃 – 𝑛𝑤 EOT resonance) was studied. A clear red 

shift of the resonance wavelength with increasing sucrose concentration can be 

observed in all the arrays which have the same nanohole diameter but different 

array periods (Figure 5.1): 1) 𝑝 = 400𝑛𝑚, 2) 𝑝 = 450𝑛𝑚, 3) 𝑝 = 500𝑛𝑚 and 4) 𝑝 =

550𝑛𝑚 in; Moreover, as shown in Chapter 2, the chip sensitivity increases with 

the period of the nanohole array; the bigger the period, the greater the sensitivity 

(keeping the hole diameter fixed). 
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Figure 5.1 Sensitivity measurements for the four nanohole arrays on the 

chip with periods: 1) p=400nm, 2) p=450nm, 3) p=500nm, 4) p=550nm 

(Left) Transmission spectra with different sucrose solutions on the 

nanohole array (sensing area). Line colors correspond to: black 0%, blue 

10%, green 20%, red 30%, pink 40%, light blue 50% sucrose solutions. 

(Right) Resonance wavelength vs refractive index.  
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The nanohole array configuration with the highest sensitivity and resonance 

peaks in the visible spectrum is that with the largest period=550nm (Table 5.2). 

Once the best configuration was tested experimentally, a new stamp, stamp2 was 

designed and fabricated with this configuration and with a bigger sensing area, 

as described in section 3.2 (Figure 5.2). This was done to fulfil the requirements 

as a biosensor, integrated in the developed microfluidic cell, see section 5.5.3.  

Table 5.2 Sensitivity in terms of RIU of the nanohole arrays fabricated by 

NIL with stamp2. 

Period 400nm 450nm 500nm 550nm 

nm/RIU 147 373 435 506 

 

Figure 5.2 Optical (right) and SEM (left) images of the gold nanohole 

array from stamp 2 fabricated by NIL. Sensing area 1x2mm2, hole diameter 

190nm and periodicity 550nm. 

The spectra obtained and its sensitivity for different sucrose concentrations is 

showed in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 respectively. The latter shows a linear change 

of the peak wavelength position vs. solution refractive index. From this plot, a 

508𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈 sensitivity was obtained. 
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Figure 5.3 Transmission spectra obtained for four sucrose solutions at 

different concentrations for a square nanohole array with 550nm period. 

 

Figure 5.4 Linear change of the peak wavelength position vs. solution 

refractive index for a square nanohole array with 550nm period. 

Aiming to check the repeatability of chip fabrication and the reliability in its 

sensing capabilities, the sensitivity of several chips was measured (see Figure 5.5 

and Figure 5.6). 
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Figure 5.5 Linear wavelength shifts with refractive index for two different 

chips from stamp 2. 

 

Figure 5.6 Sensitivity in terms of nm/RIU for 10 different chips from 

stamp 2. 

From these results, it can be concluded that the sensitivity, taken as the average 

of 10 chips, is quite high, of about 509.6𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈 and a standard deviation of 

3.2𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈. Therefore, obtained sensitivity lies within the state of the art [343]. 

Consequently, the potential biosensing capabilities of every chip fabricated by the 

NIL technique with the procedure presented in this research, are clearly 

manifested. 

From these values, sensor sensitivity has been defined as the resonance 

wavelength shift versus the change in sample refractive index. However, this 

measure alone is not sufficient for quantitatively characterizing the ability of the 

sensor to identify and to quantify the targeted material in the sample [101]. To 

fully describe the performance of the sensor, the detection limit must be 
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presented. The detection limit of an optical refractive index sensor is not only 

dependent on the sensitivity but also on the sensor resolution. The detection limit 

is therefore equal to the resolution/sensitivity [101]. The sensor resolution is 

defined to be two times the standard deviation of the sensor stability (determined 

in section 5.4). So that, the detection limit for this sensor is 6𝑥10−4 RIU.  

5.4 Sensor temporal stability and reliability 

Setup temporal stability was checked in order to know the maximum error 

associated to its measurements. To this aim a 550𝑛𝑚 period sensing chip was 

used, which was continuously illuminated for 300 minutes in water. The temporal 

stability was determined by means of the measurement and analysis of the light 

spectra passing always through the same area of the sensing chip. The Figure 5.7 

shows a superposition of all the acquired spectra as well as the evolution of the 

resonance wavelength as function of time. The resonance wavelength is the one 

for the (1,0) medium-gold interface, at around 750 𝑛𝑚 when the medium is 

water. The spectra were smoothed by means of a bilateral filter in order to reduce 

noise and to extract their maximum spectral wavelength.  

The maximum spectral resonance wavelength change during 300 minutes was 

0.545𝑛𝑚, when the sensing chip is in water. And its corresponding standard 

deviation was equal to 0.151𝑛𝑚. These values set the maximum error in the data 

coming from the setup. 

It is important to note that these results were acquired over a period of time larger 

than the typical one required for measuring. This large period was set to ensure 

an adequate temporal stability when the whole area of a chip type 2 

(1000𝑥2000𝜇𝑚2) has to be scanned. 

The origin of the data fluctuations along the operation of the setup may reside in 

a mixture of the following factors inherent to the setup design: some lack of the 

components mechanical stability, some lack of the spectral and intensity stability 

in the source of light, and some lack of temporal stability in the 

spectrophotometer. 
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Figure 5.7 Spectral measurements for the same nanopatterned surface 

region during 300 minutes of continuous illumination. a) Superposition of 

transmittance vs. wavelength for all the spectra. Blue points are 

experimental data, while the orange lines are the smoothed data. b) Plot of 

maximum spectral wavelength vs illumination time; (experimental data 

are joined by a blue line). 

Then, in order to verify the reproducibility and repeatability of the optical scan 

the same chip with PBS buffer was scanned ten times. Every scan lasted 30 

minutes. This test was done for 3 different chips and the results were similar. In 

Figure 5.8 the measurements for the chip with the highest deviation are shown.  

The maximum for the resonance wavelength for each spectrum was calculated 

and the mean value for every scanned area was calculated and represented in both 

a histogram and (Figure 5.8 a)) a 2D-diagram with the real position of the 

scanned area in the chip (Figure 5.8 b)).  

 

Figure 5.8 a) Histogram of resonance wavelength quadratic mean for 

every spectrum obtained (10 times each illumination spot through the whole 

surface) and b) map of resonance wavelength quadratic mean 

corresponding to each illuminated area (10 times) in the chip during the 

scanning. 
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And the standard deviation for the spectral maximum is shown in Figure 5.9. 

 

Figure 5.9 a) Standard deviation for resonance wavelength for every 

spectrum represented (10 times and each illumination spot through the 

whole surface) in a) a histogram and b) map corresponding to each 

illuminated area in the chip during the scanning (10 times). 

The maximum change of the resonance wavelength through the whole chip is 

1.1𝑛𝑚 while the maximum standard deviation is 0.42𝑛𝑚. It is noteworthy the 

high reproducibility of the measurements. The maximum standard deviation is 

just 0.42𝑛𝑚, which is slightly above the resolution of the sensor, taken as two 

times the standard deviation of the resonance wavelength (0.3𝑛𝑚) for the same 

chip position and for 300 minutes measuring time. 

A fabricated chip which overcomes the quality control can have slightly 

imperfections in the nanostructured area that do not affect the chip response due 

to the collective nature of the EOT phenomenon.  

The uniformity of the LSPR resonance wavelength over the chip sensing area for 

different chips was also studied (Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11). It was found that 

the dispersion of resonance wavelength value was always lower than 1.1𝑛𝑚. In 

the following figures the values for three of them are represented.  
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Figure 5.10 Resonance wavelength peaks distribution of two different chip 

with PSB buffer over it. The mean value of the resonance wavelength is a) 

724.62𝑛𝑚 and b) 724.89𝑛𝑚 quite similar in both chips. 

 

Figure 5.11 Resonance wavelength peaks distribution of a chip with a 

bigger nanohole diameter with PSB buffer over it. In this case the mean 

value of the resonance wavelength is 745.78𝑛𝑚.  

Although all the chips were fabricated with the same stamp (stamp 2) different 

resonance wavelength can be obtained. This variation is mainly due to differences 

in their nanohole diameter (as seen in Chapter 2). Although every chip has the 

same nanohole array period (550𝑛𝑚) the diameter of the nanohole can slightly 

vary from one chip to another because of the fabrication process, differences in 

the initial resist layer or in the etching exposure time, as explained in Chapter 3. 

Nevertheless, it can be concluded that the fabricated chips show high uniformity 

and quality throughout the whole sensing area. 

Therefore, if a sensing chip has any defect or inhomogeneity in the 

nanostructured area, when doing the reference scanning measurements, these 

imperfections can be detected, and the chip can be discarded for biosensing, 

avoiding the possibility of incorrect results due to chip imperfections.  
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Here, an example of detection of chip imperfections is shown. A corner of a chip 

that presents imperfections (Figure 5.12) due to the lack of lift-off is scanned. This 

chip was fabricated before the parameters for NIL fabrication were optimized and 

it was discarded due to its bad quality easily detected in the quality control after 

fabrication.  

 

Figure 5.12 SEM images of the chip corner that presents imperfection (no 

lift-off). a) image with less amplification for a general view of chip 

nanostructures. b) and c) more amplified images where gold can be see on 

the whole surface (no lift-off) and therefore in that area there are no 

nanoholes. 

In the transition area, that is, regions between the areas with lift-off failure and 

with a successful lift-off there are some nanoholes covered with gold whilst other 

are perfect nanoholes as can be seen in Figure 5.13 (left). As the scanning system 

moves from the left side of the sensing area to the right the lift-off is better and 

the presence of nanoholes can be seen Figure 5.13 (right). 

 

Figure 5.13 SEM image of the nanostructured surface whit different lift-

off success.  
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Schematically the quality of the lift-off of the chip scanned area is shown in Figure 

5.14. 

 

Figure 5.14 Image scheme of inspected sensing chip quality. 

This can be clearly seen in the results obtained when the chip was scanned and 

the resonance wavelength determined as the mean value of three surface 

scanning: first in the matrix containing the resonance wavelength (Table 5.3) and 

then when representing the data in a histogram Figure 5.15 a) and in a 2D the 

map with the corresponding position in the scanned area, Figure 5.15 b).  

Table 5.3 Chart of LSPR wavelength for each inspected area over the chip. 

 

 

Figure 5.15 Resonance wavelength corresponding to each illuminated 

area on the chip during the scanning, represented as a) histogram and b) 

color map.  

741.531 740.169 737.988 737.17 734.989 734.171 731.717 729.808

742.622 740.441 738.806 737.443 736.625 734.444 730.626 729.535

743.439 740.986 738.533 737.715 737.17 734.444 732.808 730.353

743.439 740.169 738.26 737.443 736.897 735.262 732.808 729.808

744.529 740.986 738.26 737.988 736.625 736.352 733.353 729.808

743.439 741.531 738.533 737.715 735.807 735.534 732.808 730.899

742.894 740.986 739.623 737.715 737.715 736.625 734.444 732.262

742.894 741.259 740.714 738.806 737.988 736.897 734.444 733.353
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To sum up, even if the nanohole patterned surface looks homogeneous under the 

optical microscope, the developed optical setup is able to detect different optical 

sensitivities along the EOT surface. Maps of the optical responses of EOT surfaces 

are of paramount importance to perform both, the quality-control of the EOT 

surfaces fabrication and the background reference of those EOT surfaces used as 

sensors of discrete moieties inhomogeneously distributed inside a test fluid 

medium.  

These results have been validated with periodic nanohole patterned surfaces 

manufactured by NIL techniques. They show that the proposed technique is 

reproducible and reliable as to give a seal of identification of the manufactured 

surface (a chessboard-like map) which can be used as a background for its further 

application as a sensing device, especially when micron-sized biological material 

(i.e. cells) are distributed non-homogeneously on its surface (see section 5.5.3). 

This method is based on the detection of the wavelength spectral variations of the 

maxima positions of the light transmitted by micron-sized illuminated areas, 

taking advantage of the Extraordinary Optical Transmission phenomenon. As 

compared with usual techniques like SEM or other related electronic microscopy 

techniques, the proposed method in this work is fast and accurate enough as to 

give a full surface homogeneity map of the nanopatterned surface in a short time. 

Moreover, it is easily scalable and can be extended to the inspection of either 

periodic or non-periodic nanostructured surfaces [344]. On the other hand, 

electronic microscopy techniques can give geometry details of very small areas, 

but they are not able to show how these behave from a plasmonic point of view. 

5.5 Cases of study: 

Every chip used in the next study cases has been validated as specified in the 

previous section. The validation signal for each chip is afterwards used as a 

reference signal for detecting different biomolecules and cells.  

5.5.1 Real-time monitoring 

In order to demonstrate the protein detection capabilities of the device, protein 

physisorption (physical adsorption) on the chip was monitored in real-time. 

Consequently, the label-free biosensing capabilities of the fabricated devices were 
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demonstrated by real time monitoring of biomolecular binding interactions 

[345]. 

To perform this task, the measurements were made in a controlled environment 

at 20°𝐶 by means of the horizontal optical setup and the microfluidic cell 

described in section 4.2. The chip was fabricated by NIL technology from stamp 

1, a gold nanohole array with hole diameter 185𝑛𝑚, periodicity 450𝑛𝑚, Ti/Au 

layer thickness 5/50𝑛𝑚. 

First the EOT spectra through the fabricated square nanohole array in air was 

measured (Figure 5.16). 

 
Figure 5.16 Modulated optical transmission through a square gold 

nanohole array (450nm period) in air where resonance peaks can be seen. 

Then, BSA protein at a 50𝜇𝑔/𝑚𝐿 concentration in phosphate buffer solution 

(PBS) was injected into the microfluidic cell and incubated over the chip sensor 

area. The spectrum was recorded continuously. 

Figure 5.17 shows the transmission spectra in pure PBS, before the injection of 

BSA solution, and after a 30 min incubation of BSA. The peak wavelengths 𝜆𝑆𝑃 

are at 673.1𝑛𝑚 and 675.9𝑛𝑚 respectively, that is, a 2.8𝑛𝑚 peak shift is measured 

which is of the order of what was expected for a protein layer in an array with 

such sensitivity [53] [54].  
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Figure 5.17 Transmission spectra through a gold nanohole array in 

contact with PBS buffer (crosses) and after 30 min incubation of a solution 

of 50 µg/mL BSA solution in PBS buffer (circles). 

To show the evolution of the peak shift, i.e., the real-time adsorption of BSA, the 

transmission intensity was monitored at a wavelength situated in the high-slope 

region of the peak at 𝜆 = 645𝑛𝑚 (Figure 5.18). The injection of BSA protein (at 

𝑡 = 130𝑠) results in a change of the transmitted spectra which can be measured 

as an intensity change at a given wavelength. It can be observed that at after 800𝑠 

the surface was saturated with BSA and no further adsorption took place.  

 

Figure 5.18 Real-time label-free monitoring of the BSA adsorption on the 

gold surface. 

At 𝑡 = 950 the buffer was switched back to PBS and no signal decrease was 

appreciable, proving the stability of the formed BSA layer. So, this resonance peak 

shift remained after washing the chip in the microfluidic cell with PBS which 

proved that the developed sensor was not measuring a reversible bulk effect like 

the one obtained for the sucrose solutions. 
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5.5.2 TNF-α protein biosensing 

Tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) is a well-known pleitropic pro-inflammatory 

cytokine produced by activated macrophages that acts as a mediator in many 

immune and inflammatory processes [346]. The biologically active TNF-α 

molecule is a 55𝑘𝐷𝑎 homo- trimer found in serum at very low concentrations (in 

the pg/mL range) and at elevated levels when an inflammatory cascade is present. 

Assaying TNF-α in serum is interesting for many immunological studies. For 

instance, the binding inhibition of circulating TNF-α to its receptors by biological 

drugs has been seen to alleviate the symptoms of certain diseases such as 

rheumatoid arthritis or Crohn's disease [347]. In both clinical investigations and 

research, the concentration of TNF-α in serum is measured using conventional 

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) which can be costly and slow. 

Different biosensor systems have been used for assaying TNF-α. 

For example, Qureshi et al. used a capacitive biosensor obtaining a LOD of 

25𝑝𝑔/𝑚𝐿 in buffer [348]; Yin et al. reached, also in buffer, a LOD of 10𝑝𝑔/𝑚𝐿 

with an electrochemical immunosensor based on alkaline phosphatase 

functionalized nanospheres and proved good performance in human serum but 

did not estimate the LOD [349]; Liu et al. employed electrochemical aptasensor 

obtaining a LOD of 10,000𝑝𝑔/𝑚𝐿 in whole blood [350]; Eletxigerra et al. 

developed a magnetoimmunoasay for detection of TNF-α protein biomarker in 

human serum samples using chronoamperometry, obtaining a very low LOD 

(5.8𝑝𝑔/𝑚𝐿) [351] and Bettazi et al. reported a LOD of 44𝑝𝑔/𝑚𝐿 in a serum-like 

buffer employing the reagents of an ELISA kit in a magnetoimmunoassay [352]. 

By means of SPR, Battaglia et al. reached a LOD of 770𝑝𝑔/𝑚𝐿 in a cell culture 

medium [353].  

Due to the clear importance of TNF-α in many immunological studies and the 

group expertise in the best monoclonal antibodies for TNF-α affinity, this protein 

was chosen as an analyte in this work as case of study. It is important to highlight 

that the aim of this study it is not finding the lowest detection limit of TNF-α 

protein but to realize a proof of concept of the system as a label-free biosensor for 

the detection of a protein with clinical relevance. 

Once the device was characterized, biofunctionalization of the chips with 

monoclonal antibodies was performed using standard amine coupling. 
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Summarizing, the gold chips were immersed overnight in an ethanol solution 

containing 5𝑚𝑀 mercapto-undecanoic acid to create a carboxylated self-

assembled monolayer (SAM) [43]. Immobilization of monoclonal anti-TNF-α 

antibodies was performed in an acidic solution during 1 hour after activation of 

the carboxyl groups via N-hydroxysuccinimide and carbodiimide (ECD) solution. 

To prevent nonspecific binding the surfaced was blocked with ethanolamine. 

After the described protocol, the gold surface was ready for TNF-α protein 

capture. 

Thus, the whole procedure for carrying out the measurements was: 

1. Sensing chip cleaning: the chip is immersed in a Piranha solution 

(H2SO4:H2O2, 3:1) for 1 minute. Then it is rinsed with distilled/deionized 

water and dried up by N2. 

2. SAM creation on chip surface: the chip is immersed in a 2.5𝑛𝑀 

solution of 11-Mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA) in ethanol. Then it is 

covered by parafilm and kept overnight, in total darkness (wrapped up in 

aluminum paper) at room temperature. The following day, the chip must 

be immersed in EtOH, then rinsed with distilled/deionized water and 

dried up by N2. 

3. Ensemble the chip in the microfluidic cell: the sandwich composed 

of the PSA with the microfluidic channel, the PC film and the chip is 

mounted. Afterwards, the sandwich is inserted in the microfluidic cell with 

the micro-tubes 

4. EDC-NHS injection: First the 1: 1 mixture of EDC-NHS is made by 

mixing EDC, 400𝑛𝑀 in H2O, and NHS, 100𝑛𝑀 in H2O. Inject 300µ𝐿 of the 

solution in the microfluidic cell, 30min incubation at room temperature. 

5. Cleaning with running buffer: To eliminate the EDC-NHS solution 

from the cell, about 600µ𝐿 of running buffer (PBS+ 0.01%Tween) is 

injected in low flow rates. This step is necessary each time that a new 

solution is injected to the microfluidic cell. 

6. Chip functionalization with the capture protein, anti-TNF-α: 150 

µl injection of 50µ𝑔/𝑚𝐿 anti-TNF-α in a NaOAc pH buffer solution, 1h 

incubation at room temperature. Cleaning with running buffer. 
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7. Blocking with ethanolamine: Ethanolamine-HCl 1𝑀 injection and 

30min incubation at room temperature. Cleaning with running 

buffer. 

8. Blocking with BSA (Bovine serum albumin): 150µ𝐿 injection of 1% 

BSA solution in PBS. Cleaning with running buffer. 

9. Focusing the chip: focus the chip sensing area (with the help of the 

auxiliary structures for a better focusing) to get the transmission spectrum 

through the chips with the different solution or samples. Then the sensing 

area is centered in the illumination spot ensuring that no auxiliary 

structures are illuminated. 

10. Transmission spectrum collection: the transmission spectrum with 

the running buffer after functionalization is taken. This spectrum was the 

reference spectrum for the following measurements. 

11. Protein of interest, TNF-α, capture: 150µ𝐿 injection of the first 

concentration of TNF-α solution (62.5𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿 anti-TNF-α in a NaOAc pH 

buffer solution) and 1ℎ incubation at room temperature. Cleaning with 

running buffer. 

12. Transmission spectrum collection: the transmission spectrum with 

the running buffer after capturing the protein of interest in certain 

concentration was taken. This spectrum was compared with the reference 

spectrum to calculate the resonance wavelength shift. 

13. Chip regeneration: 150µ𝐿 injection of 1.8 Glycine-HCl 100𝑚𝑀 and 

2𝑚𝑖𝑛 incubation at room temperature. Cleaning with running buffer. 

14. Transmission spectrum collection: the transmission spectrum with 

the running buffer after chip regeneration was taken to check that the chip 

was indeed regenerated, and the transmission spectra is similar to the one 

with just the chip functionalization, with no TNF-α proteins  

15. Re-injection of TNF-α solution in different concentrations: 

iteration from step 11 to 14 with the different concentrations of TNF-α 

solutions: 125𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿, 250𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿 and 500𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿. 

The chip was fabricated from stamp 2 being a gold nanohole array of 

1000𝑥2000µ𝑚2. The period of the array was 550𝑛𝑚 and the nanohole diameter 

250𝑛𝑚.  
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To ensure a proper illumination of the chip sensing area with the microfluidic 

channel (1000𝑥1000µ𝑚2) a pinhole of 2000µ𝑚 diameter was chosen as field stop, 

which give an illumination spot on the chip surface of 200µm. This illumination 

spot size ensures no illumination of auxiliary structures, which were introduced 

surrounding the active area to optimize the fabrication protocol (Chapter 3, 

section 3.1.3) Therefore, these structures have not any influence on the 

transmission spectra through the gold nanohole array [89]. 

Every measurement was done in static mode in PBS medium after 1 hour 

incubation of the corresponding TNF-α sample. The results obtained for the 

samples with different concentration of TNF-α (62.5𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿, 125𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿, 

250𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿 and 500𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿 ), taking as the reference signal the resonance 

wavelength of the chip biofunctionalized with anti-TNF-α antibodies, are shown 

in Figure 5.19. 

 

Figure 5.19 Transmission spectra in PBS after the main step of the 

experimental measurements for TNF-α protein. First, with the sensing chip 

surface modified with MUA SAMs and sensing chips (MUA), then with the 

monoclonal anti-TNF-α antibodies and afterward with the different TNF-α 

samples. 

The considered maximum spectral wavelength was the one for the resonance 

wavelength, (1,0) medium-gold interface, at around 750𝑛𝑚 when the medium is 

PBS. Figure 5.20 shows the peak of interest in detail. 
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Figure 5.20 Resonance peaks of light transmission through the sensing 

chip for the different concentrations of TNF-α measurement.  

To set the limit of detection (LOD) of this device for TNF-α protein, the four 

different concentration of TNF-α were measured tree times, by repeating step 15 

of the described procedure, starting from to lower concentration to the higher and 

repeating the series. The obtained transmission spectra are shown in Figure 5.21 

and Figure 5.22: 

 

Figure 5.21 Transmission spectra in PBS after the different TNF-α 

samples. Before a new TNF-α sample chip regeneration was carried out. 
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Figure 5.22 Resonance peaks of light transmission through the sensing 

chip for the three series of TNF-α samples with different concentrations.  

The spectra were smoothed by means of a bilateral filter in order to reduce noise 

and to extract their maximum spectral wavelength, resonance wavelength (Figure 

5.23). 

 

 Figure 5.23 Resonance wavelength for: light red MUA SAM, dark red 

anti-TNF-α and different TNF-α sample concentrations, blue 62.6𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿, 

orange 125𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿, green 250𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿 and yellow 500𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿. 

From these results (Figure 5.23) it can be observed a small dispersion between 

the different measurements. Resonance wavelength shift decreases for each 

measurements cycle (from m1 to m3). This can be due to the chip regeneration 

step after every measurement which can affect the anti-TNF-α functionalization 

and, in turn, TNF-α capture.  

In Figure 5.24 the mean value for each TNF-α concentration is represented vs the 

resonance wavelength, together with its standard deviation. The linear relation 
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between protein concentration and wavelength shift can be obtained linear 

regression. 

 

Figure 5.24 Resonance wavelegth vs TNF-α concentration (solid line) and 

linear regression calculation (dotted line). 

The Limit of Detection (LOD) is the lowest analyte concentration that the 

biosensor can reliably detect. To determine the LOD of the TNF-α biosensor, 

which is defined as the concentration with a signal corresponding to three times 

the standard deviation of the blank [43], first the latter had to be measured. The 

mean value of 10 measurements of PBS functionalized with anti-TNF-α 

antibodies is 731.51𝑛𝑚, with a standard deviation of 0.39𝑛𝑚. Thus, the LOD for 

the developed TNF-α biosensor is 𝑳𝑶𝑫 = 𝟏𝟏𝟒. 𝟏𝒏𝒈/𝒎𝑳.  

5.5.3 Tumor cell biosensing 

Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are cancer cells that detach from a primary tumor 

and travel through the bloodstream or lymphatic system to other parts of the 

body. CTCs thus constitute seeds for the subsequent growth of additional tumors 

(metastasis) in distant organs. Metastatic disease is responsible for over 90% of 

cancer deaths [354][355]. An Australian pathologist, Thomas Ashworth, 

proposed for the first time the hypothesis that CTCs are a fundamental 

prerequisite to metastasis in the mid-19th Century [356]. Nowadays, thanks to 

recent investigations, it has been revealed the biological significance of the 

presence of CTCs in the peripheral bloodstream of cancer patients with metastatic 

disease [357]–[363]. 

Tissue biopsies are ineffective in understanding metastatic risk, disease 

progression, and treatment effectiveness, moreover, they are invasive and cannot 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metastases
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be used repeatedly [364]. However, CTCs reveals metastasis in action, providing 

real-time information about the patient’s disease status. CTC is an important 

biomarker in “liquid biopsy” for cancer patients [365]. Blood tests are easy and 

safe to perform, and multiple samples can be taken over time. Analysis of blood 

samples found a propensity for increased CTC detection as the disease progressed 

in individual patients [366]. The ability to monitor the disease progression over 

time could facilitate appropriate modification to a patient's therapy, potentially 

improving their prognosis and quality of life. The important aspect of the ability 

to prognose the future progression of the disease is elimination (at least 

temporarily) of the need for a surgery when the repeated CTC counts are low and 

not increasing; the obvious benefits of avoiding the surgery include avoiding the 

risk related to the innate tumor-genicity of cancer surgeries. Today, the 

identification and molecular characterization of CTCs in cancer patients remains 

key to unprecedented insights into the metastatic process and is anticipated to 

unmask novel therapeutic targets for the treatment of cancer.  

Clinical applications of CTCs and ctDNA as liquid biopsy for personalized 

medicine. Blood samples can be sampled repeatedly to predict relapse in 𝑀0 

patients or metastatic progression in 𝑀1 patients, monitor the efficacy of 

therapies and understand potential resistance mechanisms 

Most clinical studies, so far, have focused on CTC enumeration in guiding 

prognosis in metastatic cancer patients and current research is exploring the 

pharmacodynamic and predictive biomarker utility of CTCs. A much-anticipated 

application relates to the detection of CTCs in patients with early stage, resectable 

cancers with the potential to discriminate selectively for patients most likely to 

benefit from adjuvant treatment and indeed to monitor the efficacy of therapy 

during the adjuvant course. However, most methods in current use are not 

sensitive enough for reliable enumeration of CTCs in early stage cancer patients. 

In addition, CTC number surveillance, upon completion of therapy, may detect 

relapse at a much earlier stage than traditional clinical or radiological parameters 

and this is under investigation [367]. 

To this end, technologies with the requisite sensitivity and reproducibility to 

detect CTCs in patients with metastatic disease are being researched and 

developed. Nevertheless, one of the biggest technical challenge in CTCs detection 
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is their low concentration in blood, analogous to looking for the proverbial ‘needle 

in a haystack’. In 1𝑚𝐿 of blood there can be from 1 to 10 CTCs for every 107 

leucocytes and 109 erythrocytes, among others.  

Most of the detection methods used nowadays are mainly based in their 

morphologic characteristics and physical properties, such as size, density or 

electric charge, or in immune-separation techniques. But CTCs isolation 

considering just physical or morphological properties in blood samples shows 

lack of sensitivity and specificity.  

With the aim of capturing, monitoring, identifying and counting living CTCs in 

blood samples from cancer patients, in an automatic way, with high efficiency and 

specificity, the SENTIR project and consortium was built. The main objective of 

this project is to develop a biosensing device based on the EOT phenomenon, to 

analyze the presence of CTCs in blood samples of cancer patients from liquid 

biopsies. This device consists of two novel and unique systems with no cell 

damage: the EOT biosensor (square gold nanohole array) and a custom designed 

illumination system for CTCs monitoring and counting.  

One of the objectives of this work is to develop the proof of concept of the chosen 

EOT physical phenomenon for circulating tumor cell identification. Thanks to the 

demonstration of the feasibility of this EOT-based device as CTCs biosensor, the 

complementary work necessary to develop the whole automatic CTC biosensor is 

in progress and at present, it has generated already two patents [368], [369].  

Current EOT-based biosensors are used for the detection of molecules or 

biomolecules of interest as biomarkers such as proteins and DNA molecules with 

a few nanometers size. On these applications, the plasmon penetration length, as 

seen in Chapter 2, strongly limits the length of the sandwich-like assays used for 

detection and signal amplification. However, the biomarkers to be detected in this 

case of study, CTCs, are in the range of 10 µm size. Thus, the use of those sensors 

for these biomarkers in not straightforward and a proof of concept is necessary. 

What is more, another important difference is that, when detecting biomolecules, 

the sample is homogeneous with the molecules uniformly distributed all along 

the sample but for CTC sensing, as there are a discrete and low number of CTCs, 

the sample is clearly inhomogeneous. 
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As seen in Chapter 2, the shift in the EOT resonance peak depends on the 

refractive index of the dielectric media in contact with the chip surface. In the 

case of a sample with CTCs, as it is not a homogeneous solution it depends on the 

change of the effective refractive index of the medium (see 5.8 Annex B). 

Moreover, since the media is a buffer solution with immersed objects as big as 10 

µm in diameter, the sensing capability of the sensor depends on the relation 

between the buffer volume and that of the cell, and also the number of holes 

covered by it. Both related to the inspection area of the chip, i.e., the illumination 

area. 

To illustrate this, a CTC with a refractive index 𝑛𝑐 equal to 1.4 is considered [224] 

immersed in a Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) with refractive index 𝑛𝑃𝐵𝑆 =

1.330 in a total volume of 𝐿1𝑥𝐿2𝑥ℎ µ𝑚3. For simplicity of the model, the CTC 

geometry is assumed to be spherical with a diameter equal to 10µ𝑚 (𝑟 = 5µ𝑚), 

and the PBS volume dimensions are 𝐿1 = 𝐿2 = 𝐿, and ℎ = 80µ𝑚, as in 

conventional microfluidic cells (Figure 5.25 a). The ensemble of the CTC in the 

PBS medium can be considered as an effective medium with a refractive index of 

𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 (effective refractive index) as shown in Figure 5.25 b). 

 

Figure 5.25 Diagram of a tumor cell on the chip immersed in a PBS buffer; 

b) Cell + buffer have been replaced by a medium with refractive index 

𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓with similar effect when LSPR sensing. 

So that, assuming that the chips has a sensitivity bigger than 500𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈 and a 

limit of detection about 6𝑥10−4𝑅𝐼𝑈, a change in refractive index in the third 

decimal can be detected, let’s say from 𝑛𝑃𝐵𝑆 = 1.330 to 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 1.331, the length 

of the volume should be smaller than 𝐿 = 21.40µ𝑚. 
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Where 𝑣𝑐 = CTC volume and 𝑣𝑡 = total volume, CTC + PBS 

Thanks to the limit of detection of the biosensors, a change in the third decimal 

is big enough to be detected with the device presented in this work. Therefore, the 

inspection (illumination) area was set to 20𝑥20 µ𝑚2. However, a microfluidic cell 

with dimension 20𝑥20𝑥80 µ𝑚3 is very complex to fabricate and it will imply two 

added drawbacks: 

▪ The sensing area would be also very small, ≈ 20𝑥20𝜇𝑚2. This means in 

terms of chip fabrication: more precision in NIL process which add 

complexity to transfer the technology to an industrial process and more 

demanding characterization of every chip; and, in terms of chip 

integration in the microfluidic cell: it requires more accuracy in the 

alignment of the sensing area with the microfluidic channels when 

assembling the sandwich of the microfluidic cell.  

▪ A microfluidic channel of 20 µm wide and 80 µm height is too narrow for 

an efficient sample flow, both because in the case of samples with tumor 

cells the microfluidic cell can be blocked by the cells or cell cluster present 

in the sample; and when biosensing real samples a minimum volume of 

2 − 3 𝑚𝐿 will flow through the microfluidic channels which entail 

processing times too long for clinical applications  

To overcome these problems, a bigger sensing area was designed and developed 

(stamp 2) with an area of 1000𝑥2000µ𝑚2and 80µ𝑚 height, a scanning system and 
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a usable sensing area of 1000𝑥1000µ𝑚2. So that, the microfluidic channel is 

1000µ𝑚 wide and 80µ𝑚 high. This volume for the microfluidic cell simplifies the 

NIL fabrication process, chips inspection and sensing area-microfluidic channel 

alignment (Figure 5.26). Also, this allows the sample to flow in more acceptable 

times, shorter than 4 hours. 

 

Figure 5.26 Overlap of sensing area of the chip with the microfluidic 

channel for an easier alignment. 

As real CTCs are difficult to isolate from patients, a spiked buffer with a known 

number of HT-29 tumor cells was used for the proof of concept of cancer cell 

measurements,3. HT-29 is a human colon cancer cell line used extensively in 

biological and cancer research. The measurements are made by means of the 

vertical set up with the motorized stage, in a static configuration, so that no 

biofunctionalization was needed. Once the spiked buffer fills the microfluidic cell, 

the flow stops, and the cells fall onto the sensing surface.  

The illuminating area was restricted to a 20𝑥20µ𝑚2square thanks to a square 

pinhole on the Köler illumination system (200𝑥200µ𝑚2size) that acts as a field 

stop (see section 4.1.1 for more details).  

The scanning of the whole sensing area was done in steps of 20µm by the 

motorized stage in automatic way and controlled with a free software AutoIt® 

[370]. This permits to control the motorized stage and at the same time, to 

perform the measurements with Andor®, call the signal processing software and 

finally, to show the results in a clear, visual manner (see 5.9, ANNEX C: Source 

code in AutoIt).  

To determine the presence of a CTC a spectral shift has to be detected, so that, it 

is very important to have either a reference signal of the sensing chip with PBS 

before the sample flow or a high feasibility and repeatability fabrication process, 

                                                   
3 Even though HT-29 tumor cell has been used, to simplify they are referred as CTCs hereinafter 
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as shown in section 5.4, and a well characterized sensing chip ensuring that the 

spectral signal, resonance wavelength, of every chip is known.  

The procedure for analyzing a sample of HT-29 tumor cells spiked in a buffer 

consists of the following steps: 

1. The sandwich composed of the PSA with the microfluidic channel, the PC 

film and the chip is mounted. 

2. The sandwich is inserted in the microfluidic cell. 

3. The microfluidic cell is fitted in the motorized stage.  

4. The sample is injected into the microfluidic cell ensuring a total fill of the 

cell and no fluid movement when injection is finished. 

5. The chip sensing area is focused (with the help of auxiliary structures for a 

better focusing).  

6. The motorized stage is moved to the scanning starting point (bottom right 

corner). 

7. A measurement is taken and recorded with the chip position parameters. 

8. The stage moves to the next position and another measurement is taken 

and recorded. 

9. The process finishes when the whole sensing area has been scanned (top 

right corner). 

Then, each spectrum is numerically analyzed with the signal processing software 

described in section 5.7 to find the resonance peak (Table 5.4). And finally, the 

results are represented in a matrix in agreement with the position along the 

inspected sensing area (Figure 5.27).  

Table 5.4 Array of maxima values, LSPR resonance peak, along the 

inspected area. 

 

722.0229 722.0229 724.7509 728.0241 722.0229 721.7501

721.4772 722.0229 722.2957 722.2957 722.2957 722.2957

722.0229 722.0229 721.7501 721.7501 721.7501 721.4772

721.2044 721.2044 722.0229 721.2044 724.4781 721.7501

721.7501 723.3869 722.2957 721.7501 721.7501 722.0229

721.4772 721.7501 721.7501 721.7501 721.7501 722.8413
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Figure 5.27 2D (left) and 3D (right) graphic display of maxima in the 

scanned area. 

These data can be represented in a histogram to have an estimation of the 

probability distribution of the maxima position, as shown in Figure 5.28.  

 

 Figure 5.28 Histogram of maximum position. Resonance peak of the chip 

in located at 722 ± 1𝑛𝑚 and a red wavelength shift occurs when a cell is 

over the inspected area. 

To check the measurement between step 5 and 6, when the sample is in the 

microfluidic cell and the sensing area is focused, the microscope objective is 

changed, from 20x to 10x to have an image of the whole sensing area and an 

optical image is taken. This image shows the CTCs, from the analyzed sample, 

deposited over the chip sensing area.  

This optical image is overlapped with the matrix signal coming from the LSPR 

sensor (Figure 5.29).  
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Figure 5.29 Overlapping image of the 2D graphic display of scanned area 

and the optical image of the chip with the CTC spiked sample.  

Another example in a binary representation for an easier identification of CTCs is 

shown in next figure: 

 
 

Figure 5.30 CTC distribution over the chip surface in Mosaic. A binary 

color code was selected for a better identification of CTCs.  

The protocol may also be compatible with the introduction of a complex sample 

containing leucocytes and a cancer cell line in the microfluidic and optical setup. 

Despite that the number of leucocytes can be much larger than cancer cells’ 
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(proportion of 106:1), the use of anti-EpCAM functionalized magnetic 

nanoparticles can provide the desired specificity as a permanent magnet is placed 

below the chip. The magnet is designed as a ring-shaped magnet for allowing the 

light to pass through the interior of the ring, while having radial magnetization 

on the ring plane. This magnet is designed to get magnetic fields lines almost 

identical to a standard opaque magnet placed below the nanostructured area, 

while it is compatible with the described setup. The use of this setup combined 

with the magnetic nanoparticles and a mechanical-based switch on/off 

configuration of the magnet, can provide a route for intact cell recovering after 

measurement. The microfluidic and device setup, and the protocol for detecting 

and counting CTCs have been considered to get intellectual property rights 

through the patent application EP17382519, “Cartridge, device and method for 

detecting, capturing, identifying and counting circulating tumour cells” 

(referenced in Chapter 6). 

5.6 Conclusions 

➢ The vertical optical setup developed in this work can also be used as an optical 

technique for physical inspection of metallic thin films with nanohole arrays. 

It is based on the detection of the wavelength spectral shifts of the light 

transmitted by micron-sized illuminated areas, taking advantage of the 

Extraordinary Optical Transmission phenomenon. As compared with usual 

techniques like SEM or other related electronic microscopy techniques, the 

proposed method is fast and accurate as to give a full surface homogeneity 

map in a short time. Electronic microscopy techniques can give geometry 

details of very small areas, but they do not provide its local plasmonic 

performance. 

The proposed system is reproducible, reliable and could be implemented for 

its use in industrial application. It can provide a seal of identification of the 

manufactured surface which can be used as a guarantee of manufacturing 

quality. In addition, its application field can be extended to other periodic or 

non-periodic nanostructured surfaces.  

➢ The gold standard for TNF-α assaying, as for many other protein biomarkers, 

is the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). However, ELISA 

method has several disadvantages such a long assaying times, large sample 
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volumes or the necessity of expensive equipment and trained personnel. This 

have motivated research into a wide variety of alternative formats like optical 

acoustic or electrochemical biosensors which also present high potential for 

integration and miniaturization.  

During last years, highly-sensitive TNF-α biosensors based on surface 

plasmon resonance [43] and amperommetric magnetoimmunoassays [351] 

have been reported by our group, demonstrating several advantages over the 

conventional ELISA. However, more research must be carried out towards 

reducing the inherent complexity of the assays which comprise laborious 

protocols, use of expensive and critical instrumentation as well as long 

incubation times. 

This thesis work allows a rapid, cheap and quantitative label-free detection of 

TNF-α biosensor with a limit of detection of about 100𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿, which provides 

a greatly reduced response time as compared to the gold-standard (ELISA).  

The affinity of the monoclonal anti-TNF-α antibodies with was optimized 

calculating the kinetic constants by using a Kretschmann configuration SPR 

system [43] and the periodic nanoholes geometry was designed to provide a 

quite high sensitivity which together with the developed optical setup, 

provide a great limit of detection (below 10−3𝑅𝐼𝑈). Despite the mentioned 

achievements, the LOD of TNF-α protein is far from actual requirements to 

monitor its concentration in serum or plasma.  

Considering the work developed as an initial stage, there is an important 

room for improvement of the sensitivity and specificity of the sensor for TNF-

α detection. Some of these strategies involve amplification steps using 

sandwich assays which produce a signal dependent on the TNF-α 

concentration. Although it means the loss of the label-free format that is 

targeted in this thesis, the high sensitivity and ease of use that this strategy 

offers can still be a great asset in assay development. In this specific case, the 

simplest option is the use of specific secondary antibodies while a more 

complex approach involves functionalized nanoparticles, which due to their 

great mass amplify the initial signal further. The latter strategy was 

previously developed by our group using gold nanoparticles. It was 

successfully applied for TNF-α and ErbB2 detection using a Kretschmann 
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configuration SPR system [43] [17]. In exchange of the loss of the label-free 

format, amplification steps can provide, in many cases, the necessary 

sensitivity and specificity to work with analytes that are at low concentration 

in serum or plasma such as the TNF-α protein.  

Another strategy to advance towards more sensitive biosensors taking 

advantage of the work developed in this thesis, is to combine the localized 

plasmonic resonance with the Fabry-Perot resonance, as stated in ANNEX B: 

Fabry-Perot configuration, forming a Fabry-Perot microcavity. This 

constitutes a coupled photonic-plasmonic system. Thus, by reducing the 

resonance peaks FWHM, that is the FOM, the limit of detection of the sensor 

can improve until 7𝑥 [122]. 

➢ Thanks to the innovative illumination system designed, our nanoplasmonic 

sensor, goes beyond the usual application where concentration changes in 

nanometer-sized biomarkers are detected. It is also able to detect 

micrometer-sized biological objects, a highly demanded detection technique 

for liquid biopsies. In fact, it can detect, monitor and count CTCs, making it 

ideal for clinical applications in hospital environments. The optical system 

used for CTC counting does not affect to the cell which can be retrieved which 

allows to study live CTCs and to develop cell functional analysis for further 

genetic analysis based on DNA or RNA. This guarantees that the genetic 

material is undamaged. 

It is currently being studied that because of differences in refractive index, 

size, and shape of the different blood cells, our system has the potential to 

differentiate CTCs from other cells, such as leucocytes. This specific detection 

as combined with the gold surface functionalization to minimize non-specific 

binding and anti-EpCAM functionalized magnetic nanoparticles to capture 

CTCs, may provide a robust tool for its use in research and clinical trials. In 

addition, some research is being done to avoid non-specific unions on the 

sensing chip surface by using zwitterionic molecules.  

The results found in this study can guide biomedical researchers and 

experimentalists in the process of detecting biological material in the 

nanometric range, like protein cancer biomarkers and circulating free DNA 

(cfDNA) or RNA with an amplification step prior to the plasmonic detection. 
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Also, for detection and monitoring of biological material of larger size (tens 

of microns, usually in biological tests with liquid biopsies). This results 

particularly interesting for cancer cell detection in the bloodstream.  
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5.7 ANNEX A: Peak detection algorithm  

Next figure (Figure 5.31) shows an example of the running software. 
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Figure 5.31 Algorithm running by Wolfram Mathematica software. 

5.8 ANNEX B: Effective medium theory and validation 

Due to computational problems associated to simulate biologic material in 3-D 

(lack of memory and computational time), the problem to be solved was 

modelized in 2-D and the effective medium theory was used in order to carry out 

all the sensitivity calculations for the different geometries studied in this chapter.  

In this section the effective medium theory is first introduced and then some 

simulations for theory validation for the simulations carried out in this work are 

presented.  

For inhomogeneous media as the studied one in this project, where biological 

material is immersed in a buffer, generally Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with 

a refractive index similar to water, the effective medium theory is applied. The 

combination of the biological material together with the buffer, is considered as 

a homogenous medium as a whole, characterized by an effective refractive index 

based on the relative fraction of its components optics constants (buffer and 

biological material refractive indexes). Several theories have been developed that 

can produce acceptable approximations, each one of them is valid in a different 

range. Two of the most popular approximations are the Maxwell Garnett and 

Bruggeman models [371].  
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According to Maxwell Garnett theory, the dielectric function for a medium with 

spherical inclusions is given by the following expression:  

휀𝑎𝑣 = 휀𝑚 [1 +
3𝑓(

𝜀−𝜀𝑚
𝜀+2𝜀𝑚

)

1−𝑓(
𝜀−𝜀𝑚
𝜀+2𝜀𝑚

)
]     (5.1) 

where 휀𝑚 and 휀, are the buffer and biological material immersions dielectric 

constants, respectively, 휀𝑎𝑣  represents the medium average dielectric constant, 

and 𝑓 corresponds to the inclusions volume respect to the total volume.  

In case of Bruggeman theory, dielectric constant function is [372]:  

𝑓 (
− 𝑎𝑣

+2 𝑎𝑣
) + (1 − 𝑓)

− 𝑎𝑣

+2 𝑎𝑣
= 0    (5.2) 

Although equations (5.1) and (5.2) come from a common expression, different 

approaches must be done to reach them. So, depending on the considered 

problem its validation is different. The remarkable difference between both 

approximations is that Bruggeman theory considers a mixture of two different 

homogeneous media, without distinguishing between matrix and inclusions as 

Maxwell Garnett does. 

Now, the validity of the effective medium theory is shown by comparing the 

transmission spectra centered in the EOT resonance peak and system sensitivity 

when the change in the refractive index of the dielectric medium over the 

nanostructured surface is due to either 1) changes in the buffer refractive index 

as an homogeneous medium (effective medium theory) or 2) the introduction of 

objects with a slightly higher refractive index, 𝑛𝑜 = 1.40, into the buffer, water 

𝑛𝑤 = 1.33 with a similar refractive index change to case 1).  

In all the cases the biosensor was simulated as a gold nanohole array onto a 

dielectric substrate (glass substrate) with a nanohole diameter of 180µ𝑚 and an 

array period of 500µ𝑚. The biosensor was illuminated with a Gaussian beam, 

polarized in x-axis and propagating in –y, normal incidence, which is given by the 

following expression:  

�⃗� = 𝐸0𝑥
𝑤0

𝑤(𝑦)
2

−(
𝑟

𝑤(𝑦)
)
2

𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝑤𝑡 − 𝑘𝑦 + 𝜂(𝑦) − 𝑟2 𝑘

2𝑅(𝑦)
)  (5.3) 
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where 𝑟 = √𝑥2 , 𝐸0𝑥 is the amplitude of the electric field in x-direction, k is the 

wave number, ω is the angular frequency, and ω(y), η(y) and R(y) are expressed 

as:  

𝑤(𝑦) = 𝑤0√1 +
𝑦

𝑦0
  (5.4); 𝜂(𝑦) = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛 (

𝑦

𝑦0
)   (5.5); 𝑅(𝑦) = 𝑦 (1 + (

𝑦0

𝑦
)
2

)

 (5.6) 

being 𝜔0 the minimum waist beam and 𝑦0 is related with 𝜔0 by 𝑦0 =
𝜋𝑤0

2

𝜆
    

Simulation consists of a 60𝑛𝑚 thickness gold film, with a square array of 

nanohole (60𝑥180𝑛𝑚) on its surface, filled of air. The period of the array (distance 

between the center of two consecutive holes), is 𝑝 = 500𝑛𝑚. The gold metallic 

film is deposited on a dielectric substrate, glass. The system is illuminated by a 

Gaussian beam of  𝜔0 = 20𝜇𝑚. 

First, the reference signal has to be calculated, that is, the transmission spectrum 

through the system without any object on it, just the water buffer (Figure 5.32) 

  

Figure 5.32 Zero-order transmission through the simulated system at 

normal incidence of a gaussian beam. 

Analyzing the peaks shown in the transmission spectrum, from left to right side, 

it is found that they origin are Wood´s anomalies (𝜆 = 634𝑛𝑚) and EOT (𝜆 =

769𝑛𝑚). In Figure 5.33 the near field maps of the observed resonances are shown. 
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Figure 5.33 Enhancement of the electric near field for wavelengths of the 

incident radiation corresponding to the observed resonances (a) Wood 

anomaly and (b) EOT peak. 

Then over the nanohole array, another dielectric material in a rectangular shape 

is set, 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = 0.12𝜇𝑚2 with a refractive index 𝑛𝑜 = 1.40, which is immersed in a 

liquid buffer, in this case, water (𝑛𝑤 = 1.33). The simulated geometry is 

represented in Figure 5.36. 

Then, the shift of the EOT resonance peak is studied for case 1) refractive index 

change, that is, due to, changes in the refractive index of the buffer over the 

nanostructured gold surface. Buffer refractive index is changed from 𝑛1 = 1.330 

to 𝑛6 = 1.340 with ∆𝑛 = 0.002, paying attention to the resonance peak of interest, 

EOT peak where 𝜆~770𝑛𝑚 (Figure 5.34).  

                                    

Figure 5.34 Zero-order transmission of nanostructured Au film at normal 

incidence, for different refractive index buffers at EOT peak.  

In addition, the sensitive of the modelized system can be calculated by the slope 

value using the least-squares regression method when representing the maxima 

values of the EOT peak as a function of the refractive index (Figure 5.35). The 

system sensitivity is equal to 374𝑛𝑚/𝑅𝐼𝑈.  
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Figure 5.35 Wavelength of the EOT maximum in transmission spectrum 

as a function of the buffer refractive index. 

To model refractive index changes for case 2), over the nanohole array, several 

dielectric materials in a rectangular shape were set with a refractive index 𝑛𝑜 =

1.40, immersed in a liquid buffer, in this case, water (𝑛𝑤 = 1.33). A scheme of the 

simulated geometry is represented in Figure 5.36. 

 

Figure 5.36 Scheme of the modelized biosensor, with an object on the 

surface immersed in a water buffer. 

For comparison of transmission spectra changes between case 1) and 2) the area 

of the object immersed in the buffer water was calculated. As changes in refractive 

index for case 1) were ∆𝑛 = 0.002 and buffer (water) area (for a 2D simulation) 

was 𝐴𝑤 = 20𝑥0.2𝜇𝑚2, from the equation of the effective refractive index: 

𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑓𝑛𝑜 + (1 − 𝑓)𝑛𝑤  (5.7)   and  𝑓 =
𝐴𝑜

𝐴𝑡
⁄   (5.8) 

where 𝐴𝑜 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴𝑡are the areas of the object and the buffer + object, for a 2D 

simulation, the percentage of object area versus buffer area for an increase of 0.02 

in the effective refractive index, can be calculated, being 𝑓~0.28, that is the object 

area is a 3% of the buffer area. This means an area of 0.12𝜇𝑚2, object dimension 

is 100𝑥1200𝑛𝑚2, so it fills a 3% of the buffer area. 

According to the effective medium theory the presence of one object inside the 

buffer supposes a change in the effective refractive index corresponding to 

∆𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 0.002. The number of objects has changed from 1 to 5, see Figure 5.37.  
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Figure 5.37 Zero-order transmission of Au film at normal incidence as a 

function of number of objects, with area 0.12𝜇𝑚2 and refractive index 1.40, 

immersed in water for (a) the visible spectra, 500 − 800𝑛𝑚, (b) and EOT 

peak, 750 − 775𝑛𝑚.  

As number of objects increases, transmission intensity diminishes, and a red-

shift of peaks was observed since light goes through an optically denser medium.  

In Figure 5.38 the near field maps for Wood’s anomaly and EOT peak, are 

represented when a single object is immersed in the water buffer.  

 

Figure 5.38 Near field maps corresponding to the resonance wavelengths: 

(a) Wood anomaly (634𝑛𝑚) and (b) EOT peak (769𝑛𝑚).  

Comparing the transmission spectra for case 1) and 2) to check the feasibility of 

the effective medium theory, for every increment of the effective refractive index, 

that is, increase in the number of objects immersed in the buffer, as shown in 

Figure 5.39, it can be observed that the behavior of transmission spectra for both 

cases is similar.  
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Figure 5.39 Comparison between transmission spectra considering case 

1), effective medium theory (in red), and case 2), different number of objects 

immersed (𝑛0 = 1.40) in the water buffer (𝑛𝑤 = 1.33) (in blue).  

In addition, for a number of objects lower than three, the matching between both 

graphs is almost perfect. However, when more than three objects are immersed, 

the spectral shift for case 2) is bigger than case 1). For this reason, it is concluded 

that applying the effective medium theory supposes a lower bound in the 

sensitivity results obtained.  

5.9 ANNEX C: Source code in AutoIt 

The program for the synchronized and automatized acquisition of transmission 

spectra was written in the free software AutoIt.  

For a correct chip scanning, analysis of collected data and final results 

representation, the program needs some input parameters that ask the final user 

to introduce before starting to run, such as: 
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✓ Pinhole size (real size of the physical pinhole). 

✓ Chip spatial orientation. 

✓ Size of the sensing area of the chip (in mm) – it must be multiple of the 

pinhole size, for a proper scanning of the whole sensing area with no 

overlaps.  

✓ Stage x position in the initial point for scanning (bottom right corner). 

✓ Stage y position in the initial point for scanning (bottom right corner). 

Once the input parameters are known the program start running.  

Here is shown the source code: 
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Figure 5.40 Screenshot of the developed source code. 

From the input parameters the software control both the motorized stage and the 

spectrophotometer to measure the transmission spectra in every position of the 

scanned chip (sensing area). In this sense, the stage in positioned in the starting 

point (bottom right of the sensing area), the spectrum is collected, and the stage 

moves to the next position on the left, and another spectrum is collected. This 

process is repeated until the whole area is scanned.  

Once all the spectra are collected the resonance peak (spectral maximum) is 

found for each spectrum and the resulting data are organized in a matrix 

following the scanning position over the chip.  

These maxima are compared with the reference data to calculate the spectral shift 

which give the information about the presence of a tumor cell.  

Finally, a graphical representation of the results is carried out, with a color 

codification to localize the spectral maxima of interests, that is, where the tumor 

cells are collocated onto the chip: 

- 2D graphic display – 2D position of cell over the nanostructured array, 

- 3D graphic display – topographic image of maxima along the sensing area, 

the highest the peak, the biggest the probability of being a cell. 
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Next an example of code execution and final results representation is presented: 
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Figure 5.41 Screen capture of the results visual representation. 
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Chapter 6. General Conclusions and Prospects 

6.1 General conclusions 

The research conducted in this thesis is focused on the development of 

nanoplasmonic biosensors for their application in clinical and biomedical fields. 

The approach followed in different knowledge areas such as numerical simulation 

of electromagnetic problems, nanofabrication based on nanoimprint lithography-

based methods, sample management by microfluidic encapsulation, custom 

optical setup design and assembly have paved the way towards the development of 

label-free and miniaturizable biosensor devices for biomedical and clinical 

applications. This research can help biomedical researchers and clinicians to 

monitor not only the concentration of target biomolecules in a human fluid but also 

detect biological organisms at the microscale such as cells. It is believed it could 

have a high impact in the field of liquid biopsies, and particularly in the detection 

and monitoring of tumor cells in the bloodstream. 

The most important achievements of this thesis are: 

➢ The electromagnetic numerical calculations performed in this work are of 

significant interest not only to determine optimum geometrical design of 

plasmonic nanostructures as a guidance fot experimentalists but also to 

demonstrate that these can be used for obtaining information about the 

refractive index of a micron-sized object immersed in a buffer and located on 

nanostructures surface.  

The optimum geometry was selected studying the electromagnetic response of 

the plasmonic nanostructures, maximizing sensitivity in the VIS-NIR 

spectrum and ensuring this geometry is compatible with a fabrication 

technique based on thermal NIL: a high throughput, low cost, nanofabrication 

technique.  

➢ It has been shown that parameters such as object volume and its refractive 

index within the penetration depth of the surface plasmon in the buffer 

medium or the contact surface between the object and the nanostructured 

substrate, strongly affect the transduction signal based on the wavelength shift 

of the localized surface plasmon resonance.  
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➢ The results found in this study can guide biomedical researchers and 

experimentalists in the process of detecting biological material in the 

nanometric range, like protein biomarkers concentration in cancer and other 

pathologies. It could also be extended to circulating free DNA (cfDNA) or RNA 

detection, provided an amplification step prior to the plasmonic detection is 

developed. These results are also useful, for the detection and monitoring of 

biological material of larger size (tens of microns), for example, in biological 

tests where a liquid biopsy is employed, particularly for cancer cell detection in 

the bloodstream.  

➢ The selected fabrication technique for this work (thermal NIL) offers the ability 

to produce nano-scale features with high quality and high throughput in a cost-

effective way. The capacity to fabricate low-cost nanoscale structures with high 

accuracy is of crucial importance to make them accessible for real-life 

applications. In this work thermal NIL protocol/process has been optimized, 

having a high throughput, feasible and reliable process. It provides process 

guidelines and design rules for industrial applications. This capability enables 

semi-industrial production of the EOT sensing chips developed in this work, 

reducing time and cost of chip fabrication while maintaining process accuracy 

and repeatability. This development helps to bridge the lab-to-industry gap, 

delivering nanopatterning-based prototypes to the market. 

➢ The vertical optical setup developed in this work can also be used as an optical 

technique for physical inspection of metallic thin films with nanohole arrays. It 

is based on the detection of the wavelength spectral shifts of the light 

transmitted by micron-sized illuminated areas, taking advantage of the 

Extraordinary Optical Transmission phenomenon. Compared with usual 

techniques like SEM or other related electronic microscopy techniques, the 

proposed method is faster and accurate enough as to give a full surface 

homogeneity map in a short time. Electronic microscopy techniques can give 

geometry details of very small areas, but they do not provide its local plasmonic 

performance. 

The proposed system is reproducible, reliable and can be implemented in 

industrial applications. It can provide a seal of identification of the 

manufactured surface which can be used as a guarantee of manufacturing 
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quality. In addition, its application field can be extended to other periodic or 

non-periodic nanostructured surfaces.  

➢ A rapid, cheap and quantitative label-free detection of TNF-α biosensor with a 

limit of detection of about 100𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿 has been developed. This biosensor 

provides a greatly reduced response time as compared to the gold-standard 

(ELISA). 

➢ The developed nanoplasmonic sensor, thanks to the innovative illumination 

system, goes beyond the usual application of this kind of biosensors where 

nanometer-sized biomarkers concentrations are detected, being able to detect 

micrometer-sized ones, a highly demanded detection technique for liquid 

biopsies. One of the major advantages of this label-free biosensor is that there 

is no cell permeabilization and fixation by using labels entering into the 

cytoplasm. It allows to study live CTCs and to develop cell functional analysis 

and further genetic analysis based on DNA or RNA. This label-free technique 

guarantees the genetic material remains undamaged.  

➢ The optical setup was modified and assembled in a horizontal configuration in 

an optical bench using low-cost commercial optics and spectrophotometer, 

which is a more compact, robust and low-cost version of the vertical setup and 

therefore, more attractive for eventual industrialization. A system prototype 

and fluidic network allows the end-user to insert and exchange disposable chips 

to the sensor region within the prototype housing. The microfluidic integration 

of the chip with the fluidic control module ensures that system operation does 

not require highly-trained personnel, making it more attractive for its use in a 

lab or hospital environments. In addition, this prototype could be used 

alongside an electronic device that, equipped with appropriate software and 

data communication module, is able to communicate directly and instantly with 

sanitary personnel, desirable for both clinical emergencies in hospitals and 

patients follow up for further decision-making by the specialized clinician. 

This doctoral thesis has been developed in an interdisciplinary group in close 

collaboration with other researchers from various fields, physics, chemistry, 

biology, medicine, mechanical engineering, among others, and from different 

institutions, Universidad de Cantabria, Hospital de Valdecilla, and a SME, 

Cellbiocan. The involvement of a hospital is extremely important as to have a 
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realistic point of view of the problem and the needs of the health service in order 

to improve patient health, quality of life and life expectancy. 

This thesis work expects to be useful for the future of liquid biopsy-based medicine. 

It would facilitate early detection of potential cancer metastasis. In addition, it 

allows the monitoring of patients on or after treatment or, in other words, disease 

monitoring. It would help guide treatment decisions in the context of personalized 

medicine by validating the suitability of a therapy or drug for a particular patient. 

This will increase the patients’ life expectancy while at the same time keeping 

sanitary costs contained.  

6.2 Future prospects 

Future perspectives may focus on integrating the innovative biosensor proposed in 

this work in a miniaturized, easy to use, Point of Care system. On-going advances 

in photonic technology and microfluidics will facilitate the development of more 

integrated and less invasive diagnostic devices for more personalized medicine.  

From numerical and experimental points of view, in this research it has been 

demonstrated that our system allows monitorization of micron sized objects. 

However, regarding numerical calculations for biological material, further research 

should be done with different models. These can help to demonstrate that different 

cell types can be distinguished with the proposed plasmonic biosensor. Even more, 

for biological cell monitoring, a more sophisticated model could be developed to 

simulate the cell in a more realistic way, by considering membrane, cytoplasm and 

nucleus with their corresponding geometrical and optical properties. From those 

simulations, a more customized optimization (cell addressed optimization) of the 

sensing chip features (period, hole diameter, hole geometry, gold film thickness) 

can be accomplished.  

From a practical point of view, in the case of cells detection, it is envisaged a 

suitable microfluidic cartridge combined with ad-hoc defined reagents such as 

magnetic nanoparticles conjugated to antibodies recognizing specifically the target 

cells. By means of a suitable external magnetic force, the cells will be trapped onto 

the sensor chip, allowing to count them specifically. This strategy could pave the 

way towards posterior cells functional analysis, including the analysis of their 

genetic information.  
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The device sensing capacity can be extended to a multiplexed chip. The chip 

fabrication method used in this work allows the fabrication of several array 

nanostructures (sensing areas) on the same chip to provide additional information 

of the same sample simultaneously. In addition, each sensing area can have distinct 

optical behavior, such as different sensitivity, adapted to meet the detection 

requirements of the biomarker of interest. This multiplexing capacity allows the 

simultaneous measurement of different target analytes providing clinical 

information about the presence of a group of biomarkers such as biomolecules 

(cfDNA or proteins) or cells, all of them related to a specific pathology. Besides, 

multiplexing increases device throughput, speeds up the measurements and 

reduces the overall cost of reagents without requiring additional amounts of 

sample.  

In samples from patients (liquid biopsies for instance) it is highly probable to have 

more than one type of micron-sized biological objects, such as lymphocytes, 

monocytes and tumor cells, among others. The plasmonic device proposed in this 

work is sensitive to both the optical properties and the size of the objects deposited 

on it. Therefore, it should be able to distinguish among different type of cells with 

different characteristics related to these parameters. Some experiments are 

currently being carried out in this direction.  

Regarding to the improvement of the device sensitivity, further work can be done 

with the Fabry-Perot configuration. This has several advantages, such as narrower 

resonance peaks which leads to a higher Figure-Of-Merit of the biosensor. In 

addition, the effect of light polarization and polarimetry can be studied to get more 

information about the biological material to be detected Optimization of both 

sensor sensitivity and specificity can be also carried out by employing gold 

nanoparticles conjugated to secondary antibodies.  
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6.3 ANNEX A: Results from this work. Scientific contributions 

6.3.1 Patents 

▪ EP3121587. F. Moreno García, F. González Fernández, A. Barreda Gómez, 

R. Díez-Ahedo, D. Otaduy, S. Merino, A. Talamillo, J.L. Fernández Luna. 

“Device and method for detecting biomarkers”. March 2014 

▪ EP17382519. F. Moreno, F. Gonzalez, A. Barreda, A. Juarros, D. Otaduy, S. 

Merino, A. Franco y J.L. Fernandez Luna. “Cartridge, device and 

method for detecting, capturing, identifying and counting 

circulating tumour cells”. July 2017 

6.3.2 Scientific papers 

[1] J. Martinez-Perdiguero, A. Retolaza, A. Juarros, D. Otaduy, and S. Merino, 

“Enhanced transmission through gold nanohole arrays fabricated by thermal 

nanoimprint lithography for surface plasmon based biosensors,” Procedia 

Eng., vol. 47, pp. 805–808, 2012. 

[2] J. Martinez-Perdiguero, A. Retolaza, D. Otaduy, A. Juarros, and S. Merino, 

“Real-Time Label-Free Surface Plasmon Resonance Biosensing with Gold 

Nanohole Arrays Fabricated by Nanoimprint Lithography,” SENSORS, vol. 

13, no. 10, pp. 13960–13968, 2013. 

[3] A. I. Barreda, D. Otaduy, R. Martín-Rodríguez, S. Merino, J. L. Fernández-

Luna, F. González, and F. Moreno, “Electromagnetic behavior of dielectric 

objects on metallic periodically nanostructured substrates,” Opt. Expres, vol. 

26, no. 9, pp. 11222–11237, 2018. 

[4] A. Franco, D. otaduy, A.I. Barreda, J.L. Fernández-Luna, S. Merino, F. 

González, F. Moreno, “Optical inspection of manufactured nanohole arrays 

to bridge the lab-industry gap,” Optics and Laser Technology, pp. 1–18, 

2018. (Submitted) 

[5] A. Franco, D. otaduy, A.I. Barreda, J.L. Fernández-Luna, S. Merino, F. 

González, F. Moreno, "Cell differentiation through plasmon effects", Nature 

letter (In preparation) 
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[6] D. Otaduy, A. Franco, A.I. Barreda, J.L. Fernández-Luna, S. Merino, F. 

González, F. Moreno, "Plasmonic biosensor for tumor cells detection, 

monitoring and counting", Lab on a Chip (In preparation) 

6.3.3 Scientific conferences 

[1] R. Diez-Ahedo. D. Otaduy, A. Retolaza, y S. Merino. “Micro and nano-

biointerfaces for biomedical applications” Physical Chemistry of 

biointerfaces II. Donostia, Spain. July 2012. 

[2] D. Otaduy, J. Martinez-Perdiguero, A. Retolaza, A. Juarros, R. Diez-Ahedo 

and S. Merino. “Protein detection using gold nanohole arrays fabricated by 

thermal Nanoimprint lithography” MNE 2012. 38th International Micro & 

Nano Engineering Conference. Toulouse, France. September 2012. 

[3] J. Martínez-Perdiguero, A. Retolaza, A. Juarros, D. Otaduy, S. Merino, L' 

Bujanda. “Detection of picomolar concentrations of proteins in human 

serum using surface plasmon resonance”. Biospain 2012. Bilbao, Spain. 

September 2012. 

[4] J. Martínez-Perdiguero, A. Retolaza, A. Juarros, D. Otaduy, S. Merino. “Gold 

nanohole arrays for plasmonic biosensing fabricated by thermal 

nanoimprint lithography”. International Conference on Label-Free 

Technologies. Amsterdam, The Netherlands. November 2012. 

[5] D. Otaduy, J. Martínez-Perdiguero, A. Retolaza, A. Juarros, R. Diez-Ahedo 

and S. Merino. “Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance Label-Free 

Biosensing by Gold Nanohole Arrays Fabricated by Thermal Nanoimprint 

Lithography”. Nanolito 2012 (The 5th Spanish workshop on 

nanolithography). Donostia, Spain. November 2012. 

[6] D. Otaduy, J. Martínez-Perdiguero, A. Retolaza, A. Juarros, R. Diez-Ahedo 

and S. Merino. “Periodic Nanohole Arrays for Localized Surface Plasmon 

Resonance Label-Free Biosensing by Thermal Nanoimprint Lithography”. 

Imagenano 2013 (European conferences in Nanotechnology). Bilbao, 

Spain. April 2013. 

[7] D. Otaduy, J. Martínez-Perdiguero, A. Retolaza, A. Juarros and S. Merino. 

“Label-Free Biosensor based on Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance with 
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custom microfluidic solution for TNF-α detection”. Nanolito 2014 (The 6th 

Spanish workshop on nanolithography). Zaragoza, Spain. October 2014. 

[8] D. Otaduy et al., “Label-Free biosensing with optimized Gold Nanohole 

Arrays for high sensitivity, fabricated by Nanoimprint Lithography” MNE 

2017. 43rd International Micro & Nano Engineering Conference. Braga, 

Portugal. September 2017. 

[9] A. I. Barreda, D. Otaduy, S. Merino, J. L. Fernández-Luna, F. González, F. 

Moreno, “Electromagnetics of Micron-sized Dielectric Objects on Nano-hole 

Array Metallic Substrates”. CEN 2018, Spanish Conference on 

Nanoplasmonics 2018. Donostia-San Sebastián, Spain. October 2018. 

6.4 ANNEX B: Abbreviations 

AFM Atomic force microscopy  

ATR Attenuated total reflectance  

Au Gold 

BSA Bovine serum albumin 

CCD Charge coupled device 

CD Critical dimensions  

Cr Cromo 

CTC Circulating tumor cell 

DIY Do it yourself 

EBL Electron beam lithography 

ECD N-hydroxysuccinimide and carbodiimide  

ELISA Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays  

EM Electromagnetic 

EOT Extraordinary optical transmission  

EUVL Extreme ultraviolet lithography  

FDTD Finite difference time-domain  

FEM Finite element method  

FF Fill factor 

FIB Focused ion-beam  

FOM Figure of Merit 

FP Fabry-Perot  
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FWHM Full width at half maximum 

hCG Human chorionic gonadotropin  

HEL Hot embossing lithography  

ICP Inductive coupled plasma  

IgG Immunoglobulin G 

IR Infrared 

LOD Limit of detection 

LSPR Localiced surface plasmon resonance 

MEMS Microelectromechanical system 

MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology  

MUA 11-Mercaptoundecanoic acid 

NA Numerical aperture 

NIL  Nanoimprint lithography 

NIR Near infrarred 

NP Nanoparticle 

PBS Phosphate buffered saline  

PC Polycarbonate 

PDMS Polydimethylsiloxane 

PEC Perfect electric conductor  

PMMA Poly(methyl methacrylate) 

POC Point-of-care 

PSA Pressure sensitive adhesive tape 

R2R Roll-to-Roll  

RF Radio frequency 

RIE Reactive ion etching  

RIU Refractive index unit 

S&F Step-and-Flash 

S&R Step-and-Repeat  

SAM Self-assembled monolayer  

SCCa Squamous cell carcinoma antigen  

SEM Scanning electron microscope  

SERS Surface-enhanced Raman scattering  

Si Silicon 

Si3N4 Silicon nitride  
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SiC Silicon carbide  

SiO2 Silicon oxide  

SP Superficial plamons 

SPP Surface plasmon polaritons  

SPR Surface plasmon resonance 

SPRi Surface plasmon resonance imaging 

Ti Titanium 

TNF Tumor necrosis factor 

T-NIL Thermal nanoimprinti lithograpy 

UV Ultraviolet 

VPD Vapor phase deposition  

XRL X-ray lithography 
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